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Executive Summary

Purpose 
The New Zealand economy relies heavily on primary production and food exports. For investment in future 
food technologies to be ‘sustainable’, those technologies and products need to be successful in meeting 
global market preferences. Social values around the production and consumption of food are increasingly 
recognised as an important determinant of market outcomes.

The ‘Coming to the Table’ project (2008-12) is engaging government, science, business and community 
stakeholders in dialogue about sustainable decision-making for future food technologies. The aim of the 
research is to improve New Zealand’s economic and technological development by demonstrating how a 
fuller picture of consumer and societal preferences can assist those investing in future food science and 
technology.  

The study has multiple aims: 1) to provide enhanced market and social intelligence for science and industry 
organisations on local and international demand trends for future food technologies;  2) to apply an innovative 
dialogue engagement method (Issues Mapping) that  can explain the potential conflict between industry, 
scientist, government, community interest group, and Màori / non-Màori, viewpoints on novel technologies, 
and identify common ground between diverse stakeholder positions; 3) to map out the underlying attributes 
of particular future food technology applications and values that are likely to lead to consumer and social 
acceptance;  and 4) to see how these factors can be incorporated upstream in the innovation cycle, so that 
technology investment decisions can be taken with greater confidence that they will be sustainable, thus 
providing  long term benefit for New Zealand science and industry.

This report presents the findings of the Stakeholder Dialogue (Phase III) of the project in 2011, which will be 
translated into the Phase IV Strategy phase in August- September 2012.

Method
This research project links stakeholder dialogue with strategic processes for investment in future food 
technologies.

The Issues Mapping stakeholder dialogue method (Cronin and Jackson, 2004) is a two-step intervention 
with in-depth interviews to document individual risk acceptance rankings and values in relation to a range 
of possible future technology investment options, followed by dialogue workshops for the whole participant 
group to explore their risk preferences and identify common ground.

Individual risk rankings and value statements are combined in a graphic representation to create a compelling 
picture of the discourse around future technology options. This generates new conversations that disrupt 
fixed or expected positions; provides insights into the drivers for risk acceptance; and reveals options for 
future decision-making that are likely to attract wide acceptance.

It should be emphasised that this is a qualitative method that provides deeper information, through interviews 
and interactive workshops, than can be obtained using quantitative methods e.g. questionnaires or phone 
surveys. Great effort was made to ensure a fair representation in the interview group of industry, scientist, 
government, community interest group and Màori stakeholder viewpoints relevant to the technologies under 
consideration. Participants were invited to respond as individuals rather than representing the official views 
or policies of their sector organisations. Responses made by participants across the different stakeholder 
segments in our participant group were combined and compared. No one comment should be seen as 
representing all members of those stakeholder segments in New Zealand. 
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Triangulation with other New Zealand and international literature has been an important aspect of the 
project design. The findings of this project were found to be consistent with other qualitative and quantitative 
studies, and also provide new knowledge on the preferences and values driving risk acceptance of novel 
technologies. 

In the forthcoming strategy phase of the project, these dialogue findings will be translated into future strategy 
and investment processes in a major New Zealand science organisation and a major food producing and 
exporting company.

Stakeholder Dialogue Findings
Public discussions about novel technologies can often degenerate into risk disputes, with entrenched positions 
that are difficult to reconcile and which can seriously inhibit decision-making and future investment. This 
study identified future trends in four food science and technology domains: Biotechnology, Nanotechnology, 
Functional Foods and Sustainable Agriculture. Risk preferences for a representative set of future food 
technology applications were tested with a representative group of stakeholder interests (people across New 
Zealand with backgrounds in science, industry, government and community interest groups). 

The findings give a valuable snapshot from this participant group of current patterns of thinking around future 
food technologies, and contribute new knowledge on the underlying attributes of future food technologies 
that are likely to generate risk acceptance or risk aversion in society. 

Across all stakeholder segments, the highest level of acceptance was for future food technologies in 
Sustainable Agriculture and Functional Foods. Participants were least accepting of Biotech and Nanotech, 
with Màori and community interest group respondents especially concerned about these technologies. 

The interviews revealed a strong narrative that ‘good food’ is seen as fresh, natural, nutrient rich, and as 
unprocessed as possible.  ‘Risky’ food was seen as highly processed, fast and calorie-loaded convenience 
food.  Science and technology applications that involved an intervention or modification within food itself 
were less acceptable than applications on or around food e.g. processing and packaging innovations or 
wider management systems. 

Our findings suggest that the shadow of the genetic modification (GM) debate is still evident, but risk 
preferences are not neatly tied to any one stakeholder segment.  ‘Biotechnology’ is not simply equated with 
‘GM’. The majority of respondents across the stakeholder interviews and workshops indicated some level of 
risk aversion to GM foods, especially Màori and community interest group respondents. The interview data 
at times revealed strong positional statements, pro or anti GM, amongst a minority of participants. But across 
all stakeholder segments: GM biotech was less acceptable than other biotech; transgenic GM applications 
were less acceptable than cisgenic applications; and GM food for human consumption was less acceptable 
than for animal consumption. 

In the workshop discussions, it became clear that risk acceptance for future food technologies generally is 
not simply a matter of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, but ‘It Depends’. The study reveals the importance of contingencies in risk 
judgements i.e. acceptance for different technologies depends upon a range of factors including purpose, 
necessity, proximity to the body, and perceived threat to core values.  GE was noted as a future food trend, 
but most participants put a priority on using other technologies to develop the food products being exported 
by New Zealand. 

These results are consistent with the pattern of findings we reported earlier in the project, after an extensive 
review of existing New Zealand literature (Baker et.al. 2009). From this present fieldwork, we see evidence 
that these views may be deeper and more persistent than those documented in earlier studies.1 While public 

1 This stakeholder dialogue study confirms earlier NZ studies including those which demonstrate a greater tendency for Màori and women to oppose GM. 
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reactions to GM foods may be seen to have ‘gone quiet’ for the moment, our conclusion is that the values 
behind these risk perceptions are strongly held - and not just within one segment. Consumer and public 
opinion should therefore be regarded as ‘volatile’, in the sense that oppositional responses could flare up at 
any time. 

After exploring technology risk preferences, we asked participants what was ‘at the Heart of the Matter’ 
regarding investment in future food technologies. Food safety, protecting the environment, human health, 
and sustainable agriculture were widely shared values among participants, and there was common concern 
around animal welfare.  Ethical and cultural values shaped many respondents’ views on what is appropriate 
for New Zealand, particularly for Màori (this included concerns about bioprospecting and patenting of 
indigenous species). Food is intertwined in traditional knowledge systems of whakapapa and Màtauranga, 
spiritual concepts of mauri, and kaitiakitanga. Màori respondents stressed their responsibility for nurturing 
the environment; they highlighted the links between food and social relationships of family, kinship and 
manaakitanga; and reiterated their concerns about rights to autonomy and decision-making.   

Concerns about safety, environment, health and sustainability were prioritised across all stakeholder 
segments, and for many were deeply held values. We conclude that these values are not likely to change or to 
be amenable to alternative communication messages; the findings of this study and the wider literature (see 
Appendix ii & ix) suggest that counter-messages are likely to be rejected if they do not fit with fundamental 
value propositions.  

Food safety was the most highly rated value, although this term can carry multiple meanings for different 
stakeholders.  Some appeared to connect ‘safety’ to naturalness, familiarity, personal control and low impact 
technologies; while others regarded it as a technical factor based in science and regulation. A tension 
was apparent in that the demand for ‘natural’ foods may not always be possible with the performance 
requirements for storage and shelf-life in long production chains. This raises broader issues around localism 
and globalisation, which surfaced in this study and which have been documented in other New Zealand and 
international food and society research (see Appendix ix).

This project confirms other studies that have found ‘nature’ is a fundamental value for New Zealanders 
(Coyle et.al. 2003; Cook et.al. 2004; Cook & Fairweather 2005), and provides a deeper understanding 
of how this value is related to our unique social and cultural identity, as expressed in connections between  
‘place’ and ‘food’.  The literature reviews conducted earlier in this project indicated these values are also 
increasingly significant in international markets. We want to make the observation that ideas of ‘nature’ 
are not simply related to ‘landscape’, but appear to derive from more fundamental concerns and beliefs 
around ‘authenticity’, ‘integrity’, ‘safety’, and ‘trust’. Nearly all respondents in this study, at some point, 
noted the importance to the export and tourism sectors of the New Zealand image as ‘clean, green and 
pure’ – and stressed that the brand is worth protecting and is easily damaged. It may be more appropriate 
to describe this as an underlying concern about protecting ‘naturalness’ rather than just simply about ‘the 
natural environment’ per se. Findings in this study suggest that participants are using words that embody 
a range of associations with ‘reliability’, ‘provenance’, ‘credibility’ and ‘goodness’.  The term ‘clean green 
image’ has itself now turned into a well-recognised phrase, which may be seen by some as out of date. But 
these terms may actually be serving as a touchstone for more complex values which, we suggest, are widely 
shared across stakeholder segments and which are being actively leveraged by industry.2  More research is 
needed to understand the factors that contribute to the construction of our brand image in the eyes of New 
Zealanders citizens and food producers, and – importantly – how that image is constructed in the eyes of 
consumers in our key export markets. How is the reputation of New Zealand food bound up with the national 
brand image; how is that image being deployed by exporters; how is it received by consumer markets; and 
what is the feedback loop from markets back into our food strategy decisions?

2 See for example the environmental marketing attributes in a new carpet product  announced recently by Cavalier Carpets NZ 
http://www.3news.co.nz/Cavalier-Bremworth-develops-top-secret-recycling-scheme/tabid/421/articleID/265705/Default.aspx
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Industry feedback during the project confirms that the evidence of LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and 
Sustainability) values in New Zealand respondents is consistent with trends in international markets, notably 
in Asian food markets (see conference papers by Mellentin, 2009; and Cronin, 2010). Growing citizen 
empowerment, and increasingly sophisticated social media platforms, mean that these social values are 
rapidly amplified and replicated around the world.  We suggest that more research is required in New 
Zealand and elsewhere to understand how these ‘citizen’ values, are related to ‘consumer’ values, and how 
this influences market behaviour. These trends also create requirements for robust data to verify and support 
claims about the health, economic and environmental impacts of food technologies and food choices. 

An important aim of this phase of the research project was to see if a dialogue approach to engagement 
could generate a more constructive conversation among divergent stakeholder interests in future food 
technologies than may have been experienced in the past. The assumption was that, in a well facilitated 
setting, dialogue methods are more likely to generate common ground than in traditional adversarial settings 
such as public meetings. 

Dialogue methods are designed to encourage active listening, foster questions of inquiry (rather than debate), 
and develop mutual understanding. Dialogue also has the potential to reduce conflict, stimulate new insights, 
and increase both self-awareness and situational awareness of the debate itself. Ideally, dialogue can reveal 
shared values and preferences, and open up new decision options. Dialogue does not claim to produce total 
agreement or impose a single view, but it can develop a fuller appreciation of the whole issue, and act as a 
‘circuit breaker’ in a risk dispute. 

This study has demonstrated that it is possible to move beyond positional statements about future food 
technologies and find common ground. Data obtained in the individual interviews with people from different 
backgrounds, were combined to create a total picture of risk preferences. This revealed some areas of 
difference, but significant shared values. The interview results provided a rich picture that enabled all workshop 
participants to identify where values are held in common, and the attributes of future food technologies that 
are more likely to meet with market success. Most participants suggested that consumer and societal values 
need to be taken more fully into account in decision-making. These findings offer valuable information for 
developing strategies for future food investments by science and industry organisations.  

There was common ground and strong support for: investments that upheld and protected New Zealand’s 
brand image, environment and social/cultural identity; and for technology applications with minimal 
modification where the benefits were clear and the intervention was ‘necessary’ (with sustainable agriculture 
and functional foods being seen as good examples). Polarised and adversarial debate was seen as wasteful 
and costly, both socially and economically. Equally important, investment should be directed towards 
technologies and products that are publicly accepted and market focused; i.e. products that people actually 
want and are prepared to pay for.  

‘Coming to the table’ in the facilitated dialogue workshops offered participants a new experience for 
interacting with others, and appreciating other viewpoints. 

Traditional approaches to group discussion in the workshop with Màori participants were found to be more 
effective than a Western ‘dialogue’ method. There are promising opportunities to compare and co-evolve 
these dialogue approaches.  

Conclusions
The main conclusions from the Coming to the Table project, to date, are:

•   Health, personal benefit and social benefit are important factors in achieving market acceptance of future 
food technologies, in addition to taste, price, and convenience.

•  Traditional market research has well established methods for measuring many of these attributes, but 
social science can add important new knowledge by revealing and explaining the social dimensions of 
food values.
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•  More information is needed on the interplay between consumer and civic identities when people are 
responding to new technologies, and how these factors affect decisions and behaviour.

•  Consumers are seeking both convenience and fresh, natural, unprocessed food. This can place pressures 
on food safety, when the global food chain must deliver on these apparently contradictory consumer 
expectations.  More research is needed on changing combinations in food production systems related to 
length of transport lines, shelf life, packaging and preservation, and on how these management approaches 
can be reconciled with demands for localism and food safety.

•  Technological intervention in food itself appears to be less acceptable than adding value through: brand 
values, processing, packaging and design, information about attributes; and less acceptable than using 
systemic interventions in production to add value (e.g. on farm biodiversity).

•  A successful path to commercialising science can be enhanced by better understanding of consumers and 
markets. In particular, New Zealand needs more information on consumer trends in key export markets – 
notably high-value, well educated consumer markets - as well as in local markets.

•  Consumer values are important but they sit in the wider context of social values. Consumers have beliefs 
about “what is right for me as an individual” and also “the future of the planet”. Both have to be understood 
to provide a comprehensive evidence base for predicting market success.

•   ‘Halo’ values around food, particularly Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) values, need to be 
better understood and factored in to technology design e.g. healthy, fresh, natural, sustainable. 

• ‘Stigma’ values around food need to be avoided e.g. unnatural, unethical, untrustworthy, unnecessary.

•  Strategy decisions for future food investment should note that the question of how we create food is 
a concern to New Zealand citizens, particularly Màori. New Zealand social values are therefore an 
important context and component for food production. The New Zealand provenance associated with 
our food exports is now an increasingly important value for offshore consumers as well; for example, the 
Poutama Trust export campaign and the Màori organic verification system (Hua Parakore)3 are successfully 
leveraging these very attributes when taking products to export markets.

•  Science innovation processes need greater access to social and market information and new mechanisms 
to effectively transfer stakeholder feedback into strategy processes, in order to avoid investment in 
unsustainable technology platforms and products.

•  Scientific knowledge, creativity and integrity are essential to developing successful future food technologies. 
New innovation approaches are needed that capture scientific expertise – while at the same time addressing 
the wider market and social context of science.

In summary, this study confirms the themes identified in earlier New Zealand and international studies, 
and provides new knowledge about the underlying drivers of risk acceptance for future food technologies. 
The methods used contribute new approaches to stakeholder engagement, market research and strategy 
formation. The results build on international knowledge on the introduction and uptake of new technology 
applications, prompting us to ask how social and market intelligence about technology preferences can 
be more effectively factored into future science and innovation decisions. These questions will be actively 
explored in the next phase of the project. 

3 See http://www.poutama.co.nz/index.htm and http://tewakakaiora.wordpress.com/huaparakore/
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1. Introduction
The New Zealand economy relies heavily on primary production and food exports. For investment in future 
food technologies to be ‘sustainable’, those technologies and products need to be successful in meeting 
global market preferences. Social values around the production and consumption of food are increasingly 
recognised as an important determinant of market outcomes.

The ‘Coming to the Table’ project is engaging government, science, business and community stakeholders 
in dialogue about sustainable decision-making for future food technologies. The aim of the research is to 
improve New Zealand’s economic and technological development by demonstrating how a fuller picture of 
consumer and societal preferences can assist those investing in future food science and technology.  

The study has multiple aims: 1) to provide enhanced market and social intelligence for science and industry 
organisations on local and international demand trends for future food technologies;  2) to apply an innovative 
dialogue engagement method (Issues Mapping) that  can explain the potential conflict between industry, 
scientist, government, community interest group, and Màori / non Màori, viewpoints on novel technologies, 
and identify common ground between diverse stakeholder positions; 3) to map out the underlying attributes 
of particular future food technology applications and values that are likely to lead to consumer and social 
acceptance;  and 4) to see how these factors can be incorporated upstream in the innovation cycle, so that 
technology investment decisions can be taken with greater confidence that they will be sustainable, thus 
providing long-term benefit for New Zealand science and industry.

This social research project is investigating the drivers behind consumer and societal responses to a range 
of emerging future food technologies (in biotechnology, nanotechnology, functional foods and technologies 
for sustainable agriculture) in the New Zealand and international context. The project aims to translate this 
‘market and social intelligence’ into strategy and investment processes for New Zealand’s future science 
and technology development. An innovative dialogue engagement called ‘Issues Mapping’ has been used to 
identify the risk acceptance profiles for different food technologies, and uncover the social, ethical, cultural, 
economic and environmental issues that are the ‘Heart of the Matter’ when stakeholders express their risk 
preferences.

The research is exploring how consumer and societal risk aversion can be better predicted and/or avoided 
through early engagement with key stakeholders, leading to better informed and more responsive investment 
decisions by science, industry and government. 

The project is being conducted in four phases over 2008-2012 - see diagram below. Phase I included 
establishing the project structure and relationships with key stakeholders and end users; Phase II produced 
an extensive review of the previous New Zealand literature on social and consumer responses to novel food 
technologies, and an analysis of the international literature; and Phase III used the ‘Issues Mapping’ dialogue 
method to engage government, science, business and community stakeholders, including Màori, in interviews 
and workshops. In Phase IV the dialogue findings will be translated into strategy processes in a science 
organisation and a food exporting company. 

This report covers the methods and findings of the Phase III stakeholder dialogue process. 
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Figure 1: Project Timeline 2008-2012
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2.  Rationale for this study and research strategy 

2.1 Rationale 
Food scientists put a huge investment into their research and the development of new technologies. But 
investment in science and technology is dependent on government and industry priorities, which are ultimately 
shaped by economic, social and political choices. The commercial success of new technologies coming out of 
the science system ultimately depends on how well they are accepted by consumers and society. 

Public and consumer rejection of some forms of biotechnology in New Zealand, and internationally, has led 
to significant debate about investment in future foods. Those with an interest in developing and marketing 
future food technologies and products are becoming increasingly aware of the need to understand social 
values, and to build this into future decision-making. To predict and avoid social and market rejection, 
the food science and technology sector needs quality information.  While traditional market research can 
provide information on individual consumer preference factors such as price, convenience or taste, the 
social attributes of food, including health, ethics and sustainability, are gaining increasing attention in 
international food production and supply chains (e.g. Tesco’s point of origin and air mile labelling for fresh 
produce).  There is also awareness amongst those involved in strategic marketing that many of the traditional 
consumer science and ‘rational choice’ models utilised in developing and testing new products may not be 
fully predictive or able to explain consumer behaviour in actual purchasing situations.4 The social science 
literature on stakeholder risk perceptions and ‘science and society’ engagement, and the consumer behaviour 
theories and experimental methodologies traditionally used in market research, seem to exist as disconnected 
disciplines. Within both frameworks, however, is recognition that once a product hits the supermarket shelf 
any controversy is costly, difficult to contain, and damaging to brand reputation.  

In our view, social science can offer new insights about consumer and social preferences to complement 
existing knowledge. In particular, the field of ‘Science, Technology and Society’ (STS) research explores 
risk perception and the socio-political dynamics around science innovation and communication. It is well 
established that perceptions of risk are important in shaping individual behaviour and social outcomes, 
and will influence future technology pathways, as well as willingness to purchase products. The social 
science literature has extensively documented the risk perceptions of different groups in response to novel 
technologies, and the drivers behind such perceptions (see for example, Slovic (ed), 2000; Slovic, 2010; and 
Frewer et al, 2009 in a review conducted for this project). 

This international social science research informed the design of this New Zealand project on future food 
technologies. One of the most important tasks identified in the literature has been the need to move beyond 
the description of risk perceptions, to methods for engaging stakeholders with diverse views and values. 
But what is the best way to ‘engage’? Traditional forms of engagement have taken a ‘deficit’ approach 
which assumes that information from experts can be simply transferred to an uninformed lay public. Best 
practice science communication has now shifted away from these one-way communication methods aimed 
at ‘convincing’ audiences to adopt new technologies, towards two-way communication methods between 
science and society, aimed at creating a dialogue between different viewpoints.  

The literature on ‘dialogue’ (e.g. Bohm, 1996; and Chasin et.al. 1996; Allen et.al. 2003; Anderson et.al. 
2004) stresses the importance of listening and mutual understanding, not just transmitting information and 
opinions. Furthermore, engagement not only needs to be dialogic, it also needs to be done early enough in 
the decision-making process for stakeholder feedback to be realistically taken into account. In the past, most 
public engagement has been done downstream in the innovation cycle, after the science is developed and 
products are launched. Among public engagement researchers, there is now an expectation that engagement 

4 Julian Mellentin, New Nutrition Business, Pers. Comm 2010; Prof Richard Varey, Waikato University Business School, Pers. Comm 2012
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needs to start further upstream, i.e. at the point where policy or technology design decisions are being made 
(see for example Wilsdon and Willis, 2004; Rogers-Hayden and Pidgeon, 2007; Cronin, 2008; Frewer et.al. 
2009b; Baker et.al. 2009).

This project, therefore, represents one of the first studies anywhere in the world to trial an upstream dialogue 
engagement method for emerging food technologies in an applied setting.

A model illustrating the concept of ‘upstream engagement’ in science and technology was developed by 
Cronin (2008) and is presented below.  Starting in the centre with a conventional linear ‘pipeline’ approach 
to innovation, the model suggests that policy signals inform science investment which generates applied 
technologies, which are then transformed into new products released into the market. The reaction to new 
products is encountered when they appear downstream in the economic and social system and the wider 
ecosystem. Traditionally, engagement is only begun at that downstream point. ‘Upstream engagement’ brings 
economic, social and environmental feedback into the innovation cycle earlier in the process.  ‘Deliberative’ 
upstream engagement loops that feedback into the higher level policy decisions at the top of the process. The 
model illustrates the potential for contextualising science and technology innovation, and creating a more 
reflexive approach to science strategy and investment decision-making (the red feedback arrow). 

Figure 2:  Upstream engagement in science and technology 

UPSTREAM 
PUBLIC

ENGAGEMENT

Karen Cronin, 2008
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2.2 Research strategy
This New Zealand government funded social science research project (C02X0801) was developed through 
a partnership between biophysical scientists at Plant and Food Research (PFR) and social scientists at 
Environmental Science and Research (ESR), and later Landcare Research.  The design of the research 
has drawn on the relevant social science literature and methods, but has also been supported by close 
collaboration between both groups of scientists, and by a Research Advisory Panel comprising of New 
Zealand / international experts and end users of the research.  

At the start of the project in 2008, a stakeholder analysis was prepared to generate a contact database of 
over 400 potential participants in: science, government, industry and community interest groups, including 
Màori and non-Màori, with an interest in the development of future food technologies in New Zealand. A 
core group of ‘end users’ was identified who have a direct influence on future food decision-making in key 
science and private sector organisations. The project has taken a participatory research approach, through 
the personal involvement of key stakeholders as both participants in the dialogue interviews and workshops, 
and as the audience for and end users of the research results. The project has also included collaboration 
with the Màori research project Te Hau Mihi Ata: Màtauranga Màori (COUOWX0701) to incorporate 
insights from Màtauranga Màori into the dialogue on future food technologies –  see http://www. waikato.
ac.nz/provcMàori/research/tehaumihiata/index.shtml. The project therefore represents a unique process of 
researchers, stakeholders and end users ‘coming to the table’ to explore an important science issue. 

The structure of the project is illustrated in the diagram below:

Figure 3: Project Structure

Funded by FRST
(now MBIE, Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment

2008-2012
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Project Sponsor
Plant & Food Research - Dr Nigel Larsen

(Contract, Management)
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Government
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Health

Environment
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News media, Social Commentators

Research Advisory Panel
(Overview of research plan)

Dr Ian Fergusson (PFR)
Dr Val Orchard (ESR)

Prof Sally Davenport (VUW)
Jane Cameron (MoRST)

Maui Hudson (ESR)
Julian Mellentin (New Nutrition 

Business)

Subcontractors
Prof Lynn Frewer (University of 
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The research strategy for this project has involved the following components over 4 years: New Zealand and 
international literature reviews, end user briefings, science futures scanning, in depth interviews, workshops, 
and advice and input from international research partners and industry experts. A full outline of the research 
tasks conducted throughout the project is included in Appendix ii. 

The project has used a variety of methods to contribute new knowledge about consumer and social risk 
acceptances for future food technologies. This has included triangulation between existing and new research 
results, between quantitative and qualitative data, and between New Zealand and international findings. 

Existing information, including quantitative surveys of public and consumer opinion, was extensively 
referenced as a baseline for the project. From the outset, the research team was aware that producing 
another survey of stakeholder perceptions would add little to New Zealand knowledge and could not 
contribute to the resolution of diverse stakeholder viewpoints. For this reason, a qualitative approach was 
used to provide more substantive information on the drivers of risk perception and the values influencing 
stakeholder positions and public discussion. The project also set out to use an innovative dialogue method 
(Issues Mapping – details below) to identify common ground among stakeholder preferences, and translate 
the dialogue findings into the strategic domain where future investment decisions are made by science, 
industry and government. This dialogue method is transferable to other new technology innovation projects 
where strategic decisions need to be made. 

The research team was aware that while new information on New Zealanders’ perceptions of future food 
technologies would be valuable, in commercial terms it is crucial to understand trends in global markets. 
For this reason, the project also referenced international studies and was informed by direct advice from 
marketing experts, trade officials and other social scientists in regional food markets (see Appendix ii).

As will be detailed later in this report, the ‘Coming to the Table’ project has produced results that are 
consistent with the existing literature, but which also add important new knowledge on the drivers of risk 
perception and on the value of stakeholder dialogue methods in strategy formation.
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3 ‘Issues Mapping’ research method

3.1 Background
This study used a qualitative research method called ‘Issues Mapping’ (Cronin and Jackson 2004) to generate 
stakeholder dialogue on future food technologies.

Qualitative research methods provide in-depth information on a social phenomenon or trend, in contrast 
to quantitative methods which measure numerical factors e.g. what percentage of the population smokes? 
Qualitative methods generate richer information than is usually obtained when reporting on the frequency of 
a social variable. They seek to explain why a social response or pattern occurs, how this might vary between 
different groups in society, and the influence of beliefs, values and attitudes on social outcomes. The purpose 
of qualitative research is to understand the complex drivers behind human behaviour and social trends, and 
to uncover the combinations and layers of influences that produce social outcomes. Qualitative research 
often involves making an intervention in a real world situation to test out a social theory in practice - or even 
to induce a social change.

Issues Mapping is a qualitative method which seeks to uncover the drivers of risk perception and to reduce 
risk conflict between different groups. It was first trialled in 2003-4 to reduce conflict between stakeholders 
[those with an interest or ‘stake’] in the New Zealand biotechnology debate (Cronin and Jackson, 2004). 
Significant disputes about science and technology are driven by deeply held values and risk perceptions 
among technology proponents, industry, consumers, the community and policy-makers. As a technology risk 
dispute emerges and becomes a feature in public discourse, people tend to adopt fixed positions on the topic 
which reflect their views on the underlying issues and frame their approach to other participants (Krimsky 
and Golding, 1992). 

Stereotyped views held by stakeholders of other stakeholder groups can inhibit effective communication and 
prevent understanding. Public discussions about novel technologies can often degenerate into risk disputes, 
with entrenched positions that are difficult to reconcile, and which can seriously inhibit decision-making 
and future investment. New engagement methods developed by social scientists can break through these 
entrenched positions and identify common ground. New formats for discussion are being designed that 
allow people to express their views in a constructive manner (see for example, Mason and Mitroff, 1981). 
Traditional settings for public conversations, such as in the news media or in a town hall meeting, tend to 
amplify debate and entrench preconceived positions. Alternative settings, using dialogue communication 
principles (Anderson et al, 2004), encourage people to see other points of view, rather than seeking to 
defend publicly stated positions or impose their opinions and values onto others. Dialogue depends on an 
open-minded approach and a willingness to listen. Through a constructive interpersonal conversation – 
rather than public positioning - dialogue can create mutual insights, identify shared beliefs, reduce conflict, 
open up alternative solutions, and reveal agreed future options.

The Issues Mapping method was originally informed by standpoint theory (notably Haraway, 1988), and the 
mental models approach in risk communication (Morgan et al, 2001). It builds on the idea that issues are 
framed depending on how different people stand in relation to the topic, and adds a new visual dimension 
for engaging stakeholders in dialogue. Briefly, the method works as follows:
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Table 1: The Issues Mapping Method

The Issues Mapping Method ©Karen Cronin, 2007

Scoping - From an initial analysis of the technology risk dispute (based on the existing literature), the 
researcher identifies the various technology options that may be relevant to the discussion, the range 
of stakeholder participants, and the key issues and value statements appearing in the discourse.  Often 
risk disputes are framed as ‘either/ or’ debates, which can obscure the full range of potential technical 
or policy solutions available. A spectrum of technology options is produced, illustrating the range of 
alternatives. A mix of stakeholders is recruited to ensure a wide representation of viewpoints and interests.

Preference ranking - Individual participants are then interviewed in person to benchmark their initial 
views on the issue. They are also presented with illustrated summaries of the technology examples and 
asked to rank them on a scale from ‘least to most acceptable’. Drawing on dialogue theory – which 
emphasises the importance of personal narratives (Bohm, 1996; Chasin et al, 1996; Pritchard, 2003) 
– respondents are also asked to rank which of a series of value statements about the issue are “At the 
Heart of the Matter” for them. This enables participants to express their personal preferences in a private 
setting, removed from the formal positions they may have adopted in their professional or official roles 
in the public arena. 

Graphic representation of the issues - The interview data are then translated into graphic form. The 
graphs are intended as an aide to stimulate discussion in the dialogue workshop in the next step. The 
combined personal rankings create a total ‘map’ of the issues, representing the views of all stakeholders, 
but without attributing particular preferences to any one individual.

Face-to-face dialogue - Next, the respondents are invited to meet together in a facilitated dialogue 
workshop, to look at the graphs resulting from the individual interviews, discuss the results and ask 
mutual questions of inquiry. This enables them to see the issue as a whole picture, showing the combined 
rankings of the group, while also illustrating how different stakeholder segments may have ranked their 
preferences. The experience with earlier iterations of this method (Cronin and Jackson, 2004) is that 
commonly held expectations - that certain stakeholder groups will hold certain views - are often broken 
down. The dialogue discussion creates new insights into the risk preferences of other stakeholders, often 
disrupting long-held stereotypes, and thereby allowing participants to transcend the role positions they 
may have adopted in the public arena. This has the effect of illustrating the total landscape of the debate, 
and supports participants to experience the issue from a variety of standpoints, i.e. to see it ‘in the round’.

Reflection - Collaborative exploration of the graphs also introduces new framings of the risk dispute 
itself, (e.g. how was it that we came to make assumptions about the issues and options, and about other 
participants), in this discussion? This reflection can reveal preferences and values that participants hold 
in common, and open up new decision options that most would find acceptable. Evaluation after the 
workshop adds a further opportunity for reflection.
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3.2 Research steps
The section above provides a general description of the Issues Mapping dialogue method. This method was 
then applied in the stakeholder dialogue Phase of the ‘Coming to the Table’ project. The project included the 
following steps:

1) recruitment of stakeholder participants

2) selection of technology examples

3) Issues Mapping interviews

4) Issues Mapping graphs

5) Issues Mapping workshops

6) discussion and reflection

Each of these steps is elaborated below.

3.2.1 Recruitment

Participants for this research were recruited from across New Zealand in four general segments: science, 
industry, government, and community interest groups, including Màori and non Màori. 

The project contact database was developed using a snowball method, starting with the sector knowledge 
and contacts of the research team and the Research Advisory Panel, and recruiting participants through:   
industry meetings (e.g. NZ Food Science and Technology Conference); on-line searches in a wide range of 
sector organisations; seeking recommendations from existing contacts for other colleagues and groups; and 
recruiting people who came to our project briefings and symposia.

Having built up a contact database of over 400 potential participants, a representative prospect list of 50 
people was created for the Issues Mapping fieldwork, including men and women, Màori and non-Màori, in 
the four stakeholder segments, from three regions: Christchurch, Wellington5 and Auckland. The invitation 
sent to this group requested two stages of participation: a 1-2 hour interview in October 2011, and a half-
day workshop in December 2011.  

The aim was to complete interviews and workshops with 10 participants in each of the three locations. 
To allow for attrition, 13 people were sought for each workshop, which required a set of 39 interviews. 
Following advice from the research funder (Foundation for Research Science and Technology, FRST6), the 
project ran one workshop with Màori participants and two general workshops (as opposed to three general 
and one with Màori participants, as originally planned) - see Table 2 below.

The recruitment generated a cross section of people with interests in the topic of future food technologies. 
The research depended on having a range of viewpoints, rather than just one point of view (e.g. scientists 
or environmental NGOs). The contact list provided the researchers with access to the key stakeholders for 
this topic throughout New Zealand, and meant we could assemble a representative group of participants for 
the interviews and workshops (by background / sector interest, gender, ethnicity and location). Creating a 
representative range of backgrounds and interests is an essential part of qualitative research methods such 
as the one used in this study. It should be stressed that this approach differs from quantitative studies where 
a representative sample of the total population might be sought. In this case, the research was able to drill 
down into the preferences and values generated in the interviews and workshops. The responses made by 
participants across the different stakeholder segments could therefore be explored and compared to create 
a fuller picture than might be gained through a quantitative method.  No one comment should be seen as 
representing all members of those stakeholder segments in New Zealand. Triangulation with other New 
Zealand studies and data points within this project (see Appendix ii) gave further opportunity to validate the 
findings from the Issues Mapping fieldwork.  

5 The Wellington interviews and workshops included three participants from Palmerton North.
6 Now the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE). 
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Table 2: Interview Participants Group

Christchurch Wellington 
Màori

Auckland Total  
39

Community 3 4 4 11

Government 3 2 2 7

Industry 3 3 5 11

Science 4 4 2 10

While for the purposes of recruitment people were sought with a variety of interests in future food technologies 
from ‘science’, ‘industry’, ‘government’ or ‘community interest groups’, many participants straddled more than 
one of these segments. Obviously, all participants are members of ‘the community’ or ‘the public’. Many 
scientists are also involved in commercialisation and marketing; and often those in industry also have a 
science background. Those recruited in the ‘community interest group’ segment were people in the food 
sector (individuals or in organised groups) interested in: public health, nutrition, cuisine and food retailing, 
and the environment, along with marae or other local community level organisations. Many held tertiary 
qualifications, including science degrees. The project did not seek to survey views of ‘the general public’. This 
information was already available through the numerous surveys previously funded in New Zealand and 
internationally, and which were reviewed at the start of the project. The focus was not on producing further 
quantitative survey data, but on complementing that existing data with the new qualitative information 
from in-depth interviews and workshops. This approach - assembling an array of stakeholders for in-depth 
participation over many hours or days - is used widely in qualitative research (see Miles & Huberman 1994; 
Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). It differs from quantitative studies which may often involve asking a random 
sample from the general population to answer a set of questions in a survey instrument in a few minutes.

It is important to note that while these segment headings were used to recruit a mix of contacts, all participants 
took part as private individuals, giving their own personal views rather than representing the official policies 
or views of their organisation or sector. This was an important part of the research method, to set up an 
interplay between the actual and ‘stereotyped’ views of different stakeholder groups.

Based on the study of earlier risk disputes in the public domain, notably the GM debate, it is apparent that 
people will associate a certain set of values and preferences with certain groups. The framing of issues based 
on such stereotyped views can prevent good communication and suppress new insights. On closer study, 
these stereotyped positions do not always hold true. The issues are more nuanced, the debate is not simply 
‘black and white’, and there is more room for common ground than people realise (see for example, Allen et. 
al., 2003; Cronin and Jackson, 2004). This project therefore set out to see how stereotyped views of different 
groups present in the public debate might be broken down through dialogue in a confidential workshop 
setting. It documented individual risk perceptions, and then showed how they related to the segment headings 
under which people were recruited. This gave us a fuller picture of the total discourse around the topic and, 
as predicted, offered some surprises about ‘who thought what’.

The condition that participants contributed as individuals was also important to enable people to speak 
freely and share their experiences. Participation in the interviews was based on strict anonymity, and in the 
workshop process people were asked to identify only by their name without stating their organisation or 
group. No comments were attributed to any one individual, their organisation or department, during the field 
work, or in the writing of this report. 

To summarise the participant mix: there was representation across the four stakeholder segments, with 
slightly fewer government participants - see the tables below. The Auckland and Christchurch interviewees 
were fairly evenly balanced for gender. In the Wellington group a majority of participants were female.
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Figure 4: Gender of participants

 

 

It was important to ensure that Màori were included across the participant group, and also able to 
participate in a Màori focused workshop. The initial design of the project was developed with Màori social 
scientists in the ESR project team, and the Màori fieldwork was subsequently conducted under a subcontract 
by social scientists at Te Wàhanga, the Màori research unit of the New Zealand Council for Educational 
Research. They recruited participants from across the Wellington region and Palmerston North, with a mix of 
community, industry, government and science backgrounds. (Additionally three respondents in the Auckland 
and Christchurch groups self-identified as Màori). 

While all those interviewed in October 2011 had agreed to attend a workshop in December 2011, we did 
experience a last minute drop off in numbers, notably in Christchurch where the loss of some participants 
may have impacted the diversity of views and the resulting dialogue. 
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3.2.2 Selection of the future food technology examples

The future food technology examples used in the interviews represented a range of applications in the 
four science domains of: biotechnology, nanotechnology, functional foods and sustainable agriculture. 
These domains were set out in the research contract with FRST. Through consultation with Plant and Food 
Research, ESR and AgResearch scientists, a wide range of examples in each of the four domains was 
collected in the early phases of the project; and also from journals, news stories, and other research projects. 
Scientific experts were then invited to prepare future horizon scanning reports on science and technology 
trends in each area. This information was presented and discussed at a ‘futures workshop’ with members of 
the Research Advisory Panel and a mix of stakeholders with backgrounds in science, industry, community, 
environmental and Màori issues. The workshop generated a ‘long list’ of future food technologies that might 
be used in the field work. All the above material was then reviewed by members of the project team (with 
biophysical science and social science expertise) to produce a final list of 25 technology examples. The final 
selection was aimed at including: 

•  A mix of technologies within each of the four science domains: for biotechnology, a mix of GM (transgenic 
and non-transgenic) and non GM biotech; for nanotechnology, a mix of applications in, on or around food; 
for functional foods, a mix of applications based on additives, new processes or highlighting components 
in the food; and in sustainable agriculture, a mix of high tech and low tech applications. 

•  A mix of technologies from different domains but aimed at the same issue e.g. potato disease.

•  A mix of technologies, from those already established in the market place, to those that were still at an 
applied or theoretical stage of development.

•  Technologies that involve a high level of complexity, or might be seen as less invasive; and technologies 
focused on management or information systems, as well as direct intervention in the plant/animal or food 
product itself i.e. soft and hard technologies.

•  Technologies that may raise substantial social, ethical or cultural concerns, and those that might be seen 
as less controversial.

•  Science methods and technologies that might be developed by New Zealand scientists, or developed 
elsewhere and adopted here.

The selection of technology examples was finalised with input from the Research Advisory Panel, and each 
one was written up in draft by the project team. The descriptions were checked with relevant scientists in 
Plant and Food Research, ESR, and AgResearch. The final text was approved by the Project Leader at Plant 
and Food Research. Each example was prepared as a coloured coded ‘flash card’, with the science domain 
heading, sub heading and photographic illustration on the front; and on the back, a plain English description 
and summary of the aims, potential issues and alternatives to the application, see table below. (Full details 
of all cards in Appendix iv).

The set of 25 technology examples was sent in advance to the interview subjects to enable them to prepare 
for the interview, where they would be asked to rank them in terms of risk acceptance. This information was 
also available on a password protected page on the project website, with further details and related reading.  

In the process of preparing these materials two issues arose. First, due to a misunderstanding about the 
specific scientific process involved, one application was incorrectly labelled as ‘biotechnology/transgenic’. 
An attempt was made to rectify this in the workshops by seeking comments on the example without that 
label, but it was not easy for participants to recap the process they had used in the interviews. As a result, 
that example was removed from the final analysis. Second, there was an inappropriate illustration used with 
one example. Working with a designer, a consistent style of generic photographs of technologies, foods, 
products and people was used to illustrate the technology cards (all requiring copyright clearance), but 
in one case a photograph of North American origin was not appropriate for a New Zealand setting. The 
research team apologises for the issues that arose with these two examples.
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The final set of technology examples used in the Issues Mapping Interviews and workshops is listed below. 
Full details can be found in Appendix iv.

Table 3: List of future food technology examples used in interviews

Biotechnology
GM Transgenic GM Non Transgenic GM Cisgenic Non GM
GM bacteria enzymes 
as a processing aid for 
baking

Genetically modifying 
factory farmed animals 
so they can’t feel pain

Cisgenic GM ryegrass as 
an animal feedstock

Marker assisted selection 
for breeding potatoes

Bt gene engineered 
into a potato for pest 
resistance

Genetically modified 
kùmara

Cloning beef cattle

 

Nanotechnology
In food Around food On farm
Nano scale silica as a health 
food supplement

Nano silver in food packaging Using nano sensors to monitor 
farm conditions

Nano gels to change the texture 
of foods

Nano clays in plastic food and 
beverage packaging

Nano scale agri chemicals for 
food crops

Nano emulsions and nano 
particles to increase the uptake 
of nutrients in fortified foods and 
drinks

 

Functional Foods
Nutri – genomics Highlight existing 

components
Additive New processes

Matching genetic risk 
factors for disease with 
food and diet

Blackcurrant products as 
a sports supplement

Adding Omega3 to 
bread

Novel fruit and 
vegetable juices

   

Sustainable Agriculture
Agro ecology Precision agriculture Organic production
On farm biodiversity Hyperspectral imaging to map 

soil fertility
Compost teas for controlling 
plant disease
Màori organic verification 
programme “Hua Parakore”

3.2.3 Issues Mapping Interviews

Social scientists in the research team undertook 39 face-to-face interviews in three regions of New 
Zealand, with a participant group recruited from the community interest groups, industry, government and 
science segments in the contact data base (as outlined above). The interviews were conducted as a guided 
conversation (see Appendix iii), based on previous research (Cronin and Jackson, 2004) and refined by the 
project team. Written notes were taken, backed up by a digital recording. Each session took 1-2 hours and 
consisted of several structured activities. 
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First, we asked warm-up questions about participants’ personal experience of food in their family, and their 
views on food trends and societal responses to new foods. Participants were then asked generally what 
kind of foods they would see as ‘beneficial’ or ‘risky’, what foods New Zealand should avoid producing 
altogether, and issues for New Zealand to think about when considering investment in new technologies. 
These questions made no reference to any of the science and technology examples later in the interview, but 
many participants did refer to GM technologies unprompted – see detailed results later in this report.

Second, we asked participants to do a technology risk acceptance sorting exercise where they ranked the 25 
different technology example cards using a 5 point scale: completely unacceptable / somewhat unacceptable 
/ neutral / somewhat acceptable / completely acceptable. Participants were invited to spread the cards on 
the table in front of them and to assign each card to a preferred position on a printed 5 point acceptance 
scale ‘ruler’. Participants were encouraged to take their time reading the cards and moving them around the 
table until they came to their final rankings, which were recorded by the interviewer. This personal interaction 
with the images and text on the flash cards, and the tactile involvement with the cards at the table, was an 
important element in the research design to encourage engagement with the issues. At the end, participants 
were invited to reflect on ‘what was on their mind’ as they had done the ranking exercise.

We then did a second Issues Mapping exercise where participants were asked to rank ten different value 
statements according to which lay at the ‘Heart of the Matter’ for them personally.  This phrase is the same as 
used in the Civil Conversation dialogue method (Pritchard, 2003) which encourages people to focus on their 
personal views and beliefs - and to explore how those values might underpin their reactions and preferences 
for a particular proposal or option.  At the table, participants were given 10 value statements, each printed 
on a separate card with an arrow head at one end, and then invited to locate the cards on a concentric circle 
diagram. The statement[s] at the ‘Heart of the Matter’ for them personally was put into the innermost circle, 
with more peripheral issues placed in the outer circles. The wording for the statements was generated from 
our review of previous New Zealand and international research on public perceptions of novel technologies 
and future foods. The 10 statements were:

1. Protecting the environment 

2. Respecting Màori culture and values 

3. Ensuring that food is safe to eat

4. Supporting sustainable agriculture 

5. Maintaining ethical and spiritual values 

6. Increasing economic growth for New Zealand  

7. Making decisions based on scientific facts 

8. Promoting human health 

9. Ensuring that food is affordable 

10. Supporting fair trade and global sustainability.

At the next step in the interview, participants were addressed as one of two groups: scientists or non-scientists. 
This segmentation was based on the recruitment information in our database. Scientists were asked: ‘If you 
had the opportunity to ask a non-scientist a question about their views on future food technologies, what 
would you like to ask?’ - and vice versa for the non-scientists. This question was based on earlier studies 
[Cronin and Jackson 2004; Cronin, 2008] which identified that public debates on new technologies are often 
constructed as clashes between ‘scientific’ v ‘non-scientific’ knowledge. The aim was to explore how closely 
the responses of these two groups conformed to an assumption that scientists would have a distinct set of risk 
preferences, in contrast to other stakeholders. This step was also designed to encourage participants to come 
to the discussion using ‘questions of inquiry’ to ask of others, rather than making statements of assertion and 
trying to convince other people of their own views; i.e. to create dialogue rather than debate.
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Finally, we wanted to explore the issues of trust and motivation, which have been found in the risk literature 
to influence how participants in a technology risk dispute address issues and regard other participants. 
Scientists in our interviews were asked to think about ‘what motivates non-scientists when they respond to the 
development of new food technologies, and what are they trying to achieve?’; and how well did they ‘trust 
them to understand the risks and benefits of new technologies’. Conversely, non-science participants were 
ask to think about ‘what motivates scientists developing new food science and technologies and what they 
are trying to achieve?’; and how well did they ‘trust scientists to tell the public about the risks and benefits of 
new technologies’. Attributed motivations and interests can obscure the underlying issues and questions in a 
risk dispute, and inhibit open inquiry and dialogue. An earlier trial of Issues Mapping (Cronin and Jackson, 
2004) found that when asked these questions in a confidential interview, participants in each group were 
able to identify positive attributes for the other group. This served to disrupt the expectations people held 
after experiencing the debate in the public domain. When the combined interview results were presented to 
the full participant group at the workshop, this stimulated new insights into how people enter into debates 
with their prior assumptions and how risk disputes themselves can be created. As will be reported below, the 
same result was found in this ‘Coming to the Table’ - Future Foods stakeholder dialogue study.

The interview concluded with participants being invited to comment generally on the issues around future 
food technologies, and on the interview process.

3.2.4 Issues Mapping Graphs

The interviewers recorded the general question responses, the technology risk acceptance rankings and the 
‘Heart of the Matter’ value statement rankings during each interview. The individual results were then entered 
into a central file using Survey Monkey (http://www.surveymonkey.com/) to create a set of combined 
results. The Issues Mapping interview schedule was entered into Survey Monkey to correlate with data from 
the interviews entered by the research team.  The ranking data was later accessed for the graphic for the 
graphic design (see below), and for the qualitative narratives to be collated and thematically analysed for 
patterns and recurrent themes. 

Ranking data were represented in various visual graphic formats by an IT design consultant, Andreas Mahn, 
using OpenOffice Calc , an open source equivalent to MS Excel MapInfo (a desktop mapping application) 
and Adobe Illustrator. (Full details are in Appendix vi). The full text from the interviews was translated into 
‘word clouds’ using the services of www.wordle.net.  This is a simple concept, with the words that occur most 
often rendered in larger font. It provided another visual way of relating to the interview content. The word 
clouds are used as illustrations at the start of each results section below. 

The technology example rankings were presented as bar graphs, using colour coding for each of the four 
science domains, with different views of the data prepared for the total combined results, and the different 
stakeholder segments, and by gender and ethnicity. The visual representation of the data was a particularly 
important component of the dialogue workshops, to show shared understandings and support a dialogic 
conversation. It has the effect of putting all the views ‘on the table’ for observation and discussion, rather 
than participants seeking to promote only their own viewpoints and convince others. 

The ‘Heart of the Matter’ results were also presented in graphic form, repeating the concentric circle template 
used in the interviews, and with both the combined and segmented results. These data were also represented 
in a ‘squares’ image, with the most frequent responses in the larger squares and with the most important 
topic at the centre. Colour shading was applied from most to least frequent.
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3.2.5 Issues Mapping Workshops

As noted above, two general workshops were held in Auckland and Christchurch respectively, and one Màori 
participant workshop was held in Wellington. The intention was to have all participants from the interview 
phase also take part in the workshops. As it turned out, two people were unable to attend the Christchurch 
workshop at the last moment, which skewed the mix of participants on the day.  Taken together, these three 
half-day workshops nevertheless involved a good range of participants and enabled the researchers to 
explore the issues in-depth.

Table 4: Workshop participants group

 Christchurch Wellington Màori Auckland

Community 1 2 2

Government 1 2 2

Industry 3 2 4

Science 2 2 2

Total 7 8 10

The workshop was a carefully facilitated session for participants, from various backgrounds and with different 
points of view, to meet in person - in a safe and confidential setting - to talk about the issues around future 
food technologies. The process was aimed at creating a conversation based on dialogue, rather than debate.

Workshops and focus groups are often referred to as a ‘dialogue’, but do not always establish the conditions 
essential for authentic dialogic communication (Bohm, 1996; Innes and Booher, 2004; Cronin, 2008). In a 
useful summary, Yankelovich (1999: 39) describes the characteristics of dialogue v. debate, as follows:

Table 5: Characteristics of Dialogue and Debate 

Debate Dialogue

Assuming there is one right answer Many people have pieces of the answer

Combative: proving the other side wrong and 
winning

Collaborative: working towards common 
understanding

Finding flaws and making counter arguments Listening to understand and find agreement

Defending assumptions as truth, critiquing the 
other position

Revealing assumptions for re-evaluation of all 
positions

Searching for weakness in other positions Searching for strength and value in other positions

Seeking a conclusion or vote to ratify your position Discovering new options, not seeking closure

In addition to being dialogic, a goal of this Future Foods - ‘Coming to the Table’ project was to trial an 
engagement method that was deliberative i.e. connected to decision-making. Cronin (2008) outlines the 
operational and structural criteria for deliberative dialogue, including the need for a range of stakeholder 
viewpoints, effective facilitation, asking questions of mutual inquiry and the involvement of participants 
who can influence outcomes. The aim in this project was to replicate as many of the conditions of upstream 
deliberative dialogue as we could. The extent to which the whole project has achieved deliberate ‘upstream’ 
dialogue engagement will be explored more fully in Phase IV.
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Each workshop facilitator was provided a script for a ‘guided conversation’ with the participants, including 
structured exercises and general questions. There was only minor variation in the approach used across 
the three sites. The Wellington workshop was run differently at specific points to enable a process that 
was more appropriate for a Màori group. However, this meant attempting to use both Western ‘dialogue’ 
methods and tikanga Màori discussion, which was an uneasy mix.  Despite our best intentions to hybridise 
these approaches, the need for comparable data across all three workshops inhibited a full kaupapa Màori 
approach in the Màori workshop. These issues were reviewed by the research team and we identified some 
important research challenges – and opportunities – for the design of future dialogue methods in Aotearoa 
New Zealand. Details of the Màori interviews and workshop process, and findings, are presented in section 
5 of this report.

Each workshop began with a welcome and outline of the day and the ‘ground rules’, including respectful 
listening and confidentiality. Participants were invited to introduce themselves on a first name basis only 7  
and outlined their general interest in food issues. This was followed by a short ‘warm up’ game to gently 
break-down first impressions and help everyone get to know each other. 

In the first part of the workshop, each person was asked to tell a personal story that would reveal something 
about why they had formed their views and interests on the topic of future food technologies. This step was 
informed by the dialogue literature (as noted above), which emphasises the influence of personal experience 
and narratives in forming worldviews, and the importance of building mutual trust. Questions were then 
invited from other participants and each speaker was invited to explain what was ‘at the Heart of the Matter’ 
in their story, and to consider if there were any uncertainties in their views.  This wording was based on the 
Civil Conversation method (Pritchard, 2003) which opens up the discussion to reveal shared values.  

Second, the Issues Mapping interview results were presented in a PPT show, including the technology card 
rankings and the ‘Heart of the Matter’ graphs. Participants were invited to comment and ask questions, and 
then discussed in smaller groups the patterns and issues they could see arising in the results. In the next stage, 
participants were given a summary of the questions for scientists /non-scientists generated in the interviews, 
and asked to work in pairs to talk through those questions and give their answers.  This exercise was the 
least successful, with not enough scientists for pairing and with some participants struggling to answer the 
questions selected by their partner.  

Finally, participants were asked to comment on which future food technologies were more likely to be 
acceptable for New Zealand as a whole, and what issues New Zealand should be considering when investing 
in future food technologies. At the end, comments were invited on the workshop process. During the workshop, 
participants had also been encouraged to write quick comments on small ‘tweet’ cards to capture ideas or 
insights as they came to mind that they were perhaps not able to share with the group.

 

7  Whilst we invited people to do this, it did not always happen in practice as some people introduced themselves before the workshop started.
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3.2.6 Evaluation steps in the project

To conclude this description of all the steps in the research strategy, we note that reflections on the issues 
and the project design are being captured at numerous points during the 4 year research project including:

•  Stakeholder feedback through briefing seminars, and at the three national symposia “Food, Markets and 
Society”.

• Debriefs after each event with the project team members.

• Reporting on events and discussion of findings with the Research Advisory Panel.

• An evaluation question at the end of the Issues Mapping interviews.

• An evaluation survey of participants after the interviews was completed.

• An evaluation question at the end of the Issues Mapping Workshops.

• A debrief with the project team after the Issues Mapping field work was completed.

A detailed evaluation of the whole project will be completed after the Phase IV strategy workshops in 
September 2012.   The Phase IV report will include a full outline of the evaluation findings. 
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4. Fieldwork results  

In this section, we discuss the interview and workshop results, including the technology risk acceptance 
rankings of participants, the values informing their views, and the implications for end users in the food 
sector.

4.1 Interview results – general questions
The interviews consisted firstly of warm-up questions asking about food trends, observations of societal 
responses to new foods, and then general questions on their perceptions of what foods were beneficial 
and what foods were risky, what foods New Zealand should avoid producing altogether, and issues to 
think about when investing in new technologies.  Verbatim quotes are included from the interviews, with the 
segment headings (Industry, Science, Government, Community) noted in brackets. 

Food trends?

We started by asking participants to describe the usual kind of main meal they would have had at home 
when they were young.  Nearly all mentioned having meat and vegetables, fruit, and basic foods. Our Màori 
respondents gave more detailed narratives of self-sufficiency, reliance on the environment, living off the 
land, hunting and gathering kaimoana (seafood), preserving fruits and produce, and their connections to 
place and people through the experience of gathering, sharing and preparing food.

We then asked participants to talk about some of the new food products and technologies that they had 
noticed coming on the market in recent years. Key themes were a broadening of the New Zealand palate, 
more diversity and variety of foods, functional foods with added nutritional benefits, as well as the rise of 
fast or convenience foods.

“There is a massive increase in diverse foods available in supermarkets, but a dumbing down of quality, 
i.e. stonefruits are bland. There is a mass of processed foods that are slight variations on each other. 
And a disconnect with origin foods, less growing our own fruit and vegetables in urban settings, possibly 
because of high prices of real estate” (Community).   

“Canned food, more variety, instant mixes, easy to prepare, ready-made meals. Frozen verges, there is 
a huge frozen section now. Meat is never frozen, always fresh, packaging technologies for longer shelf 
life” (Industry).

“Ready packaged, and food assembly rather than food from scratch. Ethnic foods are becoming the 
norm. The ‘Kiwi’ meal doesn’t exist anymore” (Industry).

“More variety, freshness is a big deal. Supermarkets have organic sections now, but I don’t buy into it, 
it’s expensive. Exotics are available in bulk now, year round strawberries, seasons here are lengthened 
because of globalisation and storage. And there is raising consumer awareness about food, fair trade, 
effects of consumption etc” (Science).

“There are lots of shelf stable products that you can heat up in the microwave, also shelf stable meat 
meals you can keep in your cupboard” (Government).

“More gluten-free products, vegan products, more vegetarian options, I notice on marae there are more 
salads and fruits” (Community).

“More processing – the foods that really aren’t foods because they’re very divorced from perhaps what 
they once were. It’s that kind of stretch between where they’ve grown to where they’ve been put on the 
table” (Community).
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These quotations reflect the current trends, as identified by our participants, towards pre-processed easy to 
assemble, stable shelf life, but also a trend towards organics fresh foods.  Other key trends are: diversifying 
of the palate (including ethnic influences); vegetarian and special dietary foods, and imported fruits and 
vegetables being available all season.  

When asked to imagine what foods might be coming up in future, positional statements around two different 
trajectories (processed/convenience vs. natural) became more evident. 

“Convenience, quick things to grab, more convenience styled foods, magic food pills. I would like to see 
us going back to basics, but things are getting more complicated” (Community).

“More fresh food, and local, people reconnecting with gardens and growing their own food. I work hard 
to make people see the connection, but there is a relentless pursuit of techno fixes. Food is numbers and 
digits, and I find that distressing. But there is a counter force to that, and we resist in this house. I also 
think we lack a culture of food within this country (meat pies and Sunday roast). I see lots of spiritless 
food versus wholesome food that is gifted and shared” (Community).

“More health based products, back to basics, preservative free, organic, minimally processed, and ‘fresh’ 
foods - a lot of effort to get simple foods.  Also fortified foods that emphasise wellness, and eating for 
specific purpose” (Industry).

“Functional foods, takeaways are more adventurous, and convenience will be taken even further - ready-
made anything.  Also life stage specific products and marketing i.e. food products for baby, teenage, 
couple, elderly” (Industry).

“Technologies that I don’t approve of and ingredients that are not safe. More additives, more synthetics, 
disgusting. Neither nutritious or delicious” (Community).

“Convenience foods, but also we’re likely to see a move back to fresh foods. There is a dichotomy between 
real convenience and fresh foods” (Science).

“In a world where profit becomes an increasingly important component on anything whether it be food 
or whatever, if profit becomes the most important thing rather than providing good healthy nutritional 
food for people then you have a push that borders on the immoral or amoral to create foods that are 
meeting other needs, other than the nutritional needs. So you’ve got the production line, the producer and 
the producer can often be divorced from the beginning of the chain. I recall being asked to be part of a 
conference overseas where research was being conducted on salmon genomics, where the idea was to 
develop salmon that would fit the size of a dinner plate easily. So the salmon would be grown to fit the 
machine so that it was a particular size and shape to fit the plate that much better. Nothing about the 
issues around what that might do to the fish or what that will do to the fisher’s lives because that had 
huge implications for the salmon, for the fishes, and for the local indigenous community. Salmon is way 
more than something that you just eat; it’s their kaitiaki, it has cultural and spiritual significance. They 
weren’t even talking to the indigenous people about it because they considered it to be too hard. That’s a 
chain of events that was set about because someone, somewhere said we need to make salmon a certain 
shape and size for the consumer. And it’s a particular type of consumer not the local indigenous people” 
(Community).

“I know a lot of Màori are apprehensive about playing with food in any particular way because the 
tikanga of old is that you respect the food for what it is. My relationship with Papatuànuku me Te Ao 
Kikokiko me Te Ao Wairua is a lot more in tune now so I’ve developed an even greater respect for the 
world and the universe and at the same time I am conscious that I am a member of a whànau and hapù 
and so it’s the broader health of the whànau and hapù that I am interested in. And if I can strike a 
balance about what’s good for the whenua and what’s good for the whànau then that’s a good thing” 
(Industry).
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“New apple varieties for sweetness, food with resistant strains for certain pests e.g. flies, insects” (Science).

“GM soya comes to mind first, and GM enhanced stock and animals.   The ethics of biotechnologies is 
right at the forefront on teaching in Màori science. Where do you draw the line and how does tikanga 
get used?” (Science).

Convenience was identified as a huge factor, along with functional foods (where food is combined with 
therapy or targeted for the dietary needs of specific segments of the population).  Ethical concerns around 
new technologies become evident as people anticipated these trends and impacts. 

Our next question asked for comments on how people in society tend to respond to new foods.  Respondents 
suggested that ‘it depends’ on: types of people (laggards or adopters); types of food; the effectiveness 
of marketing; convenience; affordability; what others think; levels of discernment and ethical awareness. 
These comments mirrored our literature findings; i.e. foods with benefits were more likely to be perceived 
favourably, especially by the ‘worried well’ who could afford them.  Some respondents identified splits 
between the values of difference age groups, observing that young people were more inclined to try new 
things than older people.  

“Some people are really keen and others are really cautious – it depends on your interest in food and the 
money to be able to buy new foods” (Government).

“In NZ we are pretty positive, we like to experiment, for instance the growth of ethnic foods and gluten 
free, we are adaptive. On the other side there is a wariness of additives. Taste is adventurous, whereas 
there is a cautiousness with science” (Industry).

“It depends, people respond to the gimmick of it, the new food. This relates to how convenient it is for 
people. And advertising punches the convenience of new food” (Community).

“It feels like the kòrero around GM food debate has really died down a lot and now it is very quiet 
compared to 10 years ago. We need to look hard to identify where the ingredients have come from. We 
have to make an effort to be aware of the issues” (Science). 

“I think people are a bit oblivious to new foods. I used to read labels, but I don’t really know what is in 
the food.  I question the food safety and who is monitoring what is happening e.g. baby milk” (Science).

There was some enthusiasm shown about newness, experimentation, and moving tastes, but underlying 
this was a sense of caution.  New cooking shows on television were driving some of the trends towards 
experimentation, but the cost of some new foods were seen as prohibitive for many.  Many respondents felt 
that marketing may help, but that people mostly tend to be cautious about new foods. Increased consumer 
awareness was a key theme, with some noting that better information and consumer literacy was needed.  

Risky foods? 

Next we moved to talking about what foods our participants felt were ‘risky’.   A common theme was 
processed foods. 

“I think most processed foods and long industrial supply chains. Even when (if) proper safely procedures 
apply, then there is still risk because pathogens/chemicals etc can enter the food chain anytime. e.g. 
E.Coli & Germany” (Community).

“All new foods, as it makes it too complicated and expensive. Basic fresh, frozen, whole food is best. If 
back to what Grandma ate, we wouldn’t have so many health issues. New foods are muddying the waters, 
confusing and encourage people to spend their money on fancy products. There are toxicity aspects too, 
some may be exceeding daily limits. Also people can become hyper aware, more self-diagnosis and 
cutting out beneficial food groups.  There is so much choice, we can get paralysed by choice and it’s too 
complicated” (Community).
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“Things that don’t make sense to people. Two things have benefits so we add them together, but in the 
consumer’s mind it is not logical i.e. calcium in orange juice. That didn’t sell well as it was crossing the 
boundaries of consumer norms” (Industry).

Fast foods, fatty foods, junk foods and empty foods were commonly mentioned.  

“Food that looks unnatural i.e. in North America, the colour of cheese is orange” (Community).

“All the white processed foods such as flour, sugar, salt, rice - those four things are just simply deadly for 
everyone and appear to be more deadly for Màori and Pacific Island communities - for first Nations people 
and indigenous people around the world are not conditioned, physiologically or physically conditioned. 
I get concerned about GM foods and know they’re probably more available than what I realise. I think 
that’s an issue, but in NZ we’re at the beginning of that discussion. How do we know on packaging that 
what they’re saying is the truth or not, because we do know that companies tend to fudge? At the end of 
the day how much trust can we put in them?  Any regulation that asks people to name the contents and 
the derivatives, and the supplements or whatever, is interesting” (Community).

Several felt that processed foods were safer than raw from a food safety perspective, referring to recent 
overseas incidents with bean sprouts and e-coli. Shellfish, chicken, and food safety concerns from importing 
from countries without robust quality standards were also mentioned by some.  There is an apparent dilemma:  
consumers demand natural foods with fewer preservatives and additives, but this can create increased 
requirements for food safety in the production chain.

“I’m concerned about poorly preserved added value meats, cooked or partially cooked, i.e. ham. It’s ironic 
that there is more push to fresh, but consumers don’t accept temperature or microbial control and the 
need to look after fresh food better. The demand is for less processing, less preservatives, so that means 
more pressure on food safety” (Industry).

“There is less risk with processed stuff. I see apples looking the same, no more warty bruised apples, but 
this is just a reassurance of uniformity even though behind the scenes there is spraying and covering. 
There is an illusion as a shopper that this is better than rummaging in bins to find the nice ones. And fresh 
foods from vendors I tend to stay away from, foods that are not labelled - what is in that pie?” (Science).

A number of respondents mentioned that they felt GM was risky. This was a common, but unprompted 
comment at this point of the interview. Community and industry participants were more likely to mention 
concerns about GM, but three of the four Màori scientists were strongly against GM in foods.     

“I wouldn’t go near GM foods, I don’t understand the technology and also don’t believe we should 
be fiddling with genes in a lab. I’m not opposed to hybridization where it’s done in the greenhouse” 
(Science).

“GM, biotechnology is unknown and  potentially it has a lot of risk. We need to be careful not to dive into 
foods when you don’t really know what’s in them” (Science).

Beneficial foods?

When asked which foods they saw as beneficial, nearly all participants across all stakeholder segments 
mentioned fresh fruit and vegetables. This was seen as:  simple, back to basics, fresh, in season, natural, 
organic and local. A number also mentioned the social relationships around food. 

“Foods we grow ourselves and have close relationships to, benefits are beyond pure nutrition, but broader 
health and community well-being aspects. I grew up with this and have fond nostalgic memories, for 
example, if a Grandchild or Grandparent grows tomatoes, they taste better because of who grew them. 
Home garden and community connections are important”   (Community).
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“Food that is nutritious and naturally produced, without the need for harmful inputs. Foods with a social 
component, where there is a benefit of growing carrots, fruit trees etc at the street level” (Community).

“The benefits will always be if you involve the vegetables, the puha in your diet. With our mahi we’re really 
interested in people growing their own kai and people becoming more in the chain so they produce the 
kai that they eat. Rather than just taking what comes, they are more invested in it. And it’s the direction 
of getting back to hunting and gathering to know the source and origins of the kai, that’s whakapapa, 
understanding how it connects to you” (Science).

“Fresh from the marae is the only way. Once again we want to lead by example and know that one day 
when our children become adults they will have a garden as well” (Community).

Some suggested strategies for beneficial foods, that might include:

“Innovative combinations and preservation of ‘real’ foods. Not necessarily in their purest state, but real 
foods in a convenient way, whilst maintaining their integrity and nutritional value” (Industry).

“Ones that are supplemented, fortification with nutrients that are of concern to NZer’s in their diet, 
i.e. selenium, iodine, folate. There is potential with age specific groups to address their targeted needs 
better, i.e. foods with high nutrient density and more good stuff for the amount of calories they contain” 
(Industry).

What is important for future investment?

The next questions were designed to draw out the implications for future investment in food science and 
technology, and for strategy in key organisations.  We asked what sort of issues should be taken into account 
when new food products are being developed by scientists and put into the food chain? There was a clear 
response on what is important: ethics, ‘do no harm’, animal welfare, ‘is the technology necessary?’, ‘who has 
control?’, wastage, packaging, and consumer choice.   

“Why are you developing the food product? It is difficult for scientists to think holistically and there is not 
enough questioning of why we are doing it at all. The very idea of scientists producing new food equates 
to continuation of the industrial agriculture tradition. Humans have hybridised and developed agriculture 
so this is not a new thing. I get back to ‘First do no harm’. Ask, ‘what is the necessity of what I’m doing?’, 
and think about the risk of unintended (and intended) consequence to the integrity of the food system” 
(Community).

“It depends on the product, what’s gone into the food. We should use products that have been through 
safety trials and avoid being controversial. More sustainability and environmental thought around it, 
packaging and environmental impact considerations.  And people from middle classes are taking into 
account packaging and environmental issues. I’m not against GM, but need to understand what it is all 
about” (Government).

“I get concerned about long-term consumption effects: are people substituting this new food for something 
better for them?  Food that is necessary, but novel and interesting formats. Is it taking away from 
something already there? For example, statements that ‘this food has everything in it’, so would this mean 
you go without other veges?” (Industry).

“Acceptability to the population, for instance a lot of people aren’t comfortable with GM. I have an ethical 
feeling that it’s not worth making a product if it is not getting to the people that need it; so if the people 
that need it can’t afford to purchase it, then why do it? Is that product suitable for your target or does it 
clash with other messages, i.e. special cheese you can eat to help you lose weight.  Flora-margarine has 
plant sterols to reduce cholesterol, but the amount of product you’d need to have the beneficial effect 
means you would have consumed too much fat” (Industry).
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“Intrinsic qualities are important, taste etc. And credence values - the way it was produced, animal 
treatment, GE etc” (Industry).

The international literature points to the rapid growth of consumer segments with LOHAS (Lifestyles of 
Health and Sustainability) values (for an overview see Mellentin, 2009; Cronin, 2010). We found similar 
values in this study, shared most heavily by industry, community and Màori, although with more dimensions 
than this term suggests; e.g. as well as food safety, people referred to population and health concerns such 
as obesity, allergies, etc. Safety was foremost, but there were different constructions of what this meant for 
different people, ranging from: exposure to pathogens, appropriate cooking times for seafood and chicken, 
appropriate storage life, hazard control frameworks in point of origin countries, fast foods and adverse 
health impacts, long-term cumulative effects of artificial additives to foods, risks of GM to human health and 
the environment, and confidence in labelling and regulation. 

Many respondents emphasised the importance of consumer acceptance in future investment strategies. 

“Consumer demand, for instance will there be a market?  Being open is important and not trying to 
hide what the product is made of. The food industry sees trends of fresher foods so they take these into 
account, this is a marketing opportunity and industry wants to make more money” (Science).

Many respondents referred to the need for more transparency, and food labelling. Some industry and 
science respondents wanted to avoid labels with the words ‘genetic engineering’ or ‘GE’ to reduce negative 
public reactions. This was one of many instances in the study where we observed ‘word games’ being used: 
respondents thought that the meanings associated with a technology could be shifted if different words were 
used. There was also some tension between those who thought public responses should be taken into account 
in product design, and those who thought public responses could be changed through better marketing. This 
latter view was expressed among several, but not all respondents, in the science, industry and government 
stakeholder segments.   

“We need to use better words, for example ‘GE’ was not a good use of words. With nano, people just 
think it is small so this is okay. The science community don’t take enough cognisance of words that 
sound awful. They need to think ‘what is the image you are trying to portray?’ rather than just thinking 
technically” (Industry).

There was strong caution expressed about GM foods, from participants across the various segments.

“Food safety issues, shelf life, storage life, stability testing, some products use models not actual testing. 
It’s not just microbial, but about colour and aesthetics too. … GM has its place but be careful. NZ wants 
to be seen as clever and smart but not create things with medusa heads. Be smart, quick, and on the 
ball, but be careful how we change life. Stem cell research is a great opportunity. But gold kiwifruit was 
susceptible to PSA. Don’t go way beyond what nature intended and create intergenerational effects. This 
sort of thing affects our image, so we need to be careful” (Industry).

In a number of instances, anti-GM views appeared to be underpinned by a deeper nostalgic view about 
society. There was also disdain expressed about greed, capitalism, and industrial forms of agriculture. This 
fits the findings in other New Zealand studies on post-materialism (see Cook and Fairweather, 2005).

Màori especially asked ‘what is the point’ of some new technologies, and expressed distrust of corporations. 
Some wanted more information about labels and clearer ‘truth claims’ from scientists.

“Scientists need to think of cultural issues and need to be really clear about what they’re actually producing 
and how it’s being produced and why? Like if they’re going to make a bread, what kind of chemicals are 
they putting in? Provide the truth about the kai they are producing” (Community).
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Compared to earlier New Zealand studies, there were not as many comments made about ‘religious  values’ 
as such, but there were strong concerns about benefits, safety and harm. 

“What type of impact will it have and what they are replacing - what is the longer term impact?  Food 
allergies- there’s lots of kids with food allergies today that you didn’t see 30 years ago. Kids are now 
having food that is gluten free, or you have to be mindful that there are no peanuts so kids don’t have 
anaphylactic shocks” (Community).

“People ask questions like: Are they foods? What’s the source of the food? What is the purpose for this 
type of variant on the food? Is it to improve health? Is it to benefit us as people, or is it more a market 
driver for commercial enterprise?” (Industry).

There were some undercurrents of distrust of science from non-Màori respondents too, as well as distrust of 
the institutions (organisations, mechanisms) governing food safety. 

“They [foods] have got to be carefully labelled. I have an issue with an ‘acceptable’ level because 
accumulatively where do they [the regulators] stand? It is being tested on young fit people who have 
a high immunity - so I don’t believe a lot of what they are saying. And who is doing the testing –the 
company or somebody independent? If there is something to be gained financially, corners will be cut” 
(Community).

Some Màori respondents talked about being on a learning journey about GM and its use.

“Traditionally for Màori everything has a whakapapa. We come from chiefly lineage that spans 
thousands of years. We Màori have forgotten that everything in the world has chiefly lineage and 
whakapapa, so when we sit down to eat kai we say karakia to acknowledge the chiefly heritage of the 
kai and acknowledge the mana of that particular kai and that’s how you truly give thanks acknowledging 
that chiefly lineage of that kai before you take it in. We all have a piece of the divine in ourselves and 
also the kai that you partake in also has the divine from Ira Atua. For Scientists hopefully there will be 
empathy and understanding about the chiefly lineage of food and how although they are researching 
DNA of kai. If they have a sincere belief around these principles then I think its okay for us to begin that 
experimentation stage just as long as we acknowledge it, because we consume kai day to day.   If we see 
the experimentation stage as an extension of that, then we are acknowledging the whakapapa of that 
particular food group” (Industry).

Others were more cautious, suggesting that the unknowns outweighed the benefits.

“The issues for me are: all these things, we don’t know what they are and they become part of the recipe, 
the preservatives.  … We can’t explain it when people ask - and if I can’t explain then a whole lot of 
people won’t be able to understand. There’s a real issue about what is going into the kai and why?” 
(Science).

Overall, when people were asked what was important for New Zealand, there was a strongly shared concern 
about health and safety, and questions of necessity, and harmful impacts.  The responses around ‘GE’ 
indicate that it is not simply about the use of words.  Instead it is clear that risk aversion to ‘GE’ sits upon 
a cluster of deeply held values about environmental safety and sanctity, and concerns about human health 
impacts.

We next asked: what are the issues that New Zealand should be thinking about as a country when we invest 
in future food technologies?  Nearly all respondents cited the importance of New Zealand’s image and 
brand.  

“The 100% pure logo is something that should be taken strongly as a concept. The world over, everyone 
is inventing new food products, but there is also a trend to switch to a more basic diet. The image of NZ 
is healthy foods and produce” (Industry).
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“NZ exports - how do we harness that clean green image we have? Taste is still the number one factor 
in food and so is economics – it’s got to taste good and be affordable. We have got to be able to make 
money - but for some ideas [coming out of NZ science] the niche market is too small, so we need to aim 
at the worried well” (Industry).

“Be aware of protecting the image we have, we are seen as clean and green (even if we may not be). 
Lots of our food, beverage, and tourism industries depend on this. The more we can stick to our guns and 
not tarnish the reputation the better. We need to bear that in mind, and not slip products through. [The 
economy] is about primary industry but there is only so much we can rely on with that – we need to value 
add to our primary industries” (Government).

“NZ will do well if we stay pure and clean… We need to be careful about preserving what is unique 
about NZ and what we can grow here” (Science).

While there were strong themes of promoting the environment, there were concerns about the integrity of 
those claims, given what New Zealand is doing.

“We say we are clean and green but that is only because we have got 4 million people - everything we 
do should stack up against it, and it is something we should keep. Markets will become more discerning 
e.g. dirty dairying will influence some buyers. Ethics, values, and image are important” (Community).

There were strong concerns about the need to consider markets and the desirability of food products to 
consumers, when we invest in future food science and technology.

“NZ needs to think about the health of its own people and the countries we will export to. For the elite 
end of the market the technologies have to be acceptable, e.g. if they don’t want GE then it is silly to do 
that” (Science).

“Do people want to buy it and how much are they willing to pay? If we had done that [analysis] with GE 
then millions of dollars wouldn’t have been wasted. That money could have gone into organic farming” 
(Community).

“[Investment decisions should involve] the whole of society. Taxpayers fund the research. For example, with 
GM technologies –consult with people rather than industry/scientists living in a bubble and developing 
products without consumer views” (Science).

“We need to be aware of what our export markets think about food” (Science).

Sustainability, ethics and the social distribution of costs were also raised.

“Although we’re creating new products they have to go hand in hand with sustainable practices. If we 
can sustain [sic] the creation of new foods at a sustainable level then that creates less of a demand on 
the environment … The more we ignore the environment the more we tend to have potential loss of raw 
materials that we could use in the future” (Industry).

“Sustainability. How much do you allow your expectations to take up our natural resource in terms of the 
long term sustainability or quality e.g. milk, butter and cheese? The kai needs to be affordable e.g. milk 
and butter. We pay for the resources, we pay for loss of water that goes onto farms. It’s also about the 
message [to our own people] that it’s too easy to open a packet - we want people to spend time with their 
food and know what’s involved” (Science).

“We need to develop technologies to feed our own rather than giving it away for processing if the price 
isn’t right. What about the overall impact on health e.g. rheumatic fever – artificial foods from overseas 
that our children eat. Food needs to be affordable, our children are going to kura with no money, no kai 
or lots of the bad kai” (Government).
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Some emphasised smart packaging as a niche for future investment.

“Be smarter, everyone is mad on developing new food products, but the [television] chef shows and 
[food] gurus don’t know how to preserve foods. A big value for NZ is overlooked by not promoting 
the processing technologies we use to produce foods. NZ is far way so any produce must last well …” 
(Industry).

Finally, respondents were asked: what types of food technology NZ should avoid producing altogether?  A 
number of precautionary responses emerged around GE, but some felt more strongly than others. Some 
quotes are presented below, from the strongest to more moderate views:

“We should avoid production of GM and nano in foods and the environment. I recognise that people 
are highly intelligent and inquisitive, but I maintain ‘keep it in the lab’. For instance, I have a mate who 
loves guns, really loves guns, and I am so pleased we have the army or the police for him to express this 
[interest].  Without these types society is not whole, so research is important. Focused people, academics 
with single pursuits, need to feel valued. People need to do that because that’s who they are, but people 
need to be managed, and there are some things we would say ‘no’ to [as a society].  GE is an unproven 
technology of no real value and doesn’t fit with brand NZ. Go overseas if you want to do those things” 
(Community).

“We have got to be precautionary - people ingest food, so we’ve got to be careful. There have been things 
in the past e.g. BSE. I don’t see a demand for GE and Nano, there is not enough knowledge about it yet. 
NZ INC has a brand of supplying quality food. You can destroy a brand value quite quickly through novel 
food technology” (Industry).

“There is nothing we should avoid producing all together but we need to be cognisant of the environmental 
processes.  GM foods – I would consider eating them if I knew that they were safe. I don’t think there is 
enough testing of GM foods.  What is the whakapapa of the GM foods? Can we make changes [instead] 
e.g. breeding, cross breeding?” (Government).

“Intellectual property rights and issues connected with WAI 262 need to be thought of when considering 
issues of future foods” (Industry).

A small number of participants said there was nothing they could think of which worried them.

“I don’t think we should put anything off the table” (Science).

“Sometimes I think GM is bad, but it has its uses. But as long as I know a bit about the science behind it 
that is okay - it is about consumer knowledge” (Government).

Others were more nuanced in their views, but emphasised what is at stake commercially.

“I am all for the development of genetics, but against GM if it changes something so drastically that it is 
a threat. If we are changing things, it must be well controlled. I’m not averse to GM improving disease 
resistance etc, but when they get deeply into cloning I get nervous. We don’t know enough [about the 
effects] and its bad publicity for NZ. [We need to be] clean and green and keep the image squeaky 
[clean]. There is a fine line in what we should go for and what not. GM has its place, with potential 
benefits if we can identify problems that we can attack. If we use it to identify causes and then we can fix 
[problems] that is good. [Company name], a new company I’m involved in, uses the  identification of the 
gene and has application potential for new diagnostics, tools, pathways to control, treat and overcome 
[problems]” (Industry).
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“As long as it [a technology] is not harmful for humans we should be open to different things. For 
example, GE and irradiation are valid techniques as long as they are tested.  From a ‘marketer’s hat’, 
we have to think about technology investments and how they contribute to NZ’s brand image – which is 
‘pure’, ‘clean’ and ‘natural’. A lot of exports hang off that imagery - wine, beauty, tourism. So the effect 
on ‘brand NZ’ is important” (Government.)

Overall these findings illustrate strong levels of interest in the priorities New Zealand uses when investing in 
future food science and technologies. Even amongst those who expressed positive views towards ‘GE’, the 
protection of the New Zealand image and brand was a major factor. For a number of interlocking reasons, 
many felt it is not desirable for New Zealand to contemplate GM foods.  This finding was consistent with the 
literature review conducted earlier in the study, and was also further supported by the technology ranking 
exercise, which is presented next. 

4.2 Risk Acceptance Ranking of Technology Examples
As detailed in the methods section above, participants were asked to rank their personal risk acceptance of 
25 technology examples within four science domains – Biotech, Nanotech, Functional Foods and Sustainable 
Agriculture.

The technology examples had been developed from an expert review of trends in each of these science 
domains and a ‘science futures’ workshop involving scientists and other stakeholders. Each example was 
presented on a flash card with a heading and photo on the front - and a description of the application, aims, 
issues and alternatives on the back.  

Working at the table, participants placed each technology card on a five point ranking scale from left to 
right:

* Completely 
Unacceptable

* Somewhat 
Unacceptable 

*Neutral * Somewhat 
Acceptable

* Completely 
Acceptable
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The list of technology examples is re-presented below. (Full text of technology cards is in Appendix iv).

Table 5: Technology Examples

Biotechnology B1. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals so they can’t feel pain 
B2. Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance 
B4. Genetically modified kùmara 
B5. Cisgenic potato 
B7. Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock 
B9. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes 
B11. Cloning beef cattle 
B12. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

Nanotechnology N1. Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions 
N2. Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops 
N3. Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the uptake of nutrients in 
fortified food and drinks 
N6. Nano-gels to change the texture of foods 
N9. Nano – encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours or colours in the 
cooking or eating process 
N20. Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement 
N13. Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging 
N14. Nano- silver in food packaging

Functional Foods F1. Adding omega- 3 to bread 
F8. Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement 
B10. Novel fruit and vegetable juices 
F13. Matching genetic risk factors for disease with food and diet

Sustainable Agriculture S1. Biological control agent to manage disease in grape production 
S3. Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility 
S.10 On farm biodiversity  
S14. Compost teas for controlling plant disease 
S16. Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

Shortly we will present the combined rankings of all participants, for each technology, followed by the 
rankings by our four participant segments i.e. those recruited from science, industry, government and 
community interest groups.

But first, to emphasise a point noted above: these segment headings were used to create a participant 
group from our contact database representing a wide range of stakeholder interests and views on the issue 
of future food technologies. Comments from any one respondent should not be taken as representing the 
views of all people in society from that stakeholder segment. Having said that, the data show where people 
from diverse backgrounds had views in common and where they differed. This was an important finding for 
the stakeholder dialogue workshops, where participants met face to face after their interviews and saw the 
combined results.

The purpose of the graphs, therefore, was to provide an input to that dialogue process. The graphs should not 
be equated with a traditional market survey method that might compare Product A with Product B. The real 
value of the technology cards, and the resulting images, is that they ‘stimulate’ an open conversation where 
people can discuss the risks and benefits of various technologies, and explore why certain technologies might 
attract risk aversion or risk acceptance. The intended output of this method is a better understanding of the 
attributes associated with various food technologies, and the underlying values that people use to assess 
those attributes.
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Biotechnology
 

The biotechnology examples included GM applications [cisgenic and transgenic]8  and non GM applications. 
(A full description of all the technology examples is included in Appendix iv.)

Across this set of all biotech examples, the least acceptable technology was genetically modifying factory 
farmed animals so they could not feel pain. The most acceptable was marker assisted selection for breeding 
potatoes.

Within the GM applications, the least acceptable technology was genetically modifying factory farmed 
animals so they could not feel pain and the most acceptable was cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal 
feedstock. The findings are consistent with other studies that show that transgenic GM is less acceptable 
than intragenic/cisgenic applications (see references Appendix ix). Responses to this example highlight 
the importance of ethical factors and other contingencies, when respondents considered whether a GM 
application is acceptable (e.g. who benefits, is it socially necessary, are there limits to the human exploitation 
of species or resources); along with personal levels of comfort or disgust.

GM kùmara and cloning beef cattle, and GM factory farmed animals were ranked at the lowest levels of risk 
acceptance. This appears to reflect the ethical and cultural issues for kùmara, which is a significant plant for 
Màori, and the importance of animal welfare issues.

A range of applications to control pests and diseases in potato crops was included in the biotechnology set 
of cards (with another one in the sustainable agriculture set 9). Overall the most acceptable application in 
this technology domain was marker assisted selection followed by cisgenics and transgenics.

Figure 5: Biotechnology Combined Results

  
Combined Results - All 39 Participants
Biotechnology

B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle

B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

8 Cisgenic: modification within the genome of an organism. Transgenic: introducing genetic material from another organism
9  The Sustainable Agriculture example, ranked more acceptable than the Biotechnology options, was about the use of compost teas in organic production 

which might be applied to control potato blight. 
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The responses to the biotechnology applications can also be viewed by stakeholder segment - see Figure 
below. Overall, risk acceptance for all the examples was highest among science, then government, industry 
and community interest group respondents. Interestingly, the community interest group responses were 
closest to the industry responses. Government responses were closest to science. These findings suggest 
that industry risk acceptance is mirroring social risk preferences in a way that may be different to the 
government and science segments, perhaps because industry is closer to consumers.  This observation was 
also made by participants in the dialogue workshops, and in the final end user presentation in June 2012 
(see Appendix viii).  To validate this proposition, it would need to be tested in a more detailed research study. 
As a finding from the participants in this study, it nevertheless raises an issue about how consumer and social 
preferences are perceived generally in the policy, science and industry sectors. If we also take into account 
the earlier interview comments on food markets, it suggests that a priority for future research would be to 
investigate exactly how market and social intelligence is accessed and translated into the science system, and 
incorporated into policy and programme design. 

Confirming the original assumptions in the research design, these comments suggest there is not a ‘black and 
white’ view among participants which equates risk acceptance of biotech with one group, and risk aversion 
with another. There are variations within each segment: not all technologies were acceptable to all scientists 
and the community interest group segment was neutral or accepting of some applications. Marker assisted 
selection was ranked highest by both scientists and the community and both groups showed levels of risk 
aversion around GM factory farmed animals, cloning and to some extent GM kùmara.  

These results fit our earlier literature review findings that stakeholder risk assessments are not a simple 
Yes or No.  It depends on a mix of factors:  the degree of complexity or intervention in an application, the 
distribution of risks and benefits, and the impact on ethical and cultural values. 
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Figure 6: Biotechnology Stakeholder Results

 
Stakeholder Results 
Biotechnology
(sorted by stake holder group results)

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle
B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

Scientist (10 Participants)

Government (7 Participants)
B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle
B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

Community (11 Participants)
B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle
B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

Industry (7 Participants)

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle
B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

0% 100%
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Nanotechnology 

Responses to the nanotech set of technology cards show a more even spread of risk acceptance across the 
8 examples presented. There was a level of acceptance for all the applications. Having said that, the most 
acceptable application was using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions, and the least acceptable was 
nano encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours or colours in the cooking or eating process.

Figure 7: Nanotechnology Combined Results

 

Overall, nano applications that were related to food going into the body were less acceptable than applications 
for packaging, sensing and monitoring. (A similar observation could be made about the Biotechnology 
applications: the two applications with the highest level of risk acceptance did not involve human ingestion). 

The one exception to our findings on packaging was the lower level of acceptance of Nano silver in food 
packaging. The description of this example noted the concerns being publicly expressed by some scientists 
about its potential safety, and this may have influenced the sorting.

In summary, risk acceptance was highest for nano applications ‘on farm’, followed by ‘around food’ and then 
‘in food’ applications. This finding matches some of the industry comments in the interviews (and in our end 
user engagement briefings) that future investment might focus on adding value to the food chain through 
innovative packaging and design. 

Having looked at the overall rankings for the Nanotechnology examples, we now show how this domain was 
regarded by people in the different stakeholder segments. See the graph below.

Combined Results - All 39 Participants
Nanotechnology

N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops

N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks
N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable
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Figure 8: Nanotechnology Stakeholder Results

 

Stakeholder Results 
Nanotechnology
(sorted by stake holder group results)

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

Scientist (10 Participants)

Government (7 Participants)
N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops 

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement

N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging

N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks

Community (11 Participants)
N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops 

N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging

N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process

Industry (11 Participants)

N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks
N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops 

N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process
N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging

0% 100%

N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks
N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process
N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement
N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging
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The graphs indicate that government respondents in our participant group had the highest level of risk 
acceptance, followed by industry, then science and community interest group respondents. For science, 
industry and community respondents the most acceptable rankings were for nano sensors and nano agri 
chemicals; whereas for government the most acceptable examples were nano agri chemicals and nano 
silica health supplements. Community interest group respondents showed the highest risk aversion to nano 
applications going into food, whereas scientists were relatively more concerned about nano silver packaging 
than community interest group respondents. Industry responses showed the broadest spread of acceptance.

Compared to their biotechnology rankings, the scientists were less supportive of Nanotechnology. This may 
reflect a stronger level of acceptance with familiar technologies that more scientists have worked on. In 
the risk literature, this is known as an ‘affiliation’ effect (Slovic, 2000) i.e. risk acceptance is higher for 
applications in your own field of expertise.
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Functional Foods

There was a broad level of acceptance of functional foods. Only a very small number of responses were 
recorded as slightly or complete unacceptable. The most acceptable application was blackcurrant products 
as a sports supplement; and the least acceptable was adding omega-3 to bread.

Generally, people tended to view functional foods more favourably than the Biotechnology or Nanotechnology 
examples, but some questioned the need for them and their affordability, particularly in raising expectations 
and yet being unaffordable to social groups in New Zealand with a high burden of disease.  Those with 
strong anti-industrial agriculture values, and those with a food nutrition background, were less inclined to 
view functional foods favourably, claiming that such ‘quick fixes’ would not be necessary if people were 
eating a well-balanced diet in the first place.  Overall, our participant comments suggest that functional 
foods were seen as an area where New Zealand could positively contribute, providing that markets existed 
for these specialised products.    

Figure 9: Functional Foods Combined Results

 

Turning to the responses of different stakeholder segments in our participants group, functional foods 
attracted the highest level of risk acceptance among government and science respondents, followed by 
industry and community interest group respondents. Across all groups, adding Omega 3 to bread was the 
least acceptable. This may reflect the recent media attention given to this issue, and the public discussion 
around it as matter of personal and consumer choice. Again, this finding suggests that personal benefits 
are more likely to attract risk acceptance than benefits that are apparently accruing to another group.  This 
suggestion is consistent with the earlier literature reviews for the project, cited above.

Combined Results - All 39 Participants
Functional Foods

F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement

F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F1.  ....................................................... Adding omega-3 to bread

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

Note: Only 38 responses for topic F13
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Figure 10: Functional Foods Stakeholder Results

 

 

Stakeholder Results 
Functional Foods
(sorted by stake holder group results)

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F1  ........................................................ Adding omega-3 to bread

F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement

F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F1  ........................................................ Adding omega-3 to bread

F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F1  ........................................................ Adding omega-3 to bread

0% 100%

F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement

F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F1  ........................................................ Adding omega-3 to bread

Government (7 Participants)

Scientist (10 Participants)

Industry (11 Participants)

Community (11 Participants)

Note: Only 38 responses for topic F13
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Sustainable Agriculture

Technologies aimed at supporting sustainable agriculture attracted the most risk acceptance of all the 4 science 
domains. It is worth noting that the science domain labels of ‘sustainable agriculture’ or ‘biotechnology’ may 
generate their own risk responses, even before specific applications are considered. See further discussion 
below.

The selection of technologies in this domain was designed to show an array of technologies, including high 
and low tech applications and not just ‘organics’. Across the 5 examples presented, those applications that 
focused on information and management systems (e.g. on farm biodiversity) attracted greater acceptance 
than hard technologies (e.g. bio controls and sensors).

Figure 11: Sustainable Agriculture Combined Results

 

Looking at the segmented responses, science participants in this participant group showed the highest 
level of risk acceptance for this set of sustainable agriculture applications, followed by government and 
community interest group and then industry participants. The community respondents showed relatively more 
aversion to hyperspectral imaging and the biological control agent. Industry respondents showed greatest 
aversion to Màori organic verification and compost teas. Some participants who ranked these options as 
completely acceptable (because they could not see an ethical problem) nevertheless had questions about the 
effectiveness of these interventions.

Scientists and industry participants were highly supportive of hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility, 
whereas that was the least acceptable application to the community respondents. On farm biodiversity 
was ranked highly by government and community, and to some extent scientists, but it was lower down for 
industry. Màori organic verification was ranked just ahead of the other organic application (compost teas) 
by all but industry participants.

These results raise some interesting issues around the economic distribution of sustainable agriculture 
technologies, and the extent to which these are already captured in mainstream commercial production, or 
could be.

Combined Results - All 39 Participants
Functional Foods

S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity

S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease

S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

Note: Only 38 responses for topic S16
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Figure 12: Sustainable Agriculture Stakeholder Results

Stakeholder Results 
Sustainable Agriculture
(sorted by stake holder group results)

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity

S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease

S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production

S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity

S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production
S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility

S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production
S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity
S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease
S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

0% 100%

S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility

S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity
S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production
S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease

Government (7 Participants)

Scientist (10 Participants)

Industry (11 Participants)

Community (11 Participants)

Note: Only 38 responses for topic S16
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Summary for each science domain and general 
sort of risk preferences

Figure 13: General Sort - Combined Results

In this  general sort across the four technology domains, participants were asked to rank the four header 
cards ‘Biotechnology’, ‘Nanotechnology’, ‘Functional Foods’ and ‘Sustainable Agriculture’ on the 5 point 
ranking scale.  This shows a  significantly higher level of acceptance for Sustainable Agriculture. While this 
response might be attributed to the associations that people make with the words ‘biotech’ or ‘sustainable’, 
this result is consistent with the summary of individual technology rankings noted below.

In combining the results of each technology example within each technology domain, the spread of risk 
preferences was greatest within the functional foods and nanotech domains, with a stronger pattern of either 
aversion or acceptance for biotech and sustainable agriculture respectively.

The single applications with the highest level of risk acceptance were: on farm biodiversity, Màori organic 
verification, compost teas, and hyperspectral imaging, along with blackcurrant sports drinks and novel fruit 
and vegetable juices. The technologies with the lowest levels of acceptance were GM factory farmed animals 
that can’t feel pain and cloned beef cattle. The graph below summarises the risk acceptance rankings for all 
participants by technology domain.

At this point we would reiterate that the purpose of these graphs is to stimulate reflection and discussion 
on the underlying drivers of risk perception and the attributes associated with different technologies. The 
intention here is not to compare Product A in a test against Product B, or technology A against technology B. 
Rather, the intention is to explore the characteristics attributed to different technologies and to understand 
which types of application lead to greater risk acceptance. These insights have implications for future strategy 
decisions in government, science and industry regarding what types of science platforms and technology 
applications to invest in. If future food technologies are to ‘hit the target’in providing competitive, high value 
products for global markets, it is essential that investors have comprehensive evidence about what products 
will be successful in meeting consumer values and demand.

Combined Results - All 39 Participants
General Sort

Sustainable Agriculture

Functional Foods

Nanotech

Biotech

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable
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Figure 14: General Sort - Combined Results Each Domain 

Biotechnology
B9.  ............. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B7.  ..................Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B2.  ...... Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B12. .. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

B5. .............................................................................Cisgenic potato

B4.  .................................................. Genetically modified kumara

B11. .....................................................................Cloning beef cattle
B1.  ................. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals
 so they can’t feel pain

N1.  ............... Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N2.  .......................Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops

N13.  ..Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N20.  .............Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement
N3.  .......Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the
 uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks
N6.  ..........................Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N14.  ...........................................Nano-silver in food packaging
N9.  ............Nano-encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours
 or colours in the cooking or eating process

Nanotechnology

F8.  ................... Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement

F10.  ...........................................Novel fruit and vegetable juices
F13.  ..........................Matching genetic risk factors for disease
 with food and diet
F1.  ....................................................... Adding omega-3 to bread

Note: Only 38 responses for topic F13

Functional Foods

S10. ................................................................On farm biodiversity

S16.  Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

S14. .......................Compost teas for controlling plant disease

S3.  .........................Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility
S1. ........................Biological control agent to manage disease
 in grape production

Sustainable Agriculture

Note: Only 38 responses for topic S16

Sustainable Agriculture

Functional Foods

Nanotech

Biotech

Acceptable

Slightly acceptable

Neutral Completely unacceptable

Slightly unacceptable

0% 100%
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After doing this general sorting exercise, our interviewees were asked what they had thought about when 
assigning their preferences.  There was frequent mention of environmental and social risks. Some comments 
noted in the interviews were:

“I was judging the level of acceptability mainly on risk. Some things have potential to flow out of 
particular risks. With Bio and Nano, I see alternate ways to address the issues that are more sensitive 
to environmental and cultural diversity. Bio and Nano are firmly embedded in reductionist, technocratic, 
competitive models. Other economic models can provide benefits that aren’t so exclusively defined around 
proprietary rights” (Community).

“It has got to be a natural process that occurs in nature, in the way nature does it - the more natural, the 
more I am comfortable with it. If you start playing with nature, the relationship proportions get out of 
balance” (Community).

“Health is the number one thing, and then environment and sustainability” (Community).

“Making decisions was hard as I do not know enough. I can’t make assessments about risks, but I am 
always concerned about risks and unintended consequences” (Science).

“Nano is more effort for not a great gain: does the world need it? Same with herbicide resistant crops: 
we can do it from a technological standpoint, but do we need it?.  The technologies for blackcurrants 
and compost are not difficult or distracting from other investments. Nano investments could distract from 
other stuff.  With nano, I don’t know enough. It raises my hackles and suspicions on why scientists are 
doing it. Composting is not sinister” (Science).

“Novelty and questions around the technology - chances are they will be answered though in time. I am 
concerned about the unknowns” (Science).

“Harm to people” (Science).

“Whether or not it is really necessary, and if it is just about profit” (Government).

“Long term consequences - known and unknown. We’ve got to be sure that we don’t have an adverse 
effect long term, and that there is benefit beyond lifestyle and convenience” (Government).

“Impacts on animals for non-acceptable and acceptable, and for being more efficient with resources and 
not wasting things” (Government).

Referring to the combined results of all participant responses in Figure 14 – the overall responses suggest 
a pattern of nuanced and contingent risk preferences within and between the four different technology 
domains. This finding fits the risk literature regarding the importance of ‘familiarity’ and ‘a sense of personal 
control’ in risk acceptance; and the sociology literature regarding the deep links between food and personal 
identity, and the social relationships that people create through the food they eat and how they eat it (see 
Frewer et.al. (eds), 2010). Some of these dimensions were already evident in the earlier interview responses, 
when people talked about the role that food had played in their family life and culture. These factors are well 
established in the international literature, notably the influence of ‘commensality’ i.e. that growing, cooking, 
and eating food together with other people is central to social relations. 
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As noted in earlier studies (Cronin and Jackson, 2004), risk preferences arise in part from an interplay 
between the type of technology proposed and its end use or social purpose. Extending shelf life is an 
important concern in the food production chain, but may not feature as a concern for a consumer.  Other 
studies have explored the extent to which risks and benefits are perceived as accruing to the producers or 
users of technologies, and whether promoting benefits will increase acceptance. In a review of international 
studies prepared for this project, Frewer et.al. (2009a) note that, once attitudes to food technologies are 
established, the provision of additional information (whether about risks or benefits of food technology) has 
very little impact on consumer attitudes towards those technologies. Negative attitudes become slightly less 
negative, and positive attitudes become slightly less positive, although the actual extent of the change is likely 
to be rather small. 

In the case of nanotechnology, however, Frewer et.al. (2009a) state that there is evidence to suggest that 
the provision of balanced risk–benefit information has a differential effect on different consumers. Some 
consumers do not change their attitude at all (i.e. they remain indifferent). These consumers are likely to be 
convinced either by the benefit they perceive to be associated with specific products, or by the views of opinion 
leaders with whom they perceive to share values, or whom they trust. A large minority appear to differentially 
process, and react to, the risk information, and a smaller minority process the benefit information, developing 
more positive attitudes towards nanotechnology and its agrifood related applications. It is suggested that 
many consumers, however, are less interested in information about the risks and benefits of novel agrifood 
technologies, but will accept these technologies if they trust those perceived to be responsible for consumer 
protection and environmental health.  According to the authors, to some extent this will be contingent on 
whether these institutional and organisational stakeholders are perceived to be both honest (“telling the 
truth” about risks and benefits, as well as other salient issues associated with an emerging technology), as 
well as presenting accurate information. In this sense, the role and profile of scientists in researching the 
potential impacts of novel technologies, as well as their potential development and use, becomes important.

Regarding the segmented responses – see Fig 15 - all groups ranked Biotechnology and Nanotechnology 
substantively lower on the acceptability continuum than Functional Foods and Sustainable Agriculture. The 
community segment showed significantly less support for Biotechnology and Nanotechnology then other 
stakeholder groups. Compared to other segments, the community respondents had slightly lower rankings for 
Sustainable Agriculture, which may reflect the limited preferences for applications in biocontrol and imaging 
noted above.
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Figure 15: General Sort Across the Technology Domains by Stakeholder 

 

We also recorded results by ethnicity, and between ‘scientists’ and ‘non-scientists’ in our participant group.

As indicated in the graph below, Màori showed strongest support for applications in Sustainable 
Agriculture and then in Functional Foods. Notably, Màori were 50% less likely to support Biotechnology  
than non-Màori, and were also significantly less likely to support Nanotechnology. Màori participants were 
also asked in the interviews to reflect on why they had ranked their preferences this way, but most did not 
answer the question or they referred to viewpoints previously expressed. Discussion on the issues flowed more 
easily in the Màori workshop with everyone together. 

A fuller discussion on the Màori fieldwork interviews and workshop findings is presented in the workshop section 
below, and can be seen in the report prepared by Te Wàahanga, the New Zealand Council for Educational 
Research, available at http://www.nzcer.org.nz/te-wahanga/Màori-and-future-food-technologies.
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Figure 16: General sort by ethnicity

 

The pattern of risk preferences of scientists and non-scientists shows similar high levels of acceptance for 
Sustainable Agriculture and Functional Foods, but very different patterns of acceptability for Biotechnology.  
Scientists were overwhelmingly more positive about Biotechnology than the other segments, which may have 
been influenced by their level of familiarity with the science domain. 

Figure 17: General sort by scientist/non-scientist

 

 

Scientist/Non-Scientist
General Sort (sorted by combined results) 

Sustainable Agriculture

Functional Foods

Nanotech
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Acceptable
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Neutral Completely unacceptable
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Scientist (11 Participants)

Non-Scientist (28 Participants)

0% 100%

Ethnicity
General Sort (sorted by combined results) 

Sustainable Agriculture
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Nanotech
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Acceptable
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Màori (16 Participants)

Non-Màori (23 Participants)
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4.3 Issues Mapping – What is at the ‘Heart of the Matter?’
For this component of the fieldwork we showed participants 10 value statements on individual cards and 
asked them to place these in a concentric circle diagram on the table. To recap, the value statements, written 
up on the basis of previous studies, were:

1. Protecting the environment 

2. Respecting Màori culture and values 

3. Ensuring that food is safe to eat

4. Supporting sustainable agriculture 

5. Maintaining ethical and spiritual values 

6. Increasing economic growth for New Zealand 

7. Making decisions based on scientific facts 

8. Promoting human health 

9. Ensuring that food is affordable 

10. Supporting fair trade and global sustainability

Participants were asked, from their own personal point of view, which issues were most important or ‘at 
the Heart of the Matter’ for them in relation to future food technologies.  They were invited to put the most 
important issue[s] cards in the innermost circle, with less central issues in the outer circles. Participants had 
time to think and move the cards around before putting them on the circle diagram. A full set of the circle 
diagram results is included in the appendix. 

Combined results for all participants show that ensuring that food is safe to eat, protecting the environment, 
promoting human health and supporting sustainable agriculture were the most important issues. 

These results are presented in various graphs below. The larger and darker the squares, the more closely held 
these values were. 

Figure 18: The Heart of the Matter combined results
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There were some significant differences in the values held most dearly by Màori and non- Màori, with 
the largest variation between these two segments relating to Respecting Màori Culture and Values and 
Maintaining Ethical and Spiritual Values.

Figure 19: The Heart of the Matter – Maori and non-Maori

 

Most significantly, respecting Màori culture and values is ranked first for Màori, whilst this is last for non-
Màori.  Maintaining ethical and spiritual values is also ranked far more highly for Màori, whilst this is second 
to last for non-Màori.  Ensuring food is safe to eat and protecting the environment are closely held values 
for both.
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The following diagrams show these differences more clearly. The larger the square and the darker the 
shading, the more central the statement was to the respondent.

Figure 20: The Heart of the Matter – Maori and non-Maori 

 

Next we can observe differences and similarities in what is at ‘The Heart of the Matter’ for the four stakeholder 
segments11 in our participants group. Turning to the graphs below, food safety is a closely held value for 
all participants in this study, and was core for government, industry and science participants. However, 
the community interest group respondents ranked sustainable agriculture most highly, reflecting perhaps 
an interlocking set of environmental, ethical, cultural and spiritual values (Cook & Fairweather 2005).  In 
this respect it is also interesting to note that Increasing economic growth and Making decisions based on 
scientific facts were placed at the centre least often by community respondents. When doing these personal 
rankings, economic growth was less central to government and science respondents as well.  This does not 
mean to say it was not important, but rather of less importance compared to the other value propositions. It 
is also important to stress that participants were providing their personal rankings in this exercise, and were 
not representing official public views or policy in any of their segment groups.

Màori Non-Màori

11 The raw data is depicted in circle diagrams which can be viewed in Appendix vii.
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Figure 21: The Heart of the Matter – stakeholder groups
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Finally, we look at differences between the value statement rankings of those that were listed as ‘scientists’ 
and ‘non-scientists’ in our database. Clearly, ensuring food is safe to eat is at the Heart of the Matter 
for both segments of our participants. Protecting the environment and promoting human health were also 
closely held shared values.  This reinforces the views that emerged earlier in the interview data, where food 
safety featured strongly as an issue that New Zealand should be considering for investments in future food 
technologies.  Interestingly, however, science participants ranked making decisions based on scientific facts 
fairly centrally, whereas this criteria was of less importance for our non-science participants.

Figure 22: The Heart of the Matter – scientist and non-scientist

 

These responses confirm earlier findings in the first application of the Issues Mapping method (Cronin 
and Jackson, 2004) which suggested that the construction of the public debate about controversial new 
technologies – as a conflict between ‘science’ and ‘society’ – is an oversimplification. Scientists are members 
of society and also express values in the same way that other citizens do.  Breaking down the stereotyped 
positions that often feature in technology risk disputes has the effect of opening up the debate to reveal 
underlying values – and identifying that values may be shared in common.
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4.4 Issues Mapping Workshops
4.4.1 Workshop participants

As noted above, the 3 half day workshops (conducted in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch) were 
designed to establish the conditions required for dialogic communication, and to better explore points of 
commonality in stakeholder viewpoints.  

The Wellington fieldwork was conducted by Màori researchers with Màori.  In all three areas the interviews 
and workshops included an evaluation component with participants, followed by debrief sessions amongst 
the research team. The results of the three workshops are discussed below.

4.4.2 Workshop Results

Sharing personal stories

In each workshop the facilitator asked one person from each of the four stakeholder segments (science, 
industry, government and community interest groups) to tell a short personal story relevant to the topic of 
future foods.  Participants were asked to introduce themselves on a first name basis only, and none of the 
participants knew the organisational affiliations of others in the group. Once the story was told, others could 
ask questions of inquiry.  The facilitator also asked each speaker if there were any ‘grey zones’ or questions 
in their own mind about their views. As noted in the methods section above, the aim of this exercise was 
to observe the different perspectives that may be held by individuals within the four different stakeholder 
segments, and to search for common ground.  As we had anticipated, someone might tell their story starting 
with a strong statement about their position, but after having had the space to advocate and to be heard 
respectfully by the whole group, they were more open to nuances in their position. After each person did 
this, the initial gap between positions began to lessen. While some participants seemed to view this narrative 
exercise as an elaborate warm-up, in fact this step was fundamental to the dialogue process. It began 
to create an all-important ‘third space’ where participants could suspend their official public identities, 
reveal personal insights, and see where they shared common human experiences. They were relating to 
each other as people, not as a representative of ‘industry’ or an ‘environmentalist’. The stories also began 
to reveal interesting assumptions about progress, risk, safety, public acceptability and the importance of 
communication.  

The Auckland workshop had four divergent narratives. The first person talked about the renewed popularity 
of the previously maligned food additive, MSG, now being rebranded as the fifth flavour ‘umame’. This person 
conveyed a strong belief in marketing, to allay public fear of new technologies such as GM. Responding to 
questions asked by others, the speaker also agreed about the importance of marketers having a personal 
‘moral compass’ and ethics. The second storyteller gave an account of childhood memories with fruit trees 
and vegetables being abundant in the family backyard, and the freedom of collecting fruit from neighbouring 
gardens and overhanging trees. For this person, food was a fundamental necessity of life which is essential to 
wellbeing and civilisation - and something that shouldn’t be played with, overly ‘technologized’ or subjected 
to market forces. Discussion with the group after this story showed empathy with family memories, and 
recognition of the sincerity of this speaker. The third story emphasised the importance of food processing 
technologies, microbiology and food safety, and frustration that red tape and public opinion could get in 
the way of innovation and economic growth.  Discussion after this story recognised the commitment and 
drive of this person to create value for the benefit of New Zealand. During the workshop the second and 
third speakers started to develop a mutual understanding, noting how differently people see things, and 
prompting further reflection on the importance of communication.  

The final story described the personal encounters that a scientist had had with two different members of 
an environmental campaign group. In the first conversation, mutual understandings were shared but in the 
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second (with a different campaigner) there was more conflict.  This experience led to personal reflections by 
the speaker on how people feel about issues, and how scientists might forget to see how differently others 
think if they spend all their time around other scientists.

These stories reflect archetypical narratives, widely documented in the science and society literature, around: 

• the purpose of science and how it relates to society

• nostalgia, family, and food

• protecting nature and the ‘essence’ of food – it should not be ‘messed with’ 

• assumptions around the public being ‘uninformed’ - needing educating and convincing 

• the use of marketing to convince others v. two way communication

• underlying beliefs around progress and success

• freedom of choice and action. 

The personal stories shared in the Christchurch workshop conveyed a strong narrative of food safety, with the 
four stories building upon each other to highlight the dilemmas in balancing risks, benefits and acceptability.  
The first story emphasised that food safety, human and environmental health considerations are always 
paramount in developing new technologies, and that benefits such as feeding an expanding population 
need to be considered. Questions from others revealed that, for the storyteller, a ‘safe’ product was based 
on ‘safe science’; but the speaker also recognised that this definition was narrow.  The second story focused 
on balancing regulation and individual choice. The speaker made reference to a recent review of raw milk, 
and emphasised that ‘good information’ is at the Heart of the Matter. The discussion highlighted a ‘safety 
v. freedom of choice’ dilemma; e.g. obesity can be seen as excessive consumption of a safe food. The third 
story talked of the relationship between industry and science, and the importance of using the right language 
to market new technologies to the public: ‘the stupid scientists called it GM, they come up with frightening 
names’. This person felt that nanotechnology ‘sounded softer’ and was already being sold to the community, 
as ‘small things’ that are ‘not so frightening’. This prompted discussion around the aims of marketing and how 
this might build or diminish public trust in science. The fourth storyteller questioned the idea of ‘safe science’ 
and expressed concerns that science was increasingly controlled and corrupted by corporate interests. This 
person saw nanotechnology as less risky because ‘if you are making a bad product you can stop it’, whereas 
with GE ‘once it is out there it is alive’. 

In the Wellington workshop the four personal stories were very similar. Speakers raised issues about food 
allergies and individual responses to foods, and expressed concerns that scientists were being driven by fast 
results and profit. The participants talked about: animal welfare and the different taste of food when animals 
have been well fed and well treated; their reservations about the directions of future food technologies and 
particularly GE in creating problems; the importance of protecting sources of traditional foods and their 
concerns about bio-prospecting and international patenting of foods; and the whakapapa and sanctity 
of foods. The discussion also stressed the importance of Màori control, autonomy and robust consultation 
processes. In this workshop, participants did not address questions directly to the individual storytellers, but 
rather they talked collectively after listening to the stories.  All four stories told of strong relationships and 
connections between food and whenua12, Papatuànuku13, whànau14, traditional knowledge and spirituality.  
Participants commented that ‘kai15 is more than food, there is a whakapapa16 component, a màtauranga17 
component. There is a transformative component to kai when you share kai.’   The discussion also covered 
the need for proper consultation, including kaupapa Màori18 engagement processes; providing correct, 
accessible and relevant information for Màori to support informed debate; and increasing public investment 
in Màori researchers and scientists to bridge between and communicate with diverse Màori communities.  

12 Whenua, land
13 Papatuànuku, Mother Earth
14 Whànau, extended family
15 Kai, food

16 Whakapapa, lineage
17 Màtauranga, Màori knowledge
18  Kaupapa Màori, Màori research developed and implemented from a 

Màori knowledge viewpoint 
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Discussing the Issues Mapping graphs

In the next stage of the workshops, the facilitator spoke briefly to the results collated from the interviews 
on the Technology Risk Preferences and Heart of the Matter ranking exercises. In the Auckland workshop 
participants were each given a handout and worked in small groups to explore the results more thoroughly 
and then came back to share their insights as a group. In the Christchurch and Wellington workshops, due to 
smaller numbers and tikanga Màori etiquette, participants discussed the results in the larger group.  

Several participants raised questions about the representativeness of the interview sample, which seemed to 
indicate they were more familiar with the large sample sizes used in quantitative methods such as surveys, 
than the smaller in-depth groups used in qualitative research. 

The Auckland participants were struck by the degree of difference in risk aversion between the community and 
other participants. A number thought that this difference, particularly in biotechnology and nanotechnology, 
must reflect the community’s ‘lack of knowledge’ of these areas, and that better communication and marketing 
would remedy this deficit, and make the community more inclined to accept these technologies. The facilitators 
then explained that many in the community interest group segment held university degrees, and a number of 
these were science degrees.  Some participants then could not understand why ‘community’ respondents had 
such a divergent view if they had similar educational backgrounds. This prompted some to reconsider ‘the 
community’ as a large diverse group that was something of an ‘echo chamber’ of the common ground they 
felt existed between industry, science and government. People thought it was interesting that industry was 
closest to community views, surmising that this might be because industry was more responsive and attuned 
to the community as consumers of their products. Some felt strongly that the fieldwork information needed 
to be used very cautiously, and were uncomfortable that the researchers had asked participants to give their 
personal opinions in the interviews, but had then grouped these responses into stakeholder categories.19 A 
question was asked if household purchasers had been asked to do the technology rankings. The facilitators 
explained that consumer surveys and public opinion surveys had been done in other studies in New Zealand. 
Some were surprised that all science respondents did not rank ‘supporting decisions made on scientific facts’ 
at the ‘Heart of the Matter’, and noted that very divergent views appeared when you moved away from the 
top shared value statements.    

The Christchurch workshop respondents also questioned if the ‘community’ levels of acceptability might 
reflect a lack of knowledge. Some were concerned about the limitations of having only 39 participants; 
others felt that the group was very well informed.  Still others commented that some of the foods accepted 
by the participants in the study may not be acceptable to the public, and also that price and affordability 
were not factored into the criteria for acceptability. They thought it would be interesting to take 39 random 
people off the street and ask them to do the technology sorting exercise.  They observed that the technology 
examples where the food was actually consumed or ingested, tended to be ranked lower than those where  
Biotechnology and nanotech products were less directly entering the food chain. Some were surprised that 
government respondents were more ‘gung-ho’ than the scientists in accepting nano-technologies. They were 
not surprised that respecting Màori values was higher for Màori, and were concerned that making decisions 
based on scientific facts scored so low for both Màori and community, wondering to what extent this 
was because of lack of trust in science.  Participants felt that protecting the environment and supporting 
sustainable agriculture seemed to be issues at the ‘Heart of the Matter’ shared by all stakeholder groups, 
including Màori and non-Màori.  

The Wellington workshop participants noted that most of the Màori responses to the technologies were 
more risk averse than non-Màori, and suggested that this probably reflected a higher degree of distrust 
of scientists. A number took issue with the whole notion of ‘risk’, seeing it as a contentious, deficit oriented 
concept, which better suited a science framework rather than a Màori one. One comment was: ‘We need to 
flip it over and talk about the value of the response; i.e. what is the value of cloning beef?’ They noted that 

19 The facilitator explained that the personal response was indeed vital to the Issues Mapping dialogue method in order to set up an interplay between the 
actual and ‘stereotyped’ views of different groups. Refer to methodology section above.
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the comparison between Màori and non-Màori results for the ‘Heart of the Matter’ exercise revealed that two 
very distinct and different worldviews lie at the forefront: for Màori protecting cultural values was foremost, 
whilst for non-Màori it was ranked last.  

Through sharing their personal stories and interpretive engagement with the Issues Mapping graphs, 
participants in all three workshops began to experience a greater awareness of others’ viewpoints, and an 
appreciation that ascribing different values to different stakeholder positions was not so clear cut. 

Asking questions and active listening

In the next exercise, participants were asked to work in pairs to respond to a list of questions generated in 
the interviews, which scientists would like to ask of non-scientists and vice versa. This exercise was the least 
successful, with not enough scientists in the workshops for pairing and with many participants struggling to 
‘role play’ to answer the questions.  Some seemed to find this exercise constraining in asking participants to 
pick up the institutional identities that they had been invited to discard in the workshop. The difficulties in this 
exercise nevertheless highlighted the fluidity of identities, between scientists and government, community, or 
industry stakeholders.  Those who did engage with the exercise successfully found the active listening and 
dialogic practice useful. The Wellington participants noted differences in language: the scientists’ questions 
used ‘I’ and ‘me’, whereas non scientists had used more collective words like ‘us’. They thought this reflected 
the different worldviews of Western and Màori-based knowledges and forms of inquiry.  On balance, it 
would have been more effective to pair people from different backgrounds to have their own question and 
answer session on the day, rather than inviting them to respond to the list of questions from the interview 
data.

Acceptability and investment directions for New Zealand

The final phase of the workshop was to focus on what ‘acceptability’ meant, and for participants to think 
strategically and about future investment directions for New Zealand.   

In the Auckland workshop, health and sustainability were seen as core values.  These words meant different 
things to different people, but there was a clear view that the most acceptable technologies were non-
invasive, and based on actual (not presumed) need or necessity; and with tangible benefits for society, rather 
than solely making money for industry.  Some felt that including vulnerable communities in decision-making 
was an important aspect of ensuring that science and technologies were responsive to community need. 
Some key comments recorded in the workshops included20:

- Minimal modification – as soon as there is ‘meddling in food’ there is reduced acceptability

- Non-invasive – technology that aligns with clean, green, fresh, organic. 

- Benefits to New Zealand, marketable scientific processes, returns to benefit future generations.

- Don’t tinker with food unless we have to, look at alternatives (no nanny state) e.g. fluoridation.

Functional foods and food processing technologies were suggested as innovative and acceptable areas of 
inquiry that could produce economic gains, especially given New Zealand’s geographic location and ability 
to provide off-season goods to Northern hemisphere markets. Some comments were:

-  ‘Functional food is highly acceptable, enhancing nutrition is OK; but not tinkering with the underlying 
nature of food.’

-  ‘External processing technology is more acceptable than changing food itself e.g. High Pressure Processing 
(HPP) of avocados.’

- ‘Natural herbs and remedies e.g. stevia, rosemary; enhancing attributes already in plants.’

20 The bullet points in this section are summary comments recorded on flipcharts by the workshop facilitators.
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Participants felt that it was important for investment decisions to consider safety and economic impact, 
including market acceptability; and they emphasised a precautionary, low risk approach to investment. 
Protecting New Zealand’s environment and brand image as a ‘clean, green and safe society’, ‘our cultural 
identity and reputation’, and considering how possible new technologies could impact upon these qualities 
were important concerns for future investments.

There were also concerns about the way we go about growing and processing foods in New Zealand: this 
has to be ‘sustainable’. Several comments were made that ‘we can’t attract foreign clients if we are not 
looking after our own backyard’. There were some strong views that agriculture is reaching the limits of 
growth, and that ‘dairying is not sustainable’ and has a ‘massive carbon footprint’.  The suggestion was 
made that we ‘can’t increase the [volume of] milk we produce, so add value’. Several participants stressed 
the need to focus on ‘niche, high value, smart marketing’. Others also mentioned issues of scale and speciality 
in exporting, commenting that ‘there is no way to win the world from New Zealand; so we need to try to be 
special and different’.  

In the Christchurch workshop, sustainability and protecting the environment were strong underpinning values 
for considering acceptability. Some comments noted were:

- ‘Protecting the environment, sensitivity around polluting the environment.’  

- ‘In NZ we have a greater understanding and visibility of the environment so want to preserve it.’ 

-  ‘With food being a product of the land we make that connection, it is one of the attributes of the [NZ] 
population.’

The level of intervention or change in food was also seen as important for acceptability.

- ‘The more technologies change the food, the less acceptable they are.’ 

-  ‘Future foods are also past foods [traditional] – need to brand it differently for the domestic and international 
markets. The past is our future. What people want from ‘future foods’ are natural, sustainable and organic. 
It is about choice and individual human rights. Food that is natural that they purchase or grow themselves.’

The importance of markets for products and understanding public opinion was a strong theme.

- ‘What are people willing to pay money for e.g. will they pay money for GE food?’

-  ‘There is a lot of research you can do, but a lot isn’t going to fly with the public, so more research is needed 
on the social aspect, as in ‘would people accept it?’ ’ 

-  ‘It [the fieldwork results] makes it look like science, industry and government are out of step with the 
community, and we need to try and avoid another GE debate – need to do proper market research in the 
beginning so we don’t waste time and money again.’ 

- ‘Go back to ‘what is the problem’; we need to get the question right in the first place.’

The Wellington workshop identified sustainable agriculture, including organic agriculture, Hua Parakore 
(Màori organics verification) and community gardens on a larger scale as acceptable technologies. These 
approaches would ensure that food is produced closer to a natural state and promote social cohesion, where 
science is engaged with society; and ensure greater societal resilience for post peak-oil technologies.  Some 
comments from the Wellington participants were:

-  ‘Retaining diversity in the food chain to protect and support our food supply from collapse due to agriculture 
based on monocultures.’

-  ‘We need to think about the type of values that we connect with kai (mauri, whakapapa) and then ask how 
does the technology uphold, promote and maintain Màori values?’ 
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When considering issues that Aotearoa should think about as a country when we invest in future kai (food) 
technologies, the Wellington participants emphasised the importance of Te Tiriti o Waitangi21, WAI 26222, 
and the impact on the environment both physical, and in terms of Màtauranga Màori. They also thought it 
was important to be developing ‘critical’ Màori scientists who are connected with and are known by their 
communities; to put more investment in professional development for Màori and in the social and cultural 
aspects of research, valuing different types of knowledge; and to have Màori at the front and centre in 
decision making. Some comments were:

-  ‘Need to address issues that are relevant and driven by whànau, hapù and iwi – as opposed to addressing 
global questions.’

-  ‘It is important, though, as indigenous peoples that we advocate and stay informed of global food issues in 
terms of how they relate to other indigenous peoples.’

4.2.5 End user comments on the field work results

After completing the interviews and the three stakeholder dialogue workshops, the results of this fieldwork 
phase of the ‘Coming to the Table’ – Future Foods project were presented at a third and final national end 
user symposium, ‘Food, Markets and Society III’, in Wellington in June 2012.

This event attracted over 50 participants from science, industry, government and the community. The 
opportunity was taken to gather a further round of responses to the future food technology examples from 
the end users at this event.

As an opening discussion, symposium participants were grouped at mixed tables and invited to do a short 
version of the technology cards ranking exercise, before they were presented with the fieldwork results. This 
shared sorting was an effective way of explaining the field work method, and quickly generated a lively 
discussion.23  The technology flash cards provided an excellent stimulus for people to identify their risk 
preferences, and for surfacing the underlying frameworks they were using to make their assessments.

When asked where the fieldwork results showed common ground between the interview subjects, the 
symposium participants [quotes in italics] observed:

Common ground – importance of environment.

Ethics and morals were common ground - and were the background to the decisions and opinions.

Sustainability is desirable (acceptable) - has good connotations.

Food safety is of upmost importance to most people.

Sustainable agriculture - agreement across stakeholders.

Food safety, promoting and protecting the environment.

Agree on - NZ image, food safe to eat.

After the presentation of field work results, several end users questioned the field work findings on sustainable 
agriculture [quotes in italics]:

An intuitive idea ‘new age ecological idea’ but it might be a complex economic impact for a farmer, 
disruptive to them and NZ bottom line.

As a consumer this might work [the technology would be acceptable] but what is the economic result? It 
could be disruptive leading to a loss of profits. But it depends on the level of economic measurement e.g. 
it is a bonus for biodiversity.

21 The Treaty of Waitangi is New Zealand’s founding document and an agreement of rights and responsibilities between the Crown and iwi (governing 
authorities of Màoridom) for the governance and control of the land and natural resources. See http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/taxonomy/term/133 
22 Wai 262 is a legal claim, made under the Treaty of Waitangi, to protect indigenous intellectual property and knowledge of flora and fauna.
23 A similar group ranking exercise was successfully undertaken during 2 seminars on the ‘Coming to the Table’ - Future Foods project with senior 
academics and students in the UK, in late 2011.
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There was not always agreement on the ‘common ground’ findings, and some end users held to their points 
of view with comments such as:

Conspiracy theories are alive and well.

Basically no one wants GE/Nano stuff so why is there continued support/promoting it?

A full summary of the comments at the symposium is included in Appendix viii. This provides a valuable 
extension to the findings in the stakeholder dialogue fieldwork. It is worth noting that the themes and 
issues identified in the literature reviews, and in the Issues Mapping interviews and workshops, were widely 
reflected in the comments at this symposium. This further round of data provided strong re-enforcement to 
the fieldwork data.

In addition, some participants had comments on the research project itself and its design – see details in the 
Appendix viii. Clarification of some of these issues has been made in the body of this report.
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5 General discussion of the fieldwork results

5.1 Interview results
The interview data give a valuable snapshot from this participant group of current patterns of thinking around 
the risk acceptance of future food technologies, and have contributed to a broader understanding of the factors 
that drive ‘acceptability’ or ‘aversion’.  While this field work represents one in-depth participant study, these 
results re enforce the findings in other New Zealand and international studies - and this provides important 
information for future decision-making.

Across all stakeholder segments, the highest level of acceptance was for future food technologies in Sustainable 
Agriculture and Functional Foods. Participants were least accepting of Biotechnology and Nanotechnology, 
with Màori and community interest group respondents especially concerned about these technologies. 

This study adds new knowledge about the underlying attributes of technologies that are likely to generate risk 
acceptance or risk aversion. The interviews revealed a strong narrative that ‘good food’ is seen as fresh, natural, 
nutrient rich and as unprocessed as possible.  ‘Risky’ food was seen as highly processed, fast and calorie-
loaded, convenience food.  Science and technology applications that involved an intervention or modification 
within food itself were less acceptable than applications on or around food e.g. processing and packaging 
innovations or management systems. 

Our findings suggest that the shadow of the genetic modification (GM) debate is still evident, but risk 
preferences are not neatly tied to any one stakeholder segment.  ‘Biotechnology’ is not simply equated with 
‘GM’. The majority of respondents across the stakeholder interviews and workshops indicated some level of 
risk aversion to GM foods, especially Màori and community interest group respondents. The interview data at 
times revealed strong positional statements, pro or anti GM, amongst a minority of participants. But across all 
stakeholder segments: GM biotech was less acceptable than other biotech; transgenic GM applications were 
less acceptable than cisgenic applications; and GM food for human consumption was less acceptable than 
for animal consumption. In the workshop discussions, it became clear that risk acceptance for future food 
technologies generally is not simply a matter of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, but ‘It Depends’. The study reveals the importance 
of contingencies in risk judgements i.e. acceptance for different technologies depends upon a range of factors 
including purpose, necessity, proximity to body, and perceived threat to core values.  GE was noted as a future 
food trend, but most participants put a priority on using other technologies to develop the food products being 
exported by New Zealand. 

These results are consistent with the pattern of findings we reported earlier in the project, after an extensive 
review of existing New Zealand literature (Baker et.al., 2009). From this present fieldwork, we see evidence that 
these views may be stronger than those documented in earlier studies. While public reactions to GM foods may 
be seen to have ‘gone quiet’ for the moment, our conclusion is that the values behind these risk perceptions are 
strongly held - and not just within one segment. Consumer and public opinion should therefore be regarded as 
‘volatile’, in the sense that oppositional responses could flare up at any time. 

After exploring technology risk preferences, we asked participants what was ‘at the Heart of the Matter’ for 
them regarding investment in future food technologies. Food safety, protecting the environment, public health, 
and sustainable agriculture were widely shared values among participants, and there was common concern 
around animal welfare.  Ethical and cultural values shaped many respondents’ views on what is appropriate for 
New Zealand, particularly for Màori (this included concerns about bio prospecting and patenting of indigenous 
species). Food is intertwined in traditional knowledge systems of whakapapa24 and Màtauranga25, spiritual 
concepts of mauri26, and kaitiakitanga27. Màori respondents stressed the direct relationship and responsibility 
for nurturing the environment; they highlighted the links between food and social relationships of family, 
kinship and manaakitanga28; and reiterated their concerns about rights to autonomy and decision-making.   

21 Whakapapa, lineage 
22 Màtauranga, Màori knowledge 
23 Mauri, lifeforce 

24 Kaitiakitanga, stewardship or guardianship of the land 
25 Manaakitanga, hospitality
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24 Kaitiakitanga, stewardship or guardianship of the land 
25 Manaakitanga, hospitality

The concerns about safety, environment, health and sustainability were prioritised across all stakeholder 
segments and for many were deeply held values. We therefore conclude that they are not likely to change or 
to be amenable to alternative communication messages. The findings of this study, and the wider literature 
(see bibliography in Appendix ix), suggest that counter-messages are likely to be rejected if they do not fit 
with fundamental value propositions.  

Food safety was the most highly rated value, although this term can carry multiple meanings for different 
stakeholders.  Some appeared to connect ‘safety’ to naturalness, familiarity, personal control and low impact 
technologies; while others regarded it as a technical factor based in science and regulation. A tension 
was apparent: meeting the demand for ‘natural’ foods may not always be possible with the performance 
requirements for storage and shelf-life in long production chains. This raises broader issues around localism 
and globalisation, which surfaced in this study and which have been documented in other New Zealand and 
international food and society research (appendix ix).

This project confirms other studies that have found ‘nature’ is a fundamental value for New Zealanders 
(Cook & Fairweather, 2005; Coyle et. al. 2003). It provides a deeper understanding of how this value is 
related to our unique social and cultural identity, and expressed in connections between ‘place’ and ‘food’.  
The literature reviews conducted earlier in this project indicated these values are also increasingly significant 
in international markets. We want to make the observation that ideas of ‘nature’ are not simply related to 
‘landscape’ but appear to derive from more fundamental concerns and beliefs around authenticity, integrity, 
safety, and trust. Nearly all respondents in this study, at some point, noted the importance to the export and 
tourism sectors of the New Zealand image as ‘clean, green and pure’ – and stressed that the brand is worth 
protecting and easily damaged. It may be more appropriate to describe this as an underlying concern about 
protecting ‘naturalness’, than just simply about ‘the natural environment’ per se. Findings in this study suggest 
that participants are using words that embody a range of associations with reliability, provenance, credibility 
and goodness.  The term ‘clean green image’ has itself now turned into a well-recognised phrase, which may 
be seen by some as out of date. But these terms may actually be serving as a touchstone for more complex 
values which, we suggest, are widely shared across stakeholder segments and which are being actively 
leveraged by industry.24 More research is needed to understand the factors that contribute to the construction 
of our brand image in the eyes of New Zealanders citizens and food producers, and – importantly – how 
that image is constructed in the eyes of consumers in our key export markets. How is the reputation of New 
Zealand food bound up with the national brand image; how is that image being deployed by exporters; how 
is it received by consumer markets; and what is the feedback loop from markets back into our food strategy 
decisions?

Industry feedback during the project confirms that evidence of LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) 
values in New Zealand respondents is consistent with trends in international markets, notably in Asian food 
markets (see conference papers Mellentin, 2009; and Cronin, 2010). Growing citizen empowerment, and 
increasingly sophisticated social media platforms, mean that these social values are rapidly amplified and 
replicated around the world.  We suggest that more research is required in New Zealand and elsewhere 
to understand how these ‘citizen’ values are related to consumer values, and how they influence market 
behaviour. These trends also create requirements for robust data to verify and support claims about the 
health, economic and environmental impacts of food technologies and food choices. 

24 See for example the environmental marketing attributes in a new carpet product  announced recently by Cavalier Carpets NZ 
http://www.3news.co.nz/Cavalier-Bremworth-develops-top-secret-recycling-scheme/tabid/421/articleID/265705/Default.aspx
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5.2 Workshop results

The data obtained in the workshops added a depth of insight to the interview comments and ranking data. 
Taken together, this provides a rich picture to consider in developing strategies for future food investment.

The stakeholder discourse, particularly in the Auckland workshop, reflected archetypal framings of what 
different people regard as important in choosing future science and technology trajectories. One viewpoint was 
espousing ‘technology progress’ and ‘overcoming social resistance’ through marketing and communication, to 
assure the public that new technologies are good and safe. A contrasting view espoused the wholesomeness 
and sanctity of nature, the essence of food, of freedom, and nature’s ability to provide. There was also a 
view about the need for progress and growth, of bureaucracy being in the way of high tech food processing 
and exports. And there was an aspirational view of the rational and considered scientist, of a science that 
is conversational, reflexive (appreciating that it has an active role in the construction of understandings, 
rather than seeing itself as a neutral communicator of truths), responsive and intelligent, but also perhaps 
knows best. Nevertheless, through the process of face-to-face dialogue, a shared view of the future started 
to emerge. There was common ground and strong support for: investments that upheld and protected New 
Zealand’s brand image, environment and social/cultural identity; for technology applications with minimal 
modification where the benefits were clear and the intervention was ‘necessary’ (with sustainable agriculture 
and functional foods being seen as good examples).

The Christchurch discussion emphasised the importance of food safety, and for balancing regulation and 
personal choice. At times this discussion revealed some fairly strong ideas that if only the public had more 
knowledge, they would be more accepting - but some participants questioned whether this was a lack 
of knowledge or a lack of trust. Marketing and using the ‘right’ words to label technologies were seen 
as solutions to a lack of public acceptance. While at times a ‘public deficit of understanding’ discourse 
prevailed (Irwin & Wynne, 2003), some important shared views emerged at the end of the workshop that 
New Zealand should invest in technologies that valued the environment and sustainability. Equally important, 
any investment should be rigorously directed towards technologies and products that are publicly accepted 
and market focused; i.e. products that people actually want and are prepared to pay for. Polarised and 
adversarial debate was seen as wasteful and costly, both socially and economically. 

The Wellington discussion was a more cohesive layering of narratives, as different participants extended 
on the previous speakers’ contributions. There was a deep sense of food being connected to the local 
environment, whànau and traditional knowledges: ‘kai is more than food, there is a whakapapa component, 
a Màtauranga component’. Large-scale sustainable agriculture was felt to be acceptable, and participants 
felt that future investment decisions should be underpinned by consideration of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, WAI 
262, and the impact to the environment, both physically and in terms of Màtauranga Màori. 

All three workshops indicated a strong valuing of New Zealand’s ‘clean, green environment’ as the 
underpinning of our export image, noting that a number of sectors vital to our economy rely upon that 
image. Whilst many recognised that different realities may lie behind this image of a pristine environment, 
it is nonetheless seen as extremely valuable social, economic and cultural capital for New Zealand,  most 
acutely so for Màori with a deep sense of place. 

In each workshop we see evidence of interlocking values of environment and sustainability, food safety, 
precautionary approaches, along with some anti-materialist sentiment in questioning the purpose, social 
benefit or profit motive with some technologies.

The workshops also revealed a belief across all four stakeholder groups, including Màori and non-Màori, that 
better communication will help resolve issues and provide ways to find workable solutions and set the best 
direction for future decision-making.  
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 6 Conclusions 

6.1  Attributes that increase acceptance of future food  
technologies

Taking into account the interview and workshop results in this study, and noting our earlier New Zealand and 
international literature reviews, we suggest there is an emerging pattern of attributes for food technologies 
which appear to generate higher levels of risk acceptance, and provide the greatest opportunities for future 
investment. Based on our participant responses, technologies appear more likely to succeed if they embody 
the following attributes:

- Environmental sustainability

- Naturalness

- Verifiable health and environmental claims

- Consistent with the clean, green New Zealand brand image

- Culturally respectful

- Ethical for humans and animals

- Adding novelty and value, without generating unknown or uncertain risks

-  Adding value through new knowledge of existing biophysical attributes e.g. genetic science, health and 
nutrition science, rather than intervening directly in living organisms [plants or animals]

-  Adding value through processing or packaging design, and by featuring new characteristics, or brand 
values, rather than intervening directly in living organisms [plants or animals]

-  Adding value through new systemic management and information technologies e.g. biodiversity on farms, 
high tech sensors to monitor farm conditions

- Respectful of personal choice and control

- Safe and appropriate to put in your body

- Socially relevant and beneficial, as well as commercially advantageous.

Based on this study of risk preferences for future food technologies, we suggest there may be a set of 
stakeholder values that could be termed ‘halo’ values related to the positive attributes associated with certain 
food technologies; and ‘stigma’ values associated with negative attributes. Halo and stigma values represent 
the social meanings attributed to food technologies, over and above the more conventional values that might 
be measure in conventional market research e.g. price or taste. 

6.2 Moving from risk conflict to dialogue
An important aim in Phase III of the research project was to see if a dialogue approach to engagement could 
generate a more constructive conversation among divergent stakeholder interests in future food technologies 
than may have been experienced in the past. The assumption was that, in a well facilitated setting, dialogue 
methods are more likely to generate common ground than traditional adversarial settings such as public 
meetings. 

Dialogue methods are designed to encourage active listening, foster questions of mutual inquiry rather than 
debate, and develop mutual understanding. Dialogue also has the potential to reduce conflict, stimulate new 
insights, and increase both self-awareness and situational awareness of the debate itself. Ideally, dialogue 
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can reveal shared values and preferences, and open up new decision options. Dialogue does not claim to 
produce total agreement or impose a single view, but it can develop a fuller appreciation of the whole issue 
and act as a ‘circuit breaker’ in a risk dispute. 

The study has demonstrated that it is possible to move beyond positional statements about future food 
technologies and find common ground.   

Data obtained in the individual interviews with people from different backgrounds, were combined to 
create a total picture of risk preferences. This revealed some areas of difference, but significant shared 
values. ‘Coming to the table’ in the facilitated dialogue workshops offered participants a new experience for 
interacting with others, and appreciating other viewpoints. 

The interview results provided a rich picture that enabled all workshop participants to identify where values 
are held in common, and the attributes of future food technologies that are more likely to meet with market 
success. Most participants suggested that consumer and societal values need to be taken more fully into 
account in decision-making. These findings offer valuable information for developing strategies for future 
food investments by science and industry organisations. 

On the basis of comments made during the workshops, including the ‘tweet cards’ that people wrote on 
during the session, we were able to observe a number of ‘dialogic moments’, as listed below: 

I am relieved that my views were quite similar to others. 

Interesting to see that industry views were closest to the community. 

Scientists have an obligation to put their findings into the context for the general public. 

Hearing the [interview] results was useful. 

The idea that ‘the community thinks differently because it doesn’t understand’ was blown out the window. 

If you are a scientist you might hang around with other scientists too much – there is a culture and I forget 
about how others think and feel.  

I valued learning about this area as a representative for industry so I know a bit more about what is  
going on. 

There is something about the values and emotions of food that is really important in these discussions. 

Discussions about science are usually adversarial. 

A number of my decisions were fuelled by fear created by years of media. 

Misconceptions are created due to the terms used to describe technologies. 

We get embedded and passionate about our own point of view and it is almost a surprise when confronted 
with a negative reaction. 

There were some interesting interactions with the people involved – some of it came out of left field. 

The results were interesting – good to hear the diverse views. The stories were enjoyable. 

It was stimulating to have the data and the [mix of] people in the room, a safe environment to talk in. 

Good hearing peoples‘  thoughts and when the conversations opened up. 

People in the room were able to endorse agreement about what is important for NZ. 

We need more dialogue, for CRIs to engage better, so the community is part of the process. 
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An important learning from this project is that Màori approaches differ from Western approaches to 
‘dialogue’.  The interview and workshop scripts developed for the fieldwork in the three regions created an 
uneasy response in the Màori Wellington workshop. Many aspects of the workshop design were not seen as 
supporting kaupapa Màori processes of engagement. Participants found the process ‘too compartmentalised 
to allow for free flowing whitiwhitikòrero’, and that the tweet cards ‘privileged individualism, whereas Màori 
participants wanted to work and share kòrero collectively’. The approach taken in the project did however 
ensure that comparative data exists to enable Màori viewpoints to be included and considered alongside 
Pàkehà views in this study. There were also some interesting ‘dialogic moments’ in the Màori workshop when 
people noticed how the discussion itself was constructed, and when they were making statements or asking 
questions of inquiry.

These issues were explored in a debrief with the project team. We concluded that there are some important 
challenges around designing projects with Western and Màori dialogue approaches. There are promising 
opportunities to compare and co-evolve these approaches in future studies. 

6.3 Key conclusions on research and  
investment in future food technologies
The main conclusions from the project, to date, are:

•  Health, personal benefit and social benefit are important factors in achieving market acceptance of future 
food technologies, in addition to taste, price, and convenience

•  Traditional market research has well established methods for measuring many of these attributes, but 
social science can add important new knowledge by revealing and explaining the social dimensions of 
food values.

•  More information is needed on the interplay between consumer and civic identities when people are 
responding to new technologies, and how these factors affect decisions and behaviour.

•  Consumers are seeking both convenience and fresh, natural, unprocessed food. This can place pressures 
on food safety, when the global food chain must deliver on these apparently contradictory consumer 
expectations.  More research is needed on changing combinations in food production systems related to 
length of transport lines, shelf life, packaging and preservation, and how these management approaches 
can be reconciled with demands for localism and food safety.

•  Technological intervention in food itself appears to be less acceptable than adding value through brand 
values, processing, packaging and design, information about attributes; and less acceptable than using 
systemic interventions in production to add value (e.g. on farm biodiversity).

•  A successful path to commercialising science can be enhanced by better understanding of consumers and 
markets. In particular New Zealand needs more information on consumer trends in key export markets – 
notably high-value, well educated consumer markets - as well as in local markets.

•  Consumer values are important but they sit in the wider context of social values. Consumers have beliefs 
about “what is right for me as an individual” and also “the future of the planet”. Both have to be understood 
to provide a comprehensive evidence base for predicting market success.

•  ‘Halo’ values around food, particularly Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability (LOHAS) values, need to be 
better understood and factored in to technology design e.g. healthy, fresh, natural, sustainable. 

• ‘Stigma’ values around food need to be avoided e.g. unnatural, unethical, untrustworthy, unnecessary.
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•  Strategy decisions for future food investment should note that the question of how we create food is a 
concern to New Zealand citizens, particularly Màori. New Zealand social values are therefore an important 
context and component for food production. The New Zealand provenance associated with our food exports 
is now an increasingly important value for offshore consumers as well; for example, the Poutama Trust 
export campaign and the Màori organic verification system (Hua Parakore)25 are successfully leveraging 
these very attributes when taking products to export markets.

•  Science innovation processes need greater access to social and market information and new mechanisms 
to effectively transfer stakeholder feedback into strategy processes, in order to avoid investment in 
unsustainable technology platforms and products.

•  Scientific knowledge, creativity and integrity are essential to developing successful future food technologies. 
New innovation approaches are needed that capture scientific expertise – while at the same time addressing 
the wider market and social context of science.

In summary, this study confirms the themes identified in earlier New Zealand and international studies, and 
provides new knowledge about the underlying drivers of risk acceptance for future food technologies.

The methods used contribute new approaches to stakeholder engagement, market research and strategy 
formation. 

The results build on international knowledge on the introduction and uptake of new technology applications, 
prompting us to ask how social and market intelligence about technology preferences can be more effectively 
factored into future science and innovation decisions. These questions will be actively explored in the next 
phase of the project.  

25 See http://www.poutama.co.nz/index.htm and http://tewakakaiora.wordpress.com/huaparakore/
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Appendix i: Project Information Sheet

                

      

Project Information Sheet and Consent Form  
‘Coming to the Table’ Future Foods Project

See also - www.esr.cri.nz/futurefoods

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Ltd (ESR) 
P.O. Box 50 348, Porirua, Wellington

September 2011

Background 

The ‘Coming to the Table’ Future Foods Project began in 2008, and is a 4 year social science research project, 
funded by FRST (Foundation for Research Science and Technology), now MSI (the Ministry of Science and 
Innovation). The project is a partnership between Plant and Food Research and ESR’s Social Systems Group.

The research aims to investigate social, cultural and consumer responses to a range of emerging future food 
technologies (for example biotechnology, nanotechnology, functional foods and sustainable agriculture) 
in the NZ and international context, and demonstrate how this understanding can be used to support 
sustainable decision-making for technology development. The project will use dialogue communication to 
engage scientists, industry, government and community groups at an early stage to discuss food technologies, 
and to identify the social, ethical, cultural and economic issues arising for different future pathways.

Purpose of the research

The research will ask if social and market risk aversion can be better predicted and/or avoided through 
early engagement with key stakeholders, leading to better informed and more socially responsive investment 
decisions by science, industry and government. It will use innovative stakeholder engagement methods to 
identify risk acceptance for a range of future food technologies, and will facilitate dialogue between developers 
and consumers. It will create an ‘upstream’ engagement process early in the technology innovation life cycle 
that will then be directly linked into strategic planning processes in science, government and industry. 

Working with our stakeholders 

A range of stakeholders are involved in the project.  Organisations supporting and intending to use this 
research include: CFR and ESR; industry (Fonterra, Zespri, the Baking Industry Research Trust, Hort NZ, 
Organics New Zealand); and government (MoRST, MAF, MFE, MoH, NZFSA and ERMA). We are also 
working with the National Màori Organic Growers Assn and Vegetable Growers Collective; growers/
retailers/marketers; restaurateurs; NZ Slow Food Movement; community/health/environmental groups; 
and news media personalities. We have approached representatives of a cross section of these different 
stakeholder groups to invite them to participate in the project fieldwork.
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Being involved in the research 

The project fieldwork will involve;

• One Issues Mapping Interview (1- 2 hours) to be held to early October 2011 

•  Attendance at one Issues Mapping workshop (½ day) - to be held in ChCh, Wellington, Auckland early 
December 2011

Where possible the interviews will be face-to-face, and involve deliberation and ranking of scenarios and 
value statements. The interviews will last 1-2 hours. Hand written notes will be taken in the interviews, which 
may be backed up by a digital recording. The notes and the final report will be available to participants on 
request after the interviews.

Interviews will be conducted in private at the participants’ work place, or a convenient location. They will be 
totally confidential.

What will be done with the information from the interviews/focus groups/workshops?

•  The information will be recorded (manually and electronically), with participants’ consent.   
Form attached.

•  Anything that is said in the Issues Mapping Interview will remain confidential. When presenting written 
material from the interviews and workshops, individuals will not be mentioned by name and comments will 
not be attributed to any individual. We will however use selected anonymised quotes as feedback within 
the Issues Mapping Workshops.

•  Information resulting from the interviews may be cited in a report, although not attributed to named 
individuals. In the final report, we may also provide a summary list of the names of the participants and 
their organisations.   

If you have any questions or would like to discuss any matter to do with this project, please contact the 
researchers:                                                                                    

Dr Karen Cronin, Science Leader  
(Science, Technology and Society)

ESR, Kenepuru  
ph (04) 9140651 or 021 304 524 

Virginia Baker, Social Scientist 

ESR, Kenepuru  
ph (04) 914 0693 
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‘Coming to the Table’  
Sustainable Decision Making for Future Foods 

Participant Information Sheet

Consent Form for Individual Interview 

This consent form will be held for a period of five (5) years.

Researcher:  Institute of Environmental Science & Research Ltd (ESR)

1.  I have read and I understand the information sheet dated May 2010 for participants involved in  
the ‘Coming to the Table’ Future Foods Project. I have had the details of the study explained to me. My 
questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask further questions at 
any time.

2.  I understand that my taking part in this study is voluntary and that I may withdraw from the study at any 
time and this will in no way affect my future involvement.

3.  I understand that my involvement in this study is confidential and that no material that could identify me 
will be used in any reports of this study. 

4.  I give consent that my name and the organisation I work for may appear in a summary participant list 
in the final report.    Yes/No

5. I understand that I am able to request a copy of the audio recording and interview notes.

6.  I understand that the audio recording and interview notes will be kept in confidential storage for a 
period of five years (until December 2016) and then destroyed.

7. I have had time to consider whether or not to take part.

8. I know who to contact if I have any questions about the study.

Name: 

Company: 

Signature: Date:

 

Date:
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Appendix ii: Summary of Research Components
The research strategy for this project over 2008-12 has involved the following components:

1.  Establishing commitments with a key New Zealand science institute and a major food exporting 
company, to explore the social and economic context before committing to science investment, and to 
work with an upstream dialogue engagement method.

2.  A review of the international literature on public engagement, to compare the research methods applied 
in this project to best practice in the field.

3.  An extensive review of existing New Zealand literature on social and consumer responses to new 
technologies, including quantitative surveys and qualitative perception studies, to identify what is 
already known about risk perceptions.

4.  International research reports on: the psychological determinants of consumer acceptance of food 
technologies; trends in public engagement in issues around future foods; and a meta-analysis of 
international studies on consumer and societal responses to novel technologies.

5.  Advice from international marketing experts and from New Zealand trade and foreign affairs officials 
on trends in global markets.

6.  Expert science scanning reports on future trends in food science and technology in the 4 science domains 
of biotechnology, nanotechnology, functional foods and sustainable agriculture.

7.  A ‘futures workshop’ to explore future food technology trends, involving multi stakeholder participation, 
leading to the selection of 25 indicator technologies in the 4 science domains.

8.  A trial run of the ‘Issues Mapping’ dialogue method [details below] in a workshop organized by the 
Te Hau Mihi Ata Màori research project (in 2009), enabling cross cultural comparison of dialogue 
methods, along with the incorporation of Màori perspectives on future foods into this project.

9.  An international workshop held in Tokyo in (2009) comparing dialogue research methods and public 
responses to biotech, nanotech and functional foods in New Zealand, Australia, Japan and Taiwan.

10.  A research meeting in China (2009) to compare methods in public engagement and dialogue, and to 
identify current issues around food risk safety and acceptance.

11.  Three major end user symposia (2008/09/12) to present expert papers, and to seek engagement in 
the project and feedback on the findings; plus numerous briefing seminars for individual stakeholder 
organisations and industry conference papers. 

12.  In-depth, face-to-face interviews with 39 participants [with mixed backgrounds in government, industry, 
science and the community including Màori], to record risk acceptance rankings of 25 future food 
technologies, and to ‘map out’ the issues around future food technology risk preferences.

13.  Preparation of ‘issues mapping’ graphs to illustrate the risk acceptance rankings and the issues which 
were at the ‘Heart of the Matter’ for participants.

14.  Three half-day dialogue workshops, with the interview participants, to present and explore the issues 
mapping graphs, identify areas of common ground and the implications for future investment.

15.  Analysis of the interviews and workshops to identify risk acceptance profiles for the range of future 
food technologies, and preferred options for future investment [this report].

16.  Translation of the dialogue results into strategy and decision-making processes in a science and 
commercial organization in the food sector [July-September 2012].

17.  Transfer of the research findings through seminar briefings for 7 end user organisations in government 
and industry, and 3 non- government organisations [July-November 2012].
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Appendix iii: Interview Questions
 

Schedule for Issues Mapping Interview Field Work 2011

Date
Time
Location
Interviewer
Interview Number 
Stakeholder Segment Circle one: 

Scientist  
Industry  
Government 
Community

* This is based on our category for selection and not self identified.

Check list for Interviewer: 

Consent form
Any questions?
Tape recording OK?

 

Checklist of Resources:

• Project Information Sheet & Consent Form

• Technology examples flash cards

• Acceptance ranking scale [fold up ruler]

• Booklet of tech examples i.e. print out of web version 

• ‘Heart of the Matter’ statement arrowhead cards

• ‘Heart of the Matter’ concentric circle diagram

• Business card

• Tape recorder

Preamble: Interview warm up – bullet points

Thank you for taking part. We appreciate you giving your time for this interview. We presume you have read 
the Project Information and Informed Consent Sheet. 

• Do you have any questions before we start?

• Read through and ask to sign consent form.

• Check that recording is OK
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Project Background (if you need to answer questions):

Aim of research. This research is trying to find out what kind of food technologies and products will 
be acceptable to consumers and society. Because NZ is a food exporter, we have already reviewed the 
international research on market acceptance of future food technologies. Now we are looking at how New 
Zealanders might respond to new foods being grown, processed and sold here. We will put the NZ and 
international preferences together in our final report, which will be available in late 2012. 

Who is funding the research and why? The Ministry of Science agreed to fund this research in 2008. The 
project runs through to 2012. The aim is to get a better understanding of how the public and consumers 
regard different types of food technologies. This will help the government and industry better understand 
which technology applications are likely to be acceptable in the market and society.

Who is doing the research? This research is being done by social scientists at Environmental Science and 
Research (ESR) as an independent study for Plant and Food Research (PFR). The Màori component of the 
project is being done under a subcontract by social scientists at the NZ Council for Educational Research. 
The project is also overseen by a Research Advisory Panel which includes social scientists from Victoria and 
Waikato universities.  

EXPLAIN THESE DETAILS ON THE DAY>>> The Issues Mapping Interview:

Purpose of interview. This interview is part of the Issues Mapping process that we are using in this project. 
We want to create a picture of how people see the issues and how they construct the risks for different types 
of food technologies. We will make some diagrams and charts, as a ‘map’ of the issues as you see them - and 
then compare that with the maps of other people. The Issues Mapping Interviews will show where people 
differ and where they agree. This data will support the Issues Mapping dialogue Workshops to be held in 
December this year.  

What we are looking for. Everyone has their own views and experiences of food. You know what you like or 
don’t like. So, everyone we are interviewing is an expert. We will show you some examples of various food 
technologies and we want to hear your opinions and preferences. We are interested in your personal point 
of view, rather than any official view of your organisation or group.

How we will run the interview. The interview will take about an hour and a half, up to a maximum of 2 hours. 
It will be an informal discussion, and we’ll begin with some general questions to get the conversation going. 
Then we will have different sets of technology examples to look at and sort. This was the material we alerted 
you to in the email we sent earlier. The examples have been posted up on the project website, with some 
supporting information. Even if you didn’t get a chance to look at the website, we have all the information 
here today to look at. We have a print out here as a back up [storybook].

We know that when people look at these technology examples they have lots of comments. So, everything 
that you say today will be valuable. And we want this to be a relaxed discussion. We can stop at any time if 
you need a break, or you can ask questions at any time. 

Section 1: The social context for ‘future foods’ 

1.  Just to start the conversation off:  thinking back to when you were young, what was the usual kind of main 
meal that you had at home? 

2.  Thinking about what we eat these days, what are some of the new food products and technologies that 
you have noticed coming on the market in recent years? 

3. What do you imagine could be some new food products coming up in the future?

4. How do people in society generally tend to respond to new foods? 
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5. From your personal point of view, what kind of foods would you see as risky?

6. Again, from your personal point of view, what kinds of foods would you see as beneficial?

7.  From your personal point of view, when new food products are being developed by scientists and put into 
the food chain, what sort of issues should be taken into account?

8.  What are the issues that New Zealand should be thinking about as a country, when we invest in future 
food technologies?

9.  In your opinion, are there any types of food technology or food products that we should avoid producing 
altogether?

Section Two: – Introduction to technology examples and sorting

We are now going to look at some examples of future food technologies that have been developed recently 
or might be coming into the market in the future. These range across the food chain from ‘farm to fork’. They 
include technologies for growing, processing, storing and consuming foods.

We are going to look at groups of future food technologies, from 4 different areas of science:

1.  Biotechnology

2.  Nanotechnology

3.  Functional foods

4.  Sustainable agriculture

It doesn’t matter how much you might know about these areas of science. We have prepared some examples 
to illustrate these various technologies with background information. We have them here on these flash cards  
[refer to bundle]. These are the same examples as on our website, with supporting information. You can look 
at them again in the print out here today [refer to story book]. 

Each technology has been put on its own card, and each technology domain is colour coded. [Put 4 piles of 
cards on the table] 

Biotechnology Yellow
Nanotechnology Green
Functional foods Blue
Sustainable agriculture Grey

We are interested in your personal views on how acceptable each technology might be. How you define 
‘acceptability’ is up to you. 

Working with these cards, [Biotech – Yellow cards firstly], I am going to invite you to put the technologies into 
any of five piles on the table, matching this ranking scale. [Set out ranking scale on table].

Put the ones that you think are Completely Unacceptable on your left, neutral in the middle and Completely 
Acceptable on your right. You can also put your cards part way along the line. Just put them where you think 
they fit best. You have plenty of time to do this. You can move the cards around until you have them where 
you want. Once you have finished I will make a quick note of where you placed each card. 
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Section 2 A: Technology example sorting for acceptability

10. Biotechnology based foods (Yellow flashcards - 9 examples)

Working with these cards [yellow] put them in piles to match where they fit best on the ranking scale from 
‘Completely Unacceptable’ to ‘Completely Acceptable’, or somewhere in between. 

[Use continuum card table on with 5 point ranking scale. After sort is done, record results in table below] 

B1. Genetically modifying factory farmed animals so they can’t feel pain

B2. Bt gene engineered into a potato for pest resistance

B4. Genetically modified kumara

B5. Cisgenic potato

B7. Cisgenic GM ryegrass as an animal feedstock

B8. Phages: a virus to control bacteria on meat 17

B9. Marker Assisted Selection for breeding potatoes

B11. Cloning beef cattle

B12. GM bacteria enzymes as a processing aid for baking

Interviewer to record here:

Completely 
Unacceptable

Slightly 
Unacceptable

Neutral Slightly Acceptable Completely 
Acceptable

10a. Would you like to comment on why you have ranked these examples in this way?

11. Nanotechnology based foods (Green flashcards - 8 examples)

Working with these cards [green] put them in piles to match where they fit best on the ranking scale from 
‘Completely Unacceptable’ to ‘Completely Acceptable’, or somewhere in between. 

[Use continuum card table on with 5 point ranking scale. After sort is done, record results in table below] 

N1. Using nano sensors to monitor farm conditions

N2. Nano scale agric-chemicals for food crops

N3. Nano-emulsions and nano-particles to increase the uptake of nutrients in fortified food and drinks

N6. Nano-gels to change the texture of foods

N9. Nano – encapsulation to deliver nutrients, flavours or colours in the cooking or eating process

N20. Nano-scale silica as a health food supplement

N13. Nano clays in plastic food and beverage packaging

N14. Nano- silver in food packaging
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Interviewer to record here: 

Completely 
Unacceptable

Slightly 
Unacceptable

Neutral Slightly Acceptable Completely 
Acceptable

11a. Would you like to comment on why you have ranked these examples in this way?

12. Functional foods (blue flashcards - 4 examples)

Working with these cards [blue] put them in piles to match where they fit best on the ranking scale from 
‘Completely Unacceptable’ to ‘Completely Acceptable’, or somewhere in between. 

[Use continuum card table on with 5 point ranking scale. After sort is done, record results in table below] 

F1. Adding omega- 3 to bread

F8. Blackcurrant products as a sports supplement

B10. Novel fruit and vegetable juices

F13. Matching genetic risk factors for disease with food and diet

Interviewer to record here:

Completely 
Unacceptable

Slightly 
Unacceptable

Neutral Slightly Acceptable Completely 
Acceptable

12a. Would you like to comment on why you have ranked these examples in this way?

13. Foods from sustainable agriculture (grey flashcards - 5 examples)

Working with these cards [grey] put them in piles to match where they fit best on the ranking scale from 
‘Completely Unacceptable’ to ‘Completely Acceptable’, or somewhere in between. 

[Use continuum card table on with 5 point ranking scale. After sort is done, record results in table below] 

S1. Biological control agent to manage disease in grape production

S3. Hyperspectral imaging to map soil fertility

S.10 On farm biodiversity 

S14. Compost teas for controlling plant disease

S16. Màori organic verification programme ‘Hua Parakore’

Interviewer to record here:

Completely 
Unacceptable

Slightly 
Unacceptable

Neutral Slightly Acceptable Completely 
Acceptable

17 As stated earlier, due to a misunderstanding about the specific scientific process involved, this application was incorrectly labelled as ‘biotechnology/
transgenic’. An attempt was made to rectify this in the workshops by seeking comments on the example without that label, but it was not easy for 
participants to recap the process they had used in the interviews. As a result, this example was removed from the final analysis.
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13a. Would you like to comment on why you have ranked these examples in this way?

Section 2 B: General sort across the four technology domains

14. Now that you have sorted within each of these groups, I want you to think generally about the 
acceptability of foods across all of the 4 different areas of technology.

Taking the top card off each pile [header card x 4 colour coded] put these in a line on the table, to match 
where they fit best on the ranking scale from ‘Completely Unacceptable’ to ‘Completely Acceptable’, or 
somewhere in between. 

[Use continuum card table on with 5 point ranking scale. After sort is done, record results in table below] 

Interviewer to record here:

Completely 
Unacceptable

Slightly 
Unacceptable

Neutral Slightly Acceptable Completely 
Acceptable

15. Let’s take a minute to reflect on your preferences here. Why did you sort the last set of cards  
this way? 

15a. When you were thinking about which was the least or most acceptable, what was in your mind? 
[Allow for possibility that subject resists a high level sort of this kind e.g. they may say it depends]

15b. Is there any thing else that you want to say about doing this sorting?

Section 3: Getting to the Heart of the Matter 

16. We are now over half way through the interview. I am now going to ask you how you see some of the key 
issues around the development of future foods. When we ask people about future foods, they tend to refer to 
certain issues or matters of concern. We have written up some of these issues as short statements, with each 
statement on a card. [Give arrowed cards to look through]. We’d like you to think about how important each 
of these matters is to you personally, in relation to developing future food technologies. 

1. Protecting the environment 

2. Respecting Màori culture and values 

3. Ensuring that food is safe to eat

4. Supporting sustainable agriculture 

5. Maintaining ethical and spiritual values 

6. Increasing economic growth for NZ  

7. Making decisions based on scientific facts 

8. Promoting human health 
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9. Ensuring that food is affordable 

10. Supporting fair trade and global sustainability

Each card has a point at one end like an arrowhead. I will ask you to work with these cards on the table and 
place them onto a circle diagram, to show which are the most important from your personal point of view 
[hand out diagram page as below with concentric circles]. 

So the question is: Thinking about future food production, we want to know which issues are at the Heart 
of the Matter for you?[must use exact words]. 

[Prompt]…Which matters would you put at the centre and which are less central, from your point 
of view? 

Take your time to arrange the cards to show which issues are at the Heart of the Matter for you personally. 
You can point the arrows into any of the circles, with a maximum of three cards for each circle.  You need to 
use all the cards. [Interviewer to record where cards are placed on this diagram]:

 

 

Section 4: Trust and motivation (comparing Science and non-Science subjects) 

We are now going to talk about trust and motivation. We know from previous public debates about food 
technologies, that whether a new food is ‘trusted’ will influence if it is accepted by consumers and society. 
We want to understand what motivates people’s perceptions and trust – and how different groups like 
scientists, industry, government officials and the community respond to each other when they are discussing 
new technologies.  

Do section A OR B only 

A. Questions for Non-Science subjects only (i.e. industry, government, community):

1. Most 
important

5. Least important

2.

3.

4.
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17. Thinking about scientists who are developing new food science and technologies: What do you think 
motivates them? What are they trying to achieve? 

18. How well do you trust scientists to tell the public about the potential risks and benefits of these new 
technologies? 

19. If you had the opportunity to speak in person to a scientist developing new food technologies, and you 
were able to ask three questions of them, what would you like to ask? 

[record the question accurately. We will use this in the workshops]

1.

2.

3.

B. Questions for Science subjects only: 

20. Thinking about non-scientists when they respond to the development of new food science and technologies: 
What do you think motivates them? What are they trying to achieve? 

21. How well do you trust non-scientists to understand the potential risks and benefits of any of these new 
technologies? 

22. If you had the opportunity to speak in person to a non scientist about their response to the development 
of new food technologies, and you were able to ask three questions of them, what would you like to ask? 

[record the question accurately. We will use this in the workshops]

1.

2.

3.
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Section 5: Conclusion & evaluation

23. We are now coming to the end of this interview. Thank you for sharing your views – it has been an 
interesting discussion. I want to ask - how did you find this interview process? 

24. Do you have any suggestions for us in the research team as we go forward with the project? 

25. What was the most significant insight (if any) you gained from today’s interview? In what way was this 
significant? 

26. Did the interview improve your understanding of future foods/food technologies? In what way?  Further 
prompts (if needed):

•  To what extent did this interview help clarify your views about acceptability of future foods and food 
technologies?  

•  To what extent did this interview help think differently about the acceptability of future foods and food 
technologies? 

27. Is there anything else that you would like to add or comment on? 

28. Can I just check that you are still available for the dialogue workshop on [date]?

29. Finally, we just need to record some demographic details. [Fill out section below]

Section 6: Demographics 

30. Gender (circle):

1 Male 

2 Female  

31. Ethnicity (circle): 

1 Màori 

2 NZ European / Pakeha

3 Pasifika 

4 Asian

5 Other
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32. Location (circle):

1 Auckland 

2 Wellington 

3 Christchurch 

33. Age (circle):

0–19 Years 

20–29 Years 

30–39 Years 

40–49 Years 

50–59 Years 

60–64 Years 

65 Years and Over

34. Interviewer notes or comments:
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Appendix iv: Future Food Technology



Biotechnology 

GM non transgenic

B1. Genetically modifying factory-farmed  
animals so that they can’t feel pain

Description:
Factory-farmed animals such as cattle, pigs, or chickens 
may suffer pain from confinement or gastric problems 
from high grain diets. 

The animals’ discomfit may be reduced by genetically 
modifying them to remove certain proteins that normally 
send pain signals to the brain.

DNA technology has been used to switch-off the pain 
receptors in mice. This could also be applied to pigs, cows 
or chickens.

This is a theoretical scientific concept that has been 
made to work in laboratory mice, but not in other animals 
to date. This research has been reported in the US and 
Canada, but it is not clear if any such work is being done 
in NZ.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of the technology is to make the lives and deaths 
of livestock in intensive farming systems more humane.

Many regard this approach as unethical because it means 
the animals are unable to sense natural hazards. It is also 
seen as justifying intensive farming and animal cruelty. 

An alternative approach would be to improve animal 
health practices and use less intensive farming practices 
that collectively reduce the stress on livestock.



Description:
Bt genes from a bacterium (Bacillus thuringiensis, 
commonly used by organic farmers as a bio-pesticide 
to control insects), have been engineered into potatoes. 
This gene confers resistance to the potato tuber moth, 
the major insect pest of potatoes in New Zealand. The Bt 
gene is expressed in the leaves of the potatoes, and is not 
produced in the tubers [potatoes], which are eaten as food.    

This technology has been developed by scientists in 
New Zealand and in many other scientific institutes and 
companies around the world. Farm trials in New Zealand 
in 1998–2003 led to the selection of elite lines of potatoes. 
The Bt potato is approved for food use in Australia/New 
Zealand.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim is to overcome problems associated with the 
major insect pest of potato crops in New Zealand. This 
technology is intended to eliminate the need for repeated 
spraying of insecticides to control this pest, which is 
especially a problem in the North Island. Developers of 
this technology believe that it will enable the production 
of pesticide-free potato tubers with minimal blemishes 
and higher quality, and reduce contamination of the 
environment with pesticides.

An issue in using this technology in the potato industry 
is that New Zealand may not be seen as GE-free. This 
GE product may raise ethical issues for some people in 
regard to ‘foreign DNA’ in a food crop.

Resistance management strategies would need to be 
imposed to minimise the opportunity for the insect pest to 
overcome the resistance to the gene product.

Regarding alternatives: there is no known potato 
germplasm with resistance to this pest. Some limitation 
of damage can be achieved through crop management 
and the use of parasitic wasps. The only other means of 
effective control involves repeated conventional pesticide 
applications. Potato disease could also be controlled by 
cisgenics, marker-assisted breeding, or through organic 
agriculture, e.g. using Bt as a bio-pesticide.

Biotechnology 

Transgenic

B2. Bt gene engineered into a  
potato for pest resistance



Description:
Scientists have identified a gene in sweet potatoes that 
determines the colour of the sweet potato flesh. These 
genes may also influence the nutritional characteristics of 
sweet potato. There is potential for this gene to be added 
to kumara plants to create a novel, genetically engineered 
(GE) kumara.

In sweet potato the IbMYB1 gene regulates anthocyanin 
pigmentation. When this gene is expressed in the tubers 
the flesh becomes highly pigmented [coloured]. This gene 
could be transferred to the kumara using standard marker 
genes from bacteria to allow transformation.

Research on the sweet potato is being done by the 
Korean government’s Research Institute of Bioscience 
and Biotechnology (KRIBB). The GE sweet potato product 
has already been developed and is awaiting field trials. 
Although not yet attempted in kumara, a GE kumara 
product could theoretically be developed in New Zealand 
using existing genetic engineering methods.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
This technology could be taken up by the food industry 
to create a novel, new, coloured kumara product for 
consumers. Depending on scientific results, the kumara 
might also be marketed as having additional nutritional 
characteristics. Finally, there is potential for this new 
kumara to be a source of food colourant for adding to 
other food products. [The sweetpotato flour is already 
seen as an ideal carrier for natural colourants by the food 
industry.]

Some issues associated with this product could be:
• New Zealand no longer GE-free.
•  GE product may raise ethical issues with some people 

relating to ‘foreign DNA’ in a food crop.

For Maori, the kumara has strong historical and spiritual 
value. A GE kumara may be seen as impinging on spiritual 
values, such as whakapapa and kaitiatkitanga.

Alternatively the same outcome could be achieved using 
intragenic approaches [without foreign DNA]. Or new 
colours in kumara could be produced by traditional 
breeding, over many years. 

Biotechnology 

GM non-transgenic

B4. Genetically modified kumara 



Description:
Cisgenics is a genetic modification process that makes changes 
inside the genome of a particular species. This ‘intragenic’ 
process is different from ‘transgenics’, which transfers new 
genetic material from another species into a plant or animal. 
A cisgenic potato has been developed by transferring pieces 
of the genome from the potato plant to another part of the 
potato genome, to make the plant resistant to disease such as 
late blight. A gene which helps the defence response to potato 
diseases has been placed under the control of ‘promoter’ 
gene also from potatoes which is specific to the leaves. This 
‘combined’ gene has been transferred back into a potato using 
a vector [carrier] gene also built from potato DNA. Although 
the resulting plants are a product of ‘genetic engineering’, no 
DNA from any organism other than the potato has been used. 
The disease defence gene is produced in the potato leaves and 
not in the tubers [potatoes] which are eaten as food. The plants 
are continually ‘primed’ for disease response and they show 
resistance to infection from bacterial and fungal disease.

This work is being done by NZ scientists but it is only at a 
laboratory stage. The product is awaiting field testing in NZ. 
Similar potato products based on other disease resistance 
genes from potato are being developed by: Wageningen 
University, the Netherlands; USDA in California, USA; Simplot 
Company, Idaho, USA. Cisgenic crops are in the field in Europe 
and the USA.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this technology is to overcome problems associated 
with the major disease problems in potato crops in New 
Zealand. The developers of cisgenic potatoes believe that it 
could eliminate the need for repeated spraying of fungicides 
to control disease such as late blight. The outcome could be 
pesticide-free potatoes with minimal blemishes and higher 
quality; and reduced contamination of the environment with 
pesticides.

Some issues relate to how this technology is regarded. There is 
no foreign DNA, but the outcome does involve a rearrangement 
of DNA in the potato genome, a similar outcome to mutation 
breeding. While cisgenesis can be regarded as equivalent to 
traditional breeding there are differences, as recombinant DNA 
technology is not the same as meiotic [sexual] recombination. 
Resistance management strategies will need to be imposed 
to minimise the opportunity for the diseases to overcome the 
resistance to the gene product.

In terms of alternatives, disease resistance might be developed 
through conventional breeding which takes much longer 
than cisgenics. Additionally, resistance genes to disease are 
available from some wild species and could be introduced to 
potatoes using other biotechnology techniques such as cell 
fusion but this could take 15-20 years. Potato disease could 
also be controlled by transgenics, marker assisted breeding,  
or through organic agriculture methods.

Biotechnology 
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Description:
Ryegrass is a commonly used pasture crop for animal feed 
on dairy, sheep and cattle farms. 

A new ryegrass might be developed in New Zealand using 
‘cisgenic’ genetic modification, i.e. a change is made 
within the DNA of the plant but no new DNA is added from 
another species. Working with farmers and industry, New 
Zealand scientists are looking at taking certain genes 
from the ryegrass and then putting them back into the 
same plants, but with an extra copy that can provide a 
benefit under certain growing conditions. For example, an 
extra copy of a gene could be switched on in dry conditions 
that will help the plant to tolerate a drought. 

This technology is currently at a mid-stream development 
phase. Testing has been done overseas in small contained 
field trials to show that the concept works, but it has only 
been trialled in New Zealand indoors using high-tech 
greenhouses.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this technology is to enhance farm production 
and sustainability. Grass and clover growth are limited by 
environmental conditions in New Zealand (e.g. animals go 
hungry in summer unless extra feed is brought in). 

Cisgenic pastures could provide animals with more feed 
and require farmers to use less fertilisers. Farmers 
could also require less supplementary feed (transported 
from elsewhere) during summer or drought years, less 
irrigation (which affects waterways and profits), and less 
fertiliser (shipped from overseas and affecting waterways). 
This could lead to more profits as the efficiency of ‘turning 
sunlight’ into meat or milk or velvet or wool would be 
improved.

An issue is that New Zealand exports produced by a 
farming method that includes cisgenic GM may not be 
preferred by some overseas markets.

Pollen from GM pastures may be collected by bees and 
introduced into honey products from New Zealand. 

GM grasses might also spread to neighbouring non GM 
pastures.

Alternatively, pasture crop breeders could use marker-
assisted selection to identify grasses with desirable 
genetic characteristics, and then develop them through 
conventional breeding. Pasture breeders might find 
natural mutations that have better drought growth or that 
use less fertiliser. Then they could include these in their 
programmes to make better grasses.

Biotechnology 
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Description:
Breeding potatoes successfully involves identifying 
characteristics such as resistance to disease, pests, 
and tolerance for variable soil, water or temperature 
conditions. Plants with these traits are crossed with 
others to introduce the desired features into future crops.

Scientists have discovered that some DNA ‘markers’ are 
associated with specific traits in potatoes. When progeny 
from new crosses are germinated, DNA can be extracted 
from seedlings.  Analysis of the DNA shows which traits 
are associated with certain genetic features. The markers 
can be used as a tool to predict which promising seedlings 
should be selected with combinations of desired traits 
for future breeding. Known as Marker Assisted Selection 
[MAS], this technology speeds up conventional breeding 
programmes as only potentially elite lines need to be 
grown and evaluated in the field, leading to greater gains 
over time.

This science is at a development phase now around the 
world, but will be gradually implemented over the next few 
years as DNA markers are identified and validated.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim is to speed up conventional breeding and to 
overcome inefficiencies associated with selection of elite 
lines in breeding programmes. This could lead to a more 
rapid response to industry demands for combinations of 
traits in potato cultivars. 

One issue is that such MAS programmes could lead to the 
demise of former cultivars. An issue with early versions 
of MAS was cost, but this is changing with new statistical 
programmes to map genetic traits.

Alternatives would be to continue with current breeding,  
to use cisgenic or transgenic modifications in potatoes 
to control pests and diseases, or to use organic farming 
methods.
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Description:
Conventional breeding programmes are used to introduce 
commercially desirable characteristics into a herd of farm 
animals. For example, some cattle may have more muscle 
or greater resistance to disease, which means there is 
greater meat production from the herd.

Cloned bulls from genetically elite sires are now being 
developed to introduce genetic characteristics into the 
herd more quickly widely than can occur through natural 
mating and conventional breeding.

Animal clones can be made with a process called Somatic 
Cell Nuclear Transfer (SCNT). This involves removing 
the chromosomes in a mature, unfertilised egg from one 
animal and replacing them with the DNA from a donor cell 
from the animal being cloned. The donor nucleus is fused 
with the egg using a brief electrical pulse or a chemical 
process, after which the embryo starts to divide as if it had 
been fertilised. The growing embryo is then implanted in 
a surrogate mother cow and when the calf is born it is an 
exact copy of the male parent.

Cloning is now widely used in breeding programmes 
around the world, and in the USA and Brazil cloned bulls 
are already being produced commercially.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim is to accelerate the dissemination of genetic gain 
in a breeding programme. Cloning is seen as a better 
approach in large beef farming operations, where it may 
be impractical or expensive to use Artificial Insemination 
(AI) to introduce favourable genetics into the herd. Cloning 
requires less animal handling and monitoring than AI. 

There are ethical and animal welfare issues associated 
with the production of the clones including high rates of 
abortion and various abnormalities.

Milk and meat from clones have been entering the 
human food supply for over 20 years with no evidence 
of problems, according to the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). Nevertheless, cloning remains 
controversial and the European Parliament has called for 
it to be banned.

Alternatives to cloning including conventional breeding, 
Artificial Insemination (AI) and genetic engineering 
[cloning is not GE].
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Description:
When bread or biscuits are baked, enzymes are needed 
to help make the mixture rise. Some selected non GM 
bacteria are already commonly used as a source of 
enzymes in the baking industry. 

Scientists are investigating if these bacteria can now 
be genetically modified by inserting DNA sequences 
(from other bacteria and fungi) to enhance the genetic 
expression of an enzyme with a desired property. For 
example, the enzyme might help the bread to rise or stop 
bread going stale by modifying the structure of starch 
during the bread-making process. 

The bacteria that have these DNA sequences inserted in 
them would produce an enzyme that is then separated 
from the bacterial cells, purified and produced in a dry 
form (free of bacteria or any DNA material) and offered 
for sale as a food processing aid to be used in the baking 
industry. 

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this technology is to improve the quality 
and shelf life of baked products, and to reduce waste 
in retail businesses and the home. This could generate 
higher returns for the food industry from shelf-stable 
products. Some enzymes also help stop the dough sticking 
to machinery in high throughput production lines so 
manufacturing becomes more efficient and cost-effective. 
GM enzymes could also replace E-numbered additives and 
emulsifiers [used to slow down the staling rate of bread], 
which consumers don’t like. 

The fact that the enzymes are sourced from bacteria might 
be an issue for some consumers. GM enzymes may also 
be a concern. The bacteria may have had gene sequences 
from other species of microbes inserted in them to enable 
higher quantities of the enzymes to be produced than 
they otherwise would “naturally” produce. This might also 
concern some consumers.

Alternatives to the use of GM enzymes are:
1)  Use E-numbered additives that have been used for 

decades.
2) Use ‘natural’ enzymes, not GM enzymes.
3)  Use enzymes derived from fungal species that have 

been on the market for a long time now.
4)  For consumers to accept that bread goes stale and can’t 

always be fresh.
5)  Freeze products until required (staling accelerates 

at refrigeration temperatures but stops at freezer 
temperatures).
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Description:
The definition of a functional food is one that provides 
health benefits beyond basic nutrition. The baking industry 
is making use of the science that shows the health 
benefits of omega-3. They are producing fortified foods, 
such as omega-3 bread.

Omega 3 from oily fish such as mackerel, sardines, 
herring, salmon and tuna is formulated into an ingredient 
that can be micro-encapsulated into a free flowing powder 
to remove the odour. The omega-3 ingredient is added to 
the dough late in the production process so that it is not 
broken down, and the dough is then baked into bread. The 
resulting bread usually contains 30–45 mg omega-3 per 
slice.

Omega-3 fortified bread is widely on sale in supermarkets 
in westernised countries, including New Zealand.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this type of product is to offer a new option to 
consumers that could provide a healthier diet with health 
benefits beyond basic nutrition. Consumers who do not 
eat enough oily fish or who do not want to take omega-3 
capsules may buy this product if they are informed of the 
health benefits. 

There are some issues around the amount of omega-3 
that people consume. For example, the recommended 
dose of omega-3 fatty acids for good health is 450 mg 
a day for adults and 200 mg a day for children. In order 
to reach this recommended dose adults would need 
to eat 10–15 slices of bread a day, and this could have 
implications for becoming overweight or obese. Thus, food 
such as bread supplemented with omega -3 may not give 
the same health benefits as eating a food naturally high in 
omega-3 (e.g. oily fish).

Alternatively, consumers could eat oily fish, take capsules 
containing omega-3 fatty acids or eat other food such 
as eggs that have been supplemented with omega-3 
fatty acids to make sure that they get the recommended 
amount in their diet.
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Description:
Blackcurrants are a high value functional food. They 
have higher antioxidants and higher vitamin C than other 
berries. They also have other potential health benefits, 
e.g. reducing muscle stiffness. Compounds called 
flavonoids in the berries appear to protect the body from 
the stresses of working out.

Some New Zealand scientists are doing a compositional 
analysis of berry species to understand these health 
properties. They are looking at how berries such as 
blackcurrants can help reduce muscle oxidative stress, 
damage and recovery. The next step will be to evaluate the 
benefits of blackcurrants in human clinical trials.  

This research is at a mid development stage. If these 
properties of blackcurrants are proven, then scientists 
could develop a refined blackcurrant product as a health 
supplement aimed at the sports market.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim here is to provide a ‘natural’ solution for muscle 
stiffness or soreness after strenuous exercise and to 
speed recovery. There could be a range of products, from 
blackcurrant beverages to powdered supplements. These 
could be used by the general public, and those exercising 
to enhance their health and performance. By reducing 
muscle stress, damage and pain after strenuous exercise, 
this product could allow athletes to train harder for longer, 
with a speedier recovery, and enhanced performance.

Some issues are that high doses might be needed to 
get a result, and this may not be viable for a beverage. 
Customers may not be prepared to pay a premium for a 
fortified sports food. And processed products lose their 
activity in storage over time. 

An alternative is that pharmaceutical intervention could be 
used to deal with muscle stiffness.

Functional food  
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Description:
We know that fruits and vegetables are good for our 
health. Scientists are developing new fruit and vegetable 
juices as a convenient way to make sure that sufficient 
fruits and vegetables are eaten. Additionally, novel 
combinations of fruits and vegetables may give unique 
health benefits. 

Novel fruit and vegetable juices can be made by 
conventional juicing methods, but the production 
process may need to be modified somewhat to prevent 
discolouration and give an acceptable taste.

Scientists are working with the food industry to 
understand the unique health benefits that particular 
fruits and vegetables have and to determine whether novel 
combinations will give increased health benefits.

There are some novel fruit and vegetable juice 
combinations currently in the marketplace, e.g. 
strawberry and carrot, but the unique health benefits of 
the combinations are yet to be validated by science. For 
some combinations this may still be a theoretical benefit 
at this stage.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
People do not eat enough fruit and vegetables. The aim 
of this technology is to create a range of convenient novel 
beverages with validated health claims in the hope that 
consumers will pay a premium for health benefits. 

Novel fruit and vegetable drink products could provide 
people with a convenient alternative to purchasing and/
or cooking to enable them to have a diet rich in a variety 
of fruits and vegetables. A novel fruit and vegetable drink 
could also provide consumers with a low sugar alternative 
to fruit juice. 

People could eat more fruits and vegetables, but the novel 
combinations developed in these products might give 
them extra health benefits that they would not otherwise 
receive from their diet. 

One issue is that if people are supplied with too many 
convience foods they may forget how to cook and how to 
enjoy eating meals as a social experience. 

The alternative is for people to take supplements or eat 
ordinary fruit and vegetables.
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Description:
There is good evidence that the interaction between your 
genes and your diet is a factor in the development of 
certain diseases and in disease control. One example is 
Inflammatory Bowel Disease or IBD – a medical term for 
a group of conditions in which the intestines become red 
and swollen. Two major types of IBD are Crohn’s disease 
and ulcerative colitis. No one knows for certain yet what 
causes IBD, but it is believed to be a combination of 
genetic, environmental and immunological factors. www.
crohnsandcolitis.org.nz/about_crohns_and_colitis

Scientists are looking into the major genetic risk factors for 
Chron’s disease in New Zealand, and the associated food 
preferences and dietary tolerances of specific groups of 
people with certain genetic profiles. They want to identify 
which foods stand out as either beneficial or detrimental 
to certain groups. Scientists are also testing food extracts 
to estimate the component of the foods that reduces or 
enhances disease symptoms in genetically susceptible 
individuals.

This science is at a mid development stage. Overseas 
companies are already applying this general scientific 
approach to other diseases such as metabolic syndrome, 
but not yet to IBD.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Research in nutrigenomics is leading to information that 
will indicate good and bad foods for people with specific 
genetic conditions or predispositions e.g. curcumin, 
(the major yellow constituent of turmeric spice) reduces 
inflammation; and rutin (a component of buckwheat seeds, 
citrus fruits and tea) relieves symptoms in some Crohn’s 
disease sufferers.  
www.nutrigenomics.org.nz/index/news/178

By learning to control diets in relation to genotype, we can 
potentially find nutritional rather than pharmaceutical 
solutions to a number of inflammation-related disorders in 
New Zealand.

Most current nutrigenomics research will be freely available 
to the public and to health professionals. Nutrigenomics 
is also generating diagnostic tools that could be used by 
the pharmaceutical industry, and by companies wanting 
to develop functional foods and new GM foods designed to 
match the genetic profiles of certain consumers. GM foods 
may not be acceptable to the public, however. There are 
also potential ethical issues e.g. if food-genotype matching 
shows that a person is at risk of a certain disease how and 
when are they and their family told?

In the case of IBD, an alternative to nutrigenomics is to rely 
on existing approaches such as the long-term use of drugs 
or surgical control of diseases.
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Description:
Sensors to monitor farm conditions such as soil 
temperature, pH, nutrient levels, and moisture provide 
information that farmers can use to manage their crops or 
stock more carefully, and reduce applications of water or 
fertilier. Sensors already exist and are built at a size that 
we can see and manipulate. 

Nano-sensors would be downsized versions of this 
existing technology built at scales of 100 nanometres 
or less (100 nanometers is about 1000th the width of a 
human hair). The idea behind nano-sensors is that more 
sensors could be deployed across a farm to get a more 
accurate map of the varying conditions. Information from 
the sensors would be fed back to the farmer’s computer 
and the farmer can monitor input needs (e.g. fertilisers, 
irrigation water). Fertiliser companies could also be fed 
the information and deliver their products to farms less 
frequently and on an “as-needed” basis.

Scientists are working on these types of sensors and they 
are being trialled in some countries, but they have not 
been developed in New Zealand at this stage.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this technology is to save costs and improve 
production. It could overcome a lack of precision with 
current technology, e.g. nano-sensors could provide 
“maps” that are accurate to the nearest square meter,  
not the nearest 100 square meters.

Nano-sensors could provide savings for the farmer and 
reduce environmental impacts. This technology could 
mean that farmers don’t have to spend valuable time 
making measurements on their properties. If parts of 
a paddock don’t require nitrogen fertiliser, farmers 
could save money by not having to applying it. More 
targeted fertiliser delivery on paddocks would mean less 
agricultural run-off, and improvements to waterways and 
the general environment.

An issue is that the nano-sensors could in themselves 
become an environmental pollutant. Because of their size, 
they could be taken up into the plant via root systems and 
enter the food chain. Once deployed, could they ever be 
retrieved?

Alternatives are the existing macro-technologies, e.g. 
hand-held meters for measuring pH and soil fertiliser 
needs. Satellite or aerial imaging has the potential to be 
used to map soil status.
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Description:
Many agri-chemicals that are used on food crops (e.g. 
pesticides, herbicides, plant growth promoters) are 
applied in the form of water-based sprays. If the active 
compound in the spray is water-soluble, the compound 
dissolves in the water (like salt dissolves in water). After 
spraying, the water droplets landing on the plant’s surface 
are taken up into the plant along with the chemicals 
dissolved in them.

However, many of the chemicals used are not soluble 
in water (e.g. the RoundUp that many home gardeners 
use for controlling weeds) so they have to be applied 
as oil-in-water emulsions. In this instance, the agri-
chemical compound is dissolved in the oil droplets that 
are dispersed in the water, just like olive and other oils 
are dispersed in water/vinegar (by vigorous shaking) in 
salad dressings. To get into the plant, the oil droplets that 
are sprayed on to the plant surface are absorbed into the 
plant, carrying with them the dissolved agri-chemical.

This process of absorption into a plant gets easier as 
the oil droplets dispersed in the water get smaller. Most 
emulsions we are familiar with contain micro-sized oil 
droplets. Nano-emulsions would be less than 100 nm in 
size, or about 1000th the width of a human hair.

Some nano-emulsions for agri-chemicals may already be 
in use in some products, and other applications are still in 
the development phase.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
By reducing emulsion particle size, the active components 
in the emulsion could be more readily taken into the 
leaves of the plant via the stomata, compared to larger 
particle size emulsions. This could mean more efficient 
uptake of agri-chemicals and fewer applications. Lower 
quantities could lead to reduced costs, and reduced 
residues in food and the environment.

One issue is that the mechanisms that enable the plant 
to absorb more of the active components could also apply 
to non-target insects and plants, creating the potential 
to harm these organisms. Any potential harmful effects 
in humans could also be multiplied for the same reasons 
– better uptake into the human body as a result of spray 
drift and chemical exposure. Ethical issues could arise 
in crops like bananas where exposure of humans to agri-
chemicals is an emerging concern.

An alternative is that chemists could focus their efforts on 
developing more water-soluble compounds, or other non 
chemical technologies to control pests and diseases could 
be applied.
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N3. Nano-emulsions and nano-particles  
to increase the uptake of nutrients in  

fortified foods and drinks 

Description:
Nutrients are often added to foods and beverages to fortify 
them (i.e. to provide more of the nutrient than would 
otherwise be present). Some examples are Vitamin C in 
juice or calcium in milk. They may be water-soluble (e.g. 
Vitamin C), oil-soluble (e.g. Vitamins A, D, E and K), oils in 
(e.g. omega-3 oils), or in particulate form (e.g. calcium).

Whether they are added to fortify foods or are already 
present in their natural state in foods, nutrients need to 
be absorbed into the body when the food is digested in our 
gut. The absorption process gets easier as the particles 
or oil droplets get smaller. Nano-emulsions and particles 
are less than 100 nm in size or about 1000th the width of a 
human hair. If nutrients are added in the form of nano-scale 
particles or oil droplets, this increases the amount of the 
nutrient being absorbed into our bloodstreams and more 
effectively delivers nutrients to the areas of our body where 
they are needed.

This nanotechnology is already in the marketplace. For 
example, Aquanova®’s Novasol is a clear, isoflavone 
fortified drink. [Isoflavones are the components of soy that 
are active in protecting against breast cancer, prostate 
cancer, menopausal symptoms, heart disease and 
osteoporosis]. The drink has ~30 nm water-soluble micelle 
particles that are ‘carrier systems’ to deliver “higher and 
faster intestinal and dermal resorption and penetration of 
active ingredients”.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this nanotechnology is to enable better 
absorption of nutrients into the body, thereby increasing 
the chance that it will have the desired effect rather than 
going through the gut and being excreted. This technology 
could enable food and beverage companies to overcome the 
processing problems associated with the inability of oil and 
water to mix. Emulsifiers could be eliminated from food and 
beverage formulations. Manufacturers hope this will meet 
consumers’ preferences for clear, water-like beverages; 
products that are fortified with a specific nutrient; and 
“clean labelling”, i.e. a shorter list of ingredients on the 
label.

However, the improved absorption of nutrients as a 
result of nanotechnology could result in the potential to 
“overdose”. Nanotechnology applications might also raise 
concerns for consumers. From a regulatory perspective, 
an issue is whether these fortified foods and beverages 
are “medicines” or “supplements in disguise” and which 
regulations apply? 

Alternatives to this technology are:
-  consumers could eat a wider variety of foods to maintain a 

balanced nutritional status
-  nutritional status could be maintained by taking fortified 

supplements.



Description:
With rising global obesity, food companies are looking at 
high protein foods as a means to combat weight gain. One 
example is snack bars based on dairy proteins.

When many traditional food processing technologies 
(e.g. extrusion) are applied to high protein foods (e.g. 
high dairy protein content), they result in unpalatable 
food textures – tough and chewy – and consumers won’t 
eat these products. If a way can be found to form more 
palatable gel-like food structures from these proteins, 
manufacturers think consumers would buy them. 

Scientists are looking at how dairy proteins can be 
reformulated using nanotechnology, which changes the 
structure of the protein at a very small scale. 

They think that most proteins can be manipulated using 
a combination of acid and higher temperature to change 
the protein’s normal structures. In this ‘denatured’ state, 
over time they spontaneously reassemble into tubular and 
ribbon forms. As a result, gels are formed. And gels are 
highly sought after in the food industry to create desirable 
textures in foods, e.g. as in many Asian foods. 

Protein snack foods are already on the market. But nano-
gel research is still being carried out. No products have 
yet emerged that utilise these nano-structures.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Research is being carried out worldwide on dairy and egg 
proteins to find out if altered protein structures might 
be used to enhance food texture, if these structures are 
formed unknowingly as a result of common industrial 
processes already in use, and if they are safe.

Altering the texture of semi-solid foods could be helpful 
for people with chewing and swallowing disorders, or for 
a ‘sheer indulgence’ factor: people like to eat foods with 
desirable textures. Nano-gel technology could change 
the texture in many food products, e.g. making ice cream 
creamier, adding a new feature to make it more appealing 
to consumers.

The major issue, according to some scientists, is that the 
safety or otherwise of these new protein structures is 
not known, and the risks need to be assessed before any 
products emerge from research. 

An alternative to nano-gels is to use traditional food 
gelling agents such as starches, alginates (a carbohydrate 
from seaweed), konjac, and arious gums, etc.
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N9. Nano-encapsulation to deliver  
nutrients, flavours or colours in the  

cooking or eating process

Description:
Nano-encapsulation is a process for putting a shell around 
a food component (e.g. a flavour, a nutrient, a colour) – a 
bit like how an egg’s shell encapsulates the yolk and egg 
white. The shell is made at the nano-scale (less than 100 
nm or 1000th the diameter of a human hair). The “shell” 
of the nano-encapsulated particle would be made from 
a food-safe substance like titanium dioxide, a modified 
starch, a protein or a non-starch carbohydrate like the 
seaweed alginates. 

Nano-encapsulation could be used to deliver nutrients or 
flavours or colours until a “point of release” in the cooking 
or eating process when the shell breaks and the contents 
are released. For a flavour, the point of release might be in 
the mouth or when a food is microwaved or baked so that 
its sensory appeal is enhanced. For a colour, a colourless 
beverage might be activated just before consumption 
by microwaving it to release its coloured contents. For 
a nutrient, the point of release might be the stomach or 
points lower in the gut.

Some forms of nano-encapsulation are already being 
developed, e.g. a US patent application to use “inert” 
silicon, titanium and magnesium oxides (US patent 
5741505) to deliver encapsulated additives and nutrients. 
Other areas of this science are still in the development 
phase, e.g. research on the mechanisms of satiety 
and means to deliver satiety-enhancing compounds 
(from fruits and vegetables) as non-bitter encapsulated 
ingredients in foods and beverages.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
This technology could be used by food and beverage 
manufacturers to appeal to consumers with new product 
features such as appetite reduction, enhanced sensory 
appeal, and sheer novelty (e.g. colourless beverages that 
turn coloured when microwaved). 

Many bitter compounds found in highly coloured fruits and 
vegetables are thought to play a role in limiting our food 
intake by activating ‘satiety’, i.e. we feel like we have eaten 
enough. But we don’t always find them appealing. Nano-
encapsulation could deliver these components directly to 
the stomach (bypassing the taste buds on our tongue).

One issue is affordability: the people targeted with these 
high tech foods to ‘fight obesity’ may not be the people 
who can afford them An alternative approach would 
be to deal with obesity through diet, lifestyle, exercise, 
education and other public health campaigns. 
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N13. Nano-clays in plastic food  
and beverage packaging 

Description:
The conventional plastics that we are familiar with for food 
and beverage packaging have a number of drawbacks. e.g. 
moisture and air can still get in and spoil the food. These 
problems can be addressed by using nano-clays in the 
plastic manufacturing process.

A nano-clay is a naturally occurring clay, such as 
bentonite or montmorillonite, that is made up of nano-
scale sheets of impervious mineral compounds such as 
silica. The nano-scale is less than 100 nm or 1000th the 
diameter of a human hair. Nano-clays are like sheets 
of roofing iron that act as barriers to the movement of 
moisture and air. When the clays are broken up into their 
nano-scale sheets, they are added to plastics to slow 
the passage of moisture and air through the plastic and 
increase its strength. 

The first examples of this type of technology were 
commercialised by Toyota in the car industry. Food 
packaging applications have been much more recent 
(within about the last 5 years).

Aims, issues and alternatives:
This technology could be used by manufacturers of 
carbonated beverages and packaged solid foods to 
increase their shelf-life. In some cases the use of nano-
clay can more than double the strength of a sheet of 
plastic, thereby offering the possibility that less plastic 
needs to be used to manufacture a bread bag for example. 
There could be flow-on benefits such as a decrease 
in freight weights and subsequent fuel savings for the 
distribution of foods and beverages.

Some questions concerning nano-clays are:
1) Do the nano-sheet components of the clays migrate into 
foods if the food is in contact with its packaging? If so, are 
there potential safety issues? 
2) What happens to these plastics in the environment after 
they have been disposed of?
3) Are the composite plastics recyclable?

Alternatives would be:
1) Use glass bottles (beverages, fruit preserves, jams, 
chutneys, peanut butters, etc.)
2) Consumers could accept short shelf-lives as a “fact of 
life” for many of the packaged foods that they currently 
buy and expect to last a long time.
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Around food

N14. Nano-silver in food packaging 

Description:
Food and beverage packaging is designed to reduce 
spoilage and keep food fresh. Spoilage by micro organisms 
during prolonged storage can lead to waste, cost and 
potential health effects.

Anti-microbial substances such as some plant oils 
(rosemary, oregano or bay oils) are conventionally added 
to food packaging to slow down spoilage. The mechanism 
for this relies on contact between the packaging containing 
an anti-microbial substance and the food surface where 
potential spoilage organisms might be found.

Nano-silver is now being used as a new form of anti-
microbial in packaging in many food packaging items 
around the world. 

Nano-silver is derived from silver ore deposits. The silver 
is subjected to an electric current in a conducting solution 
(electrolysis) and dissolves into a solution of silver ions and 
silver particles (colloidal silver). Nano-silver packaging is 
produced by dispersing nano-scale silver particles in the 
plastic during the extrusion of melted plastic. 

Nano-silver is different from conventional silver because 
it has a much higher concentration of the small silver 
particles that kill micro-organisms.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim is to increase the shelf-life of foods so that they 
will last longer during distribution and storage (in retail 
and the consumer’s home). Longer shelf-life (particularly 
for fresh fruits and vegetables) enables long distribution 
networks and times (e.g. shipping around the country and 
across the globe), and less food spoilage and waste (e.g. 
mouldy tomatoes being thrown out) in the home.

Nano-silver is generally accepted by the public as being 
“safe” to consume. However, many scientists are now 
questioning its potential safety for humans and the 
environment. For example, nano-silver deforms zebra fish 
embryos (the effects of potentially toxic substances on 
zebra fish are widely accepted as an indicator model).

An alternative to nano-silver is to continue to use other 
current food-safe anti-microbial compounds in food 
packaging, such as rosemary oil. However, many of these 
oils have a strong taste that could taint the food that comes 
into contact with the packaging. 

Consumers could also accept that foods have a limited 
shelf-life, and shop and consume accordingly. Another 
approach is to change food production and distribution 
patterns to focus on local and seasonable foods.
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In food

N20. Nano-scale silica as a  
health food supplement 

Description:
Silicon is a major mineral component of soils and clays 
where it exists in its oxidised form, silica. It is routinely 
ingested by pasture-grazing animals and by humans 
through the small amounts found in foods. For example, it 
is found in beers (coming from small amounts of silica on 
barley) and in food ingredients (e.g. silicon salts used as 
anti-caking/ flowing agents in baked goods). When silica is 
eaten, our stomach acids convert it to orthosilicic acid and 
it is in this form that the nutrient silicon passes into our 
bloodstreams and is used in our bodies. 

Recently it has been realised that small amounts of silicon 
are potentially very good for bone health, possibly as an 
assistant to the absorption of calcium. Silica is already 
marketed as a health supplement, but now scientists are 
looking at making nano silica. The smaller a particle is, the 
more readily it can be converted into other forms and taken 
up from the gut into our bloodstreams. Nano-scale silicon 
could offer an improved form of this health supplement.

When silicon is normally made into a food supplement, 
it needs to be ground down into a powder, deposited 
electrochemically in a powder form or delivered in an 
already bioavailable form (e.g. a chemical complex with 
choline or as orthosilicic acid). Nano-scale silicon particles 
would be achieved by altering the extent of mechanical 
grinding or the conditions of electrochemical deposition of 
silica.

Nano-scale silica is being discussed in the scientific 
literature but there are no nano-scale silica supplement 
products on the market yet that we are aware of. 

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Conventional silica supplements are widely promoted and 
used for bone, hair and nail health. They are required in 
only very small amounts as a supplement, but are seen 
as contributing to a major goal for public health systems 
worldwide as the proportion of elderly and other people 
 with bone health problems, like osteoporosis, increases.

The aim of developing nano-silica is to achieve more 
“precision” in controlling the dose and uptake of silicon. 
Scientists advocating nano-scale silica supplements believe 
that it would lead to enhanced bone health. However, as 
with many nutrients, the risks stem from the potential 
to absorb too much into our bodies. There is very little 
scientific information to date on the effects of too much 
silicon in humans. 

An alternative to nano-silica would be to continue with 
conventional silica supplements, or to address bone  
health issues using treatments such as calcium 
supplements and Vitamin D.
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Maori organic production

S16. Maori organic verification  
programme “Hua Parakore”

Description:
Organic production has been growing steadily in New 
Zealand for some years. To market their products as 
genuinely ‘organic’, growers need to take part in a 
certification programme that verifies the management 
practices and inputs used on the farm.

Recently, Maori organic growers have developed their 
own verification programme to recognise unique farming 
practices based on spiritual values and traditional 
knowledge.

Officially launched in July 2011, “Hua Parakore” [pure 
products] is a Maori validation and verification system 
for mahinga kai [traditional food]. It was developed by 
Te Waka Kai Ora [National Maori Organics Authority of 
Aotearoa], in a collaboration between Maori researchers, 
environmental scientists, organic producers, Maori 
growers, whanau and hapu. 

Hua Parakore-branded products are now coming on to the 
market. One example is BioFarm, which produces organic 
yoghurt and milk, along with organic sheep and goat 
production.www.biofarm.com/home.htm

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Hua Parakore is a set of principles for organic production 
that is drawn from the body of knowledge from putaiao 
Maori [Maori sciences].

It is similar to Western organic verification systems that 
certify the product as free from pesticides, chemicals, 
genetic engineering, nanotechnology and synthetic 
biology. But it also includes Tikanga Maori [correct 
principles] that recognise that both the product and the 
spirit in which it is made are consistent with the goal of 
“Kai Atua, Kai Ora” – food fit for the Atua [gods] and for 
enhancing well-being.

Hua Parakore is aimed at adding value in the organic 
marketplace by offering a unique indigenous dimension to 
organic products. It is also designed to uplift and increase 
recognition of putaiao and Tikanga Maori in the production 
process; and it is a way of claiming and protecting Maori 
intellectual property.

One issue in developing the programme is the need to 
protect the brand and secure a trademark – this is in 
progress. 

Alternative approaches not based on Tikanga include 
mainstream organic or conventional farming practices.
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Organic production

S14. Compost teas for  
controlling plant disease 

Description:
‘Compost Teas’ (CTs) are watery fermented extracts made 
from finished compost or vermicompost [from worms], 
and applied as a spray to control disease in plants. CTs 
work by introducing non pathogenic bacteria to the 
surface of the plant to combat plant pathogens. CT is 
produced by mixing compost with water and incubating 
it for a defined period, either actively aerating it (aerated 
compost tea, ACT) or not (non aerated compost tea, NCT), 
and with or without additives to increase the numbers of 
microbes.

CTs have been used by organic and biodynamic farmers 
for many years. Commercial equipment and extensive 
experimentation are now creating better teas, improving 
efficiency and decreasing costs. CTs have mostly been 
applied to container-produced plants, particularly 
ornamentals, but there is now growing interest in using 
them to prevent and control diseases in temperate 
agricultural and horticultural field crops. Scientific 
research on the effectiveness of CTs for disease control 
and improved yield is also growing.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
CTs are aimed at controlling disease without using 
conventional chemical sprays. Applications of CTs to plant 
foliage have been demonstrated to suppress a range 
of diseases. Research suggests that they could control 
apple scabs, downy mildew on grapes or late blight in 
potatoes. They have been reported to control pathogens 
at a level similar to or better than conventional fungicidal 
treatments, and to increase yields in some crops. 

Some issues with CTs are that the compost must be 
mature, of a very high standard, and applied at the correct 
time to get a result. Research is needed to identify the 
best sources of compost and ways to prepare it to control 
different plant pathogens. Superior results seem to arise 
from composts containing animal manures. Storage 
and application methods also appear to affect results. 
There has been scientific debate about the occurrence 
of the bacteria E. coli in some CTs. Particular strains of 
E. coli can cause food poisoning in humans. To avoid this, 
some researchers have recommended that commercial 
nutrient supplements should not be added to CTs that are 
then applied to fresh produce (Ingram and Milner, 2007) 
Others have recommended that molasses should not be 
incorporated into CT,  and improved handling and storage 
techniques. The USDA-NOP standard is that CTs shall 
possess no more than126 cfu/ml of E. coli or no more than 
33 cfu/ml of enterococci.
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Agro-ecology

S10. On farm biodiversity 

Description:
Agro-ecology integrates knowledge about agricultural 
systems and ecosystems. It supports management 
approaches such as increasing biodiversity on the farm 
and the surrounding environment. The farm is regarded as 
part of the wider ecological landscape. 

Growing crops in a monoculture is often associated with 
high levels of pests and diseases. A number of studies 
suggest that on-farm biodiversity may assist with crop 
production and pest control. This is a management 
approach that involves adding many more species to 
the farm than in conventional farms. Additional species 
could increase farm output by helping to pollinate crops, 
enhance soil nutrients, predate pests and host beneficial 
insects as well as improve soil structure. 

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Agro-ecosystem scientists believe that on-farm 
biodiversity could help with pest and disease management 
in crops, and enhance soil fertility and resilience. It 
could also provide a variety of other benefits beyond 
the production of food, including recycling nutrients, 
regulating the microclimate and local hydrological 
processes, suppressing undesirable organisms and 
detoxifying noxious chemicals. 

One issue is that on-farm biodiversity might work 
better on smaller farms or organic farms than on large 
conventional farms because of the relative size of the 
crops grown. Research is being done now to see how 
on-farm biodiversity might be extended to agriculture on 
a range of scales. More scientific research is needed to 
measure the actual effects of on-farm biodiversity on pest 
control and yield, for example.

Alternatives to this technology are conventional 
agriculture or genetic engineering.
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Biological control

S1. Biological control agent to manage 
disease in grape production 

Description:
Controlling diseases in crops such as grapes, black 
currants, ornamental flowers, or kiwifruit is very important 
for the horticulture industry. The loss of crops and the cost 
of disease control can be very expensive. For example, 
“Bunch Rot” caused by Botrytis costs the New Zealand wine 
industry billions of dollars each year in lost grape sales and 
disease control, and lost wine sales. Conventional disease 
control relies on chemical fungicides. But there are issues 
around this such as: (1) development of resistant strains; 
(2) regulatory restrictions on the timing and number of 
applications; (3) increasing international market pressure 
to reduce pesticide residues, and (4) the growing organic 
sector not applying synthetic fungicides.

New biological control agents are being developed around 
the world and in New Zealand as an alternative to chemical 
sprays. These are nonpathogenic micro-organisms that 
can out-compete the disease organism for nutrients and 
space, or act as a parasite. One example is BOTRY-Zen®, 
developed by HortResearch, Winegrape Tech (a joint 
venture between Winegrowers of NZ and NZ Grape Growers 
Limited) and Zenith Technology Corporation Limited in 
2001. This product is now available in the market and is in 
use. Applications are being considered for other crops.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
The aim of this technology is to control disease without 
using chemical pesticides. BOTRY-Zen® is certified 
organic in New Zealand by  HYPERLINK “http://www.
botryzen.co.nz/pdf/BioGro_cert_2010.pdf” BioGro NZ (No. 
4405). When BOTRY-Zen® spores are deposited on flower 
debris, and the right environmental conditions exist, they 
germinate and colonise. It aggressively occupies the same 
physical space and outcompetes the disease organism 
Botrytis/Sclerotinia for nutrients. The advantage of this 
product is that it is non-invasive and causes no damage to 
live plant tissue. There is no residue on the fruit and it can 
be sprayed right up to harvest time.

Some issues are that efficacy in the field may vary 
depending on when it is applied, whether there are other 
fungicides being use in the same vineyard, and whether 
the produce encounters environmental extremes, e.g. in 
light, temperature, soil type or nutrients. Ways to resolve 
this are to practice good canopy hygiene (e.g. bunch trash 
removal); combine biocontrol treatments that occupy 
different environmental niches and/or have different modes 
of action; or use biocontrols treatments and limit the use of 
chemical controls. 

Alternatives: organic methods for pathogen suppression; 
planting cultivars with inherent resistance; canopy 
managementl; applying ‘soft control options’ such as 
compost teas; using synthetic botryticides or applying 
genetic engineering methods.
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Precision Agriculture

S3. Hyperspectral imaging to  
map soil fertility 

Description:
Precision agriculture (PA) is used to manage crop 
production inputs in an environmentally friendly way. 
By using site-specific knowledge, PA can help farmers 
target how much fertiliser, seed or chemicals are needed 
for specific soil and other conditions. PA is aimed at 
replacing physical inputs with information and knowledge 
[Bongiovanni and Lowenburg-Deboer 2004].

High tech equipment is being developed to map farm 
conditions such as soil fertility, to help manage pasture 
growth more accurately. One example, a hyperspectral 
radiometer can ‘photograph’ the pasture canopy. Many 
individual wavebands of light are collected and then a 
small number are selected that, following calibration, will 
predict the status of the soil fertility on farm paddocks. 
The images could be obtained from a satellite, aircraft, 
quad bike or hand-held radiometer.

This technology is being developed in New Zealand at 
AgResearch and Massey University, and at Hiroshima 
University, Japan. It is expected to come on stream in the 
near future.

Aims, issues and alternatives:
Detailed information within each paddock is required to 
enable variable rates of fertiliser application, i.e. to apply 
the right amount in the right place. It is very expensive 
to soil test a whole farm or even a transect within each 
paddock on the farm. Hyperspectral imaging technology 
provides a very high resolution picture, potentially to a 
scale of a few metres. Fertiliser representatives, farmers 
or farm consultants could use these soil fertility maps 
to work out the best way to apply fertiliser to particular 
areas. This could lead to much more efficient use of 
fertiliser and a greatly reduced risk of nutrients being 
leaked to the environment because ‘over-application’ in 
critical areas is avoided.

Some issues with this technology at present are to 
improve the accuracy of the ‘predicted fertility status’, and 
to reduce the cost of radiometers.

Alternative approaches would be to continue with existing 
methods, e.g. lab testing of soil samples, or use nano 
sensors.
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Appendix v: Workshop run sheet

Final 30 /11/11

Run Sheet , Script & Evaluation for Issues Mapping Workshops 

Auckland 5th, Christchurch 6th and Wellington 7th December 2011

1. Advance notice and preparation – 

•  Confirm venues, catering, signage, equipment etc for each venue. Check with the venue manager about 
details and who to liaise with on the day re catering and IT set up.

•  Send reminder to the 13 participants interviewed in each city and invite to workshop asap. Need mix of 
government, science, industry and community in each one. 

•  Attach Workshop Outline: aims/format and process of workshop/other participants [not names] /meal 
provided / parking/ note taking and audio recording / and who from the FF team will be there/ dress 
code= very casual 

• Clarify re Koha and travel support as required

• Get confirmations back in from all and check any dietary or access needs. .

• Send confirmed participants list to facilitators = Karen Auckland, Jess Wellington, Graeme CHCH

•  Send reminder email to all participants 1 week prior to workshop with venue and contact details – and then 
another reminder the day before. Get mobile phone numbers from participants in case of any mix ups.

• Make sure team members have each others’ mobile ph numbers.

•  Arrange advance access to venue one hour prior to check room set up, tables, chairs, catering, arrival 
space, main meeting room/ break out rooms/ IT and sound gear etc

2. Room set up/materials/equipment –  done by the logistics person for each venue [see below]

•  Arrival / lobby space for people to be greeted, given handouts, mingle, stow coats and bags etc before 
we sit down

•  Plenary space with chairs in a circle, around an electronic whiteboard or flip chart and screen. Need some 
clear wall space or a large white board at the front for putting up post it notes.

• Data-show and laptop and screen to put up IM interview results. IT help on hand?

•  Audio tape recording of discussion. Plus written notes to be taken. Note taker to be participant observer 
at back of room. 

•  Separate space for a sit down meal – lunch or dinner depending on time, and for tea/coffee breaks. 
Important that meal is at a nicely set table with proper plates etc. Part of the dialogue etiquette.

•  For Auckland and CHCH – and Welln?? – separate space for work in pairs. Could use lobby and catering 
space if needs be. See details below.

Materials =  [*will be provided, otherwise each workshop team to arrange own materials]

• datashow, laptop, screen, and PPT presentation on stick
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• digital camera, digital recorder, spare batteries etc

• workshop outline for facilitator = run sheet and time for each step*

• electronic white board or large flip charts and pens

• name tags for participants and team members. FIRST NAMES ONLY PLEASE

• copy of Future Food project information sheet *

• consent form for this workshop *

• ground rules for discussion/ dialogue [for facilitator]. Will be part of PPT *

•  small pieces of card for participants to record personal responses – business card size. Give each person 
10 ‘tweet’ cards for use during the workshop.*

• box with a slot in the lid / or bag, for collecting in the tweet cards

• large ‘post it’ notes to write on names and activities (Step 2)

• medium size felt pens with a writing nib

• set of the original tech examples flash cards

•  colour print out of ‘risk acceptance’ rankings and ‘Heart of the Matter’ results graphs, to be handed out to 
small groups * (Step 6) 

• A2 page question list for small groups to write answers on * ( Step 6)

•  A4 colour photocopy of phages example as hand out for pairs in (Step 6a) including review question and 
acceptability ranking scale, for each individual to fill in.*

• A4 writing paper and pens for writing up questions (Step 7)

• edited list of the questions that everyone asked in the interviews *

•  one to one pairing list for interpersonal dialogue session [to match up participants with contrasting views]

3. Roles on the day

A) Logistics: venue management, room set up, materials and hand outs, meet and greet, name tags, IT 
equipment, catering, manage room light and temperature, liaise with venue manager over any problems e.g. 
noise, datashow. Test equipment before start. 

Auckland = Jinny  Wellington = ?   CHCH = Maria

B) Facilitator: meet and greet, outline purpose of workshop, lead discussion, support participants to 
explore/resolve any conflicts that emerge, support break out groups as required. Thank everyone at end 
for participation. Manage the timetable! Follow the timeline run sheet handout. Amend for local lunch or 
afternoon times.

Karen Auckland  Jess/Trina Wellington   Graeme CHCH

C) Recorder: Organise and set up audio recording. Take notes during the sessions. Important to capture key 
comments and ‘ah hah’ moments.

Auckland = Jinny.  Wellington = Jess and Trina   CHCH = Maria

4. Script and run sheet for workshop – total time = 4 hours
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(Step 1) Welcome. 5 mins 

Welcome and thank people for coming. 

Facilitator introduce themselves and explain their role.

Briefly note who is here today e.g. “We have 2 people who work in science, 2 from industry, 2 from 
government departments and 2 from the wider community”

Note other project team members who are here today and their roles, including recording and note taking. 
Emphasise anonymity: nothing said here today will be attributed to any individual.

Check that people have signed consent form for this workshop, including consent for recording and note 
taking.

(Step 2) Fun ‘warm up’ game. 10 mins.

[Aim – to get to know each other as people and to start breaking down stereotypes]

Give everyone a felt pen and a few large Post It notes. 

On one Post It write your first name. 

On another Post It write something about yourself as a person. Trigger question = 

“Think about something you enjoy in your personal life – that you feel free to tell us about - or that you might 
be planning as a highlight for your summer holiday. Ideally, this would be something that others might be 
surprised to hear that you are interested in or capable of doing!”

Invite everyone to come forward and put the names up on one side of the whiteboard [or wall] at the front 
and their enjoyments on the other side.

Group discussion standing around the whiteboard or wall. A light hearted game= try to match the name/
person to the activity. 

(Step 3) Background and aims of the workshop. 5 mins.

[Aim – to orient participants to the workshop process and set out ‘ground rules’ for discussion]

• Housekeeping – exits, toilets, lunch, mobiles etc

Info from PPT slides:

• FF project. 

• IM method steps

• Aims of workshop Workshop and benefits of dialogue

• Guidelines for dialogue

• Ground rules for workshop

• Use of ‘tweet cards’ 

Throughout the workshop we will be asking you to pause every now  look at how the discussion is going or 
any thoughts going through your mind. This will be like a manual version of tweeting. 

If you notice something interesting or hear a remark that really appeals to you, or you have a burning idea 
or question, or you notice something about your own reactions or views - we will invite you to share it in the 
room or write it down on one of these pieces of card. 
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You each have 10 tweet cards to use during the workshop. Just pop your tweet cards into this box/bag at 
any time and we will collect up your observations, which of course will be anonymous. This is an important 
part of the process to see how well we have opened up the topic for dialogue discussion today. Only put 
something on a card if you want to. Nothing written on the tweet cards will be attributed to any individual 
here today.

(Step 4A) Getting to know everyone. Building dialogic relationships through personal stories.  30 mins

[Aim – to generate personal narratives that show the wholeness of the person and begin to surface values 
around the topic of interest. Uses the ‘Civil Conversation’ method] 

We are now going to a dialogue discussion round, to learn from people here today about some of their 
interests and views on future food technologies. We know that people often think about issues by drawing 
on their personal experience. I am going to ask 4 people in the group to tell us a story from their own life 
that will give us an insight into their personal views on our topic today. We want to hear from people with 
different backgrounds so we need one story from someone with an industry background, one from science, 
one community and one government. Please take a minute to think about a story or experience from your 
personal life experience, relevant to this topic of food technologies and if you would be interested in sharing 
this with the wider group. 

We will hear from 2 people in the first round, before lunch, and then the next 2 people after lunch. 

Once the person has told their story, there will be a chance for others to ask questions of curiosity. Just a 
reminder here – we will be practising ‘active listening.’ So, this really does need to be to a question to clarify 
something you are curious about, not simply to challenge the other person or make a statement of your own 
or a rebuttal. The story or experience must be something that you are each comfortable sharing in this group. 
So we need to be listen respectfully to what is said. Nothing that is said here today will be attributed to any 
individual in the workshop.

The 4 people who will answer the questions will self select. Agree on the order that they will speak, including 
2 before and 2 after lunch. Ask all questions for each person, in turn:

a)   Tell us a story from your own life or personal experience that is relevant to the topic we are 
discussing here today around future food technologies?

b)   What is at the heart of this issue for you? 

c)   When you think about the approach you take to this issue generally, are there any times that in 
your own mind you might have a dilemma about it. Are there any ‘shades of grey’, for you? Is there 
any aspect of uncertainty for you or where you still have a question or a doubt?

d)   For the whole group to ask. Do you have any questions of curiosity to ask the person who has 
been speaking here ?[the whole group can ask questions of any of the 2 people but they must be 
genuine questions not statements or rebuttal]
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(Step 5) Shared sit down meal – 30 minutes. 

Must be in a space away from where we have been talking so far.

Invite people to get their food, take a seat at the table and to keep talking. Encourage them to share further 
personal stories, and also to talk with others at the table about anything they have noticed about the 
workshop itself, so far. 

Drop a tweet card into the box after lunch if there is anything that strikes you as interesting.

(Step 4B) Personal stories continued 30 mins

Now invite the next 2 people to tell their stories.  Questions for each 2 people, in turn. 

a)   Tell us a story from your own life or personal experience that is relevant to the topic we are 
discussing here today around future food technologies?

b)  What is at the heart of this issue for you? 

c)   When you think about the approach you take to this issue generally, are there any times that in 
your own mind you might have a dilemma about it. Are there any ‘shades of grey’, for you? Is there 
any aspect of uncertainty for you or where you still have a question or a doubt?

d)   For the whole group to ask. Do you have any questions of curiosity to ask the person who has 
been speaking here ?[the whole group can ask questions of any of the 2 but they must be genuine 
questions not statements or rebuttal]

Reflections in the whole group: 4 mins

Having heard those 4 stories, and had a talk with other people over lunch, what observations would you like 
to make on the discussion so far? What have you noticed?

Personal reflections 1 min: Invite everyone to write something down on their tweet cards

(Step 6) IM interview results – and discussion 50 mins

PPT display of all IM results [with data from all interviews + separate Màori data]

Present the Risk Acceptance rankings. Follow up with discussion with the full group, using these prompts. 
Recorders to take careful notes: 

What is your response to these results? 

Do these results fit your previous expectations? 

What strikes you as the most surprising outcome?

Present the ‘Heart of the Matter’ graphs

What is your response to these results?

Do these results fit your previous expectations?

What strikes you as the most surprising outcome?
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Reflecting more deeply on the results. Small group discussions in circles of 3-4 pp:  

Each small group to work with handouts to discuss responses. Each person given a colour printout of the 
rankings and Heart of the Matter diagrams. Each group has a large sheet of A3 paper, with question 
headings and space to record responses to:

1.  Which technologies appear to be the least acceptable?

2.  Which technologies appear to be the most acceptable?

3.  What issues appear to be at the Heart of the Matter in this discussion?

4.   In what areas do participants appear to have similar views – where is the common ground between 
different people?

5.  Where are the key differences?

Make sure all the sheets are collected up.

Reflections: Discussion in the full plenary group 9 mins

We now want to take you back in time and ask you to recall your own personal responses to the future 
food technology examples we presented to you on the cards in the interviews, and also to think about  
what you said about the ‘Heart of the Matter’. Having had time to think about things more and discuss the 
results here today, - is there anything about your own initial responses that you might change now? Why? 
Why not?

How do you now see your own responses in relation to others in this discussion?

Personal reflection: 1 min. Write down any thoughts you have now about your own position in relation to 
others, on the tweet cards.

Step 6 (a) Review of Phages example. 10 mins

We are now going to focus on one of the future food technology examples and see how people might 
think about it here today in the workshop. When we interviewed you we showed you the example of a 
bacteriophage which could be used to control bacteria on meat. This was listed as a transgenic biotechnology 
application on the card. Our scientific advisors have told us that it should not be categorised as transgenic. 
We want to check whether having this example listed in the non transgenic category will affect how your 
rank it on a scale of acceptability. 

Discussion in pairs- talk to person next to you. 

Please take a look at the bacteriophage example here again now. Hand out photocopy of phages sheet. 
Focus on the question and write your answers on the sheet. Each participant needs to fill out a sheet:

Assuming that this technology is non transgenic, where would you put it on the ranking scale from:

Least acceptable Somewhat 
Unacceptable

Neutral Somewhat 
Acceptable

Totally Acceptable

General discussion in plenary – share with the whole group any comments or queries about this review of 
the phages example.
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Make sure the sheets are all collected in.

(Step 7) Asking questions and listening– practising dialogue 20 mins

[Aim – to practise dialogue communication skills in a one to one conversation]

We are now going to practise some dialogic approaches to communication. You will remember that during 
your interviews, we asked each of you the following question: If you had the opportunity to speak in person 
[to either a scientist or a non scientist ]about their response to the development of new food technologies, 
and you were able to ask three questions of them, what would you like to ask? This produced some very 
interesting results and we are now going to invite you to have a discussion about them. We are going give 
you a summary list of the responses that everyone gave in the interviews. And we are going to ask you to 
reflect on that list and use some of the questions in a dialogue exercise. We have matched you up in pairs 
for this exercise, which is going to be a ‘one to one’ conversation with another person in this workshop. We 
will invite you to look at the list and choose the 3 questions that seem most important to you, and to put those 
questions to your dialogue partner.

Instructions:

The aim of the exercise is to practise dialogue i.e. asking questions of curiosity rather than making statements, 
and also listening respectfully to what the other person has to say.

Hand out the summary list of questions that people asked in the interviews – one list for each person.

Invite participants to read the questions – and to think about the top 3 questions they would like to ask. This 
might be the questions you asked originally or a new question. Take turns in pairs asking and responding to 
the questions.

Each person needs a sheet of A4 writing paper and a pen.

Process:

1.   One person will be the questioner and the other person is the responder. Agree on who will go first.

2.  Ask each of your 3 questions, worded as questions of curiosity.

3.   After each question, listen very carefully to the response and write down what the other person has said.

4.   Read the response back to the other person and check that you have heard it correctly. Give the notes 
back to the respondent when you have finished.

5.  After 10 minutes, swap over so the first responder then asks their questions and writes down the replies.

Explain who is pairing up with whom for the one to one discussion and invite them to go to a quiet part of 
the room or adjacent room. Total time= 10 minutes each.

Reflections: share with the other person afterwards. 5 mins

What did you notice about the full question list?

What did you notice about your own questions? 
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How did you find this dialogue process?

Reflections: Write any observations down on your tweet cards.

(Step 8) Afternoon tea 10 mins

(Step 9) Investing in future food technologies in New Zealand 20 mins 

[Aim – to get a big picture view of the issues, including the key attributes around acceptability and criteria 
for future investment]

Questions for the full group in plenary. Write up key points on the whiteboard or flip chart.

Reflecting on what we have discussed here today, and the results from the interviews, what kinds of future 
food technologies are likely to be more acceptable to consumers and society?[And to Màori?]

Why? What is it about those technologies that makes them acceptable?

Looking to the future, what are the issues that New Zealand should be thinking about as a country, when we 
invest in future food technologies?

If there is disagreement in the group, use these prompt questions:

Where do we clearly agree?

Where do we clearly disagree?

What are the issues in the middle?

Impact of this dialogue research project.

Questions for the full group in plenary. Write up key points on the whiteboard or flip chart.

“What observations would you make, at this point, about the way that we usually go about discussing 
differences around science controversies, or other controversies in New Zealand?”

How might stakeholder dialogue discussions like the one we have had today contribute to future decision 
making about investment in future food technologies in New Zealand?

What would you like to see happen next? 

(Step 10). Final reflections 8 mins. 

A quick round of parting comments around the circle.

What have you most valued about this workshop today?

Any parting thoughts for the research team?

(Step 11) Close 2 mins

Facilitator to thank participants, give positive feedback on the day, remind them of evaluation questionnaire 
to come, reminder re confidentiality.
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5. After the Workshop – Team Evaluation 30 mins

Debrief among project team members after participants leave.

What worked well about the workshop?

What elements did not work so well?

What surprises, if any, were there?

When you think about how people engaged in the workshop, how would you rate the

quality of the dialogue that took place?

Non-existent:    Poor:    Fair:    Good:    Excellent:

This discussion needs to be recorded.

 

7. Participant feedback. 

Send 1 Week later: evaluation questionnaire for participants. Reminder end January 2011. Due back 13 
Feb 2012.

Suggested questions – needs check with Jeff.

1.  What worked well about the workshop?

2.  What elements did not work so well?

3.  What surprises, if any, were there?

4.  When you think about how people engaged in your workshop, how would you rate the

quality of the dialogue that took place?

Non-existent: Poor:  Fair: Good: Excellent:

5.   Would you be interested in engaging in further dialogue with the people from your workshop, if there 
were an opportunity to do so?

Yes: No: Possibly:

6.      What is the most significant new thing you learnt or a new insight you gained from taking part in this 
workshop?

7.     Following this workshop, have you noticed any changes in the way you go about engaging in discussion 
with others on the GM/GE issue in future?

Yes: No: Possibly:
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8.     In your view, does this dialogue method show potential for wider use in discussing new science and 
technologies in New Zealand?

Yes: No: Possibly:

9.      From your personal point of view, when new food products are being developed by scientists and 
industry and put into the food chain, what are the key issues that should be taken into account?

10.   If there was one piece of advice that you would like to give to decision makers about investing in future 
food technologies in NZ, what would you say? 

11.  Any final comments on this workshop and the future food project itself?

7. Follow up afterwards to participants. 

Thank you letter and small gift of appreciation, and note on next steps. 
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Appendix vi: Technical note on creating the Issues 
Mapping Graphs

Andreas Mahn, August 2012.

Creating the graphs

Data from the interviews were entered into Survey Monkey and transferred into OpenOffice Calc (an open 
source equivalent to MS Excel). For the visualisation work, all the data analysis, integrity checking and 
transformation was done in Calc. Data transformation was necessary in order to be able to sort and rank 
the data, and then to populate the graphs.

For the technology ranking graphs, a simple ranking algorithm was used so that topics that were deemed 
more acceptable by participants would be sorted closer to the top, whereas the less acceptable topics were 
given less weight. A similar approach was taken for both types of the ‘Heart of the Matter’ (HoM) graphs. 
Topics that the participants thought closer to the Heart of the Matter were given more visual weight. The 
area of the circles corresponds to the overall relevance of each topic. The HoM circles were then individually 
colour shaded to indicate how close to the heart a topic was for the respondent. The picture that emerges 
shows that some topics were thought to be very central and others resulted in a wider spread. The pyramid 
layout for all HoM circles showed the overall most relevant topic on top, followed by the next relevant one 
and so on.

The HOM statements were also presented in a ‘squares’ image. The squares are laid out with the topic most 
frequently placed at the centre, shown in the centre of the graphic. The square’s area is proportional to the 
centrality, so it is easy to see from one square to the next how big or small the perceived centrality was. The 
[dark to light] colour shading is applied from most to least important.

The word clouds were created using the services of www.wordle.net. They are a simple concept, created from 
a body of text so that the words that occur more often are rendered larger. The more often a word occurs 
the bigger it will be in the resulting image. The layout is generated so that the words are arranged randomly 
while occupying the smallest possible space. Common words (“the”, “and”, “of” etc.) are ignored by Wordle, 
and I have also removed the following words before feeding the free text responses into Wordle:

B1, B2, B3 etc. (from the technology flash card numbering), don’t (sic), way, one, get, lot, bit, just, much, 
enough, look, things, make, used, because (sic), using, done, see, side, thing, seen, go, tell, use, like, a lot (sic), 
e.g., e.g., got, ones, i.e., put, ways, something, also, led, even, some, i.e., yet

I went through several iterations and felt ignoring these words provided more insightful results.

Technical notes

The actual ranking graphs were initially created in Calc, and the HoM circles and squares in MapInfo (a 
desktop mapping application). This produced raw versions of the graphs. These raw versions were then 
imported into Adobe Illustrator, where the overall layout, the labelling, colouring and finally rendering took 
place.

Adjustments were only made when ranking algorithm was applied.  The assumption was that topics that 
are more acceptable or closer to the Heart of the Matter require to be treated so they achieve more visual 
gravity. The data itself however is unaltered - these methods simply determined a particular structure in the 
data in order to display it in a useful way. This can be described as finding a suitable topography of the 
source data. Any small points regarding the completeness of the original data are noted on the graphs. And 
the original data (or at least the summaries) can be re-created from the graphs e.g. anyone can take out a 
ruler, measure the length of an individual bar segment and work out exactly how many participants found 
any one example acceptable.
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Appendix vii: Heart of the Matter results -  
original circle diagrams data from interviews
  

Ensuring that food is safe to eat

6    5     28

Protecting the environment

4  14    21

Promoting human health

1   9   8    21

4  14    21

Supporting sustainable  
agriculture

1   4  17   17 4  14    21

Respecting Màori 
culture and values

3 12 4  9   11 4  14    21

Maintaining ethical  
and spiritual values

1 10 7 11  10

4  14    21

Ensuring that food  
is affordable

2  5 12 13   7 4  14    21

Making decisions based  
on scientific facts

4  5 14  9   7 4  14    21

Increasing economic  
growth for NZ

8  4 15  7   5 4  14    21

Supporting fair trade  
and global sustainability

2  7 14 13  3

“The Heart of the Matter” Rankings  
Combined Results (39 participants)
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Ensuring that food is safe to eat

4    3     4

Protecting the environment

1    3      7

Promoting human health

1       3      7

4  14    21

Supporting sustainable  
agriculture

1       2     8 4  14    21

Respecting Màori 
culture and values

2  4   5 4  14    21

Maintaining ethical  
and spiritual values

1  5    5

4  14    21

Ensuring that food  
is affordable

1      5  2    3 4  14    21

Making decisions based  
on scientific facts

3  3  4  1   4  14    21

Increasing economic  
growth for NZ

4  2  3       2 4  14    21

Supporting fair trade  
and global sustainability

2   4  4   1

The Heart of the Matter 
Community
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Ensuring that food is safe to eat

1           6    

Protecting the environment

    2      5

Promoting human health

1   2     4

4  14    21

Supporting sustainable  
agriculture

        3     4 4  14    21

Respecting Màori 
culture and values

1  2  2        2 4  14    21

Maintaining ethical  
and spiritual values

1  2      3    1

4  14    21

Ensuring that food  
is affordable

2  1  4 4  14    21

Making decisions based  
on scientific facts

1  1  2  1    1   4  14    21

Increasing economic  
growth for NZ

1  6        4  14    21

Supporting fair trade  
and global sustainability

   1  5   1

The Heart of the Matter 
Government
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Ensuring that food is safe to eat

1    1     9

Protecting the environment

    6     5

Promoting human health

4  3      4

4  14    21

Supporting sustainable  
agriculture

2   6     3 4  14    21

Respecting Màori 
culture and values

1  6      2   2 4  14    21

Maintaining ethical  
and spiritual values

5  4  1    1

4  14    21

Ensuring that food  
is affordable

1      4  3    3 4  14    21

Making decisions based  
on scientific facts

1  5  4    1   4  14    21

Increasing economic  
growth for NZ

1      4   3   3 4  14    21

Supporting fair trade  
and global sustainability

1  4  3  2    1

The Heart of the Matter 
Industry
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1    1     9

    6     5 4  3      4

2   6     3 1  6      2   2 5  4  1    1

1      4  3    3 1  5  4    1   1      4   3   3 1  4  3  2    1

Ensuring that food is safe to eat

Protecting the environment Promoting human health

4  14    21

Supporting sustainable  
agriculture

4  14    21

Respecting Màori 
culture and values

4  14    21

Maintaining ethical  
and spiritual values

4  14    21

Ensuring that food  
is affordable

4  14    21

Making decisions based  
on scientific facts

4  14    21

Increasing economic  
growth for NZ

4  14    21

Supporting fair trade  
and global sustainability

The Heart of the Matter 
Science

1    1     9

3    3     5 5          6

2   7     2 1  4      3   3 3  2  2    4

   3  2  5    1   3   3   5   4  1  2  4   1  1   6  3    
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Appendix viii:  Comments from “Food, Markets 
and Society III” – ’Coming to the Table’ Future 
Foods- project end user seminar symposium for 
end users of the project: Wellington 29 June 2012.

A feature of the research project has been to involve end user groups from the outset with regular briefings 
and seminars over 2008-12. In this third and final end user seminar, the results of the stakeholder dialogue 
fieldwork were presented and discussed. As well as transferring these Phase III research findings to end 
users, this meeting was an opportunity for end users to personally experience  the Issues Mapping technology 
card ‘risk ranking’ and ‘Heart of the Matter’ exercises used with research subjects in the field. A short version 
of the exercise was offered for a group ranking and discussion in the first part of the workshop. We also 
wanted to document their commentary on the fieldresults as a further data set, and to encourage reflection 
and dialogue between the different end user participants themselves.

The 50 end user workshop participants were grouped at 6 tables with a mix of backgrounds from science, 
industry, government and community interest groups. They were invited to discuss and compare the technology 
cards and rank them on the 5 point acceptability scale. Not all groups worked with all 4 sets of technology 
cards in the time allowed. The following notes [taken by facilitators at each table] outline the comments on 
the rankings and why people ranked their preferences as they did.  Participant comments are presented in 
italics below. 

These results re enforce the literature reviews, and fieldwork results [stakeholder interviews and dialogue 
workshops] reported earlier. 

1.Risk acceptance ranking of technology examples – what influenced  participants’ 
preferences?

Biotechnology

Plant [applications] more acceptable than animals - no real reason but people feel more comfortable, no 
emotional attachment to plants.

GM examples. For those [people in favour]: it can decrease pesticide use, making it safer for humans. For 
those against: it reduces the gene pool and IP rights rest with international companies.

I see no issues with cisgenics, it is just like grafting on a root stock.

Intellectual property control.

Questions of ownership. Who benefits? Big companies? 

Power - and marketing drivers.

[My choice was based on ] not creating disparities between rich and poor. 

Weigh up risks and benenfits.

Ethical issues around cloning.

If cloning people is a No-No why is it then OK to clone animals? As a scientist I can see what is proposed 
but personally I don’t like it.
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For those in favour: on a positive note it can improve agricultural trades quickly and allow dissemination 
of improved livestock. Those against were concerned about animal welfare.

One example seemed completely unacceptable: GM limiting pain perception in farm animals

The GM kumara example could infringe cultural values

Màori would hate it. There is huge variety of colour already [available in kumara].

GM enzymes in bread. [For those in favour]: it is safe and adds positive attributes to food. [For those 
against]: reduction of natural enzyme pool but more safely contained than if you used livestock.

Nanotechnology

The cards were ranked in the neutral space when the group didn’t feel they had enough information to 
make decision

I am nervous about Nano particles in silica.

We don’t know enough about the risks of this technology

Nanotech needs more testing before it goes into humans, because not enough is known.

With nano examples, there are questions around risk v. benefit? And for whom? Distrust around potential 
risks.

Unknown risks because it is new technology.

Nano [example] may have a purpose but are there environmental issues  downstream?

The case was not well presented – why is it needed?

Some people relaxed because of how it is used and it can reduce packaging. Others less convinced: why 
would you want to extend shelf life – what’s in it for me?

The nano agri-chemical offers the ability to have less agricultural residues in our foods. But for those 
against there is a lack of control by consumers, and farmers could use too much so the residues would 
increase instead of decrease.

Nano contaminating the environment was more a concern than nano in food.

Worried about workers, manufacturing technology using nano [coming down] the pipeline.

More research is needed on the effects on the environment, unintended consequences.

Nano applications could well not be a problem, but need science [information] around them.

Functional foods

Nutrigenomics – the card was critiqued and the risk claims were seen as misleading. 

Need consideration of both social benefit and economic benefit when using public funding [for such 
research].

Need to look at ethical implications of this technology, e.g. potential for health funding to be lost.

Some saw it as acceptable because it is used now and you are eating food instead of popping pills. 
Others saw [functional food applications] as only ‘somewhat acceptable’, because of ethical and social 
implications – it is bringing up more issues than it is solving.
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Who cares: if people want to eat it , it is a person’s choice.

There are no ethical issues, it’s by choice but health claims have to be verified.

If I had a condition (medical) I would be much more pro.  

Blackcurrants – slippery slope argument. It is a good product, but it might be colonised for elite markets, 
whereas up until now it was a common everyday product for all.

Omega 3 - I don’t like the idea of the whole population being dosed,it takes away individual choice.

Lot of these are marketing ideas to elite groups. Where do the benefits go?

Sustainable agriculture

Sustainable agriculture was widely accepted

[There was a divided opinion in one group]: yield vs. hazards.

As a consumer this might work [the technology would be acceptable] but what is the economic result? It 
could be disruptive leading to a loss of profits. But it depends on the level of economic measurement e.g. 
it is a bonus for biodiversity.

Needs to demonstrate an economic benefit.

Premium market vs. cheap; service/ functionality value vs. impact on the environment.

Need for labelling to give value.

You can’t scale up – it is only applicable to smaller farms. 

[In favour because of]: carbon capture services as well as [more] biodiversity- and diversity of food itself.

An intuitive idea ‘new age ecological idea’ but it might be acomplex economic impact for a farmer = 
disruptive to them and NZ bottom line. But [others said] farms would be more viable and new market 
oppotunities would arise.

Concerned about the potential hazards to the environment and efficiency.

Reflecting on the general approach taken by participants to ranking their preferences

Our knowledge of what we were looking at was important – if we knew little about them or the technology 
was at an early stage of development then we were more cautious  

Whether we know enough about it – individually and science.

[People at our table] were neutral about none of them: they were all polarized, no nice bell curve.

If it is not natural it makes me feel yuck.

If we had [a sense of choice] then we were more accepting. If compulsory, then less acceptable.

It depends – technology is not the issue, it’s how it is used.

I was running my ideas through the filters of: (1) human health; (2) health of the environment. 

If things weren’t acceptable this was based on ethical grounds vs. scientific.

Risk v benefit was a big consideration.
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If risks could be managed it could be more acceptable.

The public benefit perspective is important. 

Quite a few in this group were prepared to eat [the food] ourselves but because of other effects it got 
ranked down.

You can take a personal view but then you need to widen it to consider second order impacts e.g. what 
happens to other people? We didn’t think about future generations

What are the impacts for economy vs. individual producers? Who will gain or lose?

The onus is on the science community to disclose who they are going to work for, their interests

Public education, good marketing could stop nano going the same way as biotech.

People draw on media opinion in shaping consumer opinions.

Acceptance of a new technology depends on who is championing it and repetition. If people hear 
something repeated they will believe it, but trusted information is also important.

We still need to ask the right questions, look at other causes rather than fixing the problem [with 
technology]

What are the other options and the wider context – what else was available? 

[Re the animal farming example] the animal welfare response came out of association with the picture 
on the card.  But it is also a good farming, practice issue too.

Different problem up the decision chain to improve farming practice

How do regulatory systems reflect this?

2.What is at the Heart of the Matter

Participants were asked to reflect on what was at the Heart of the Matter for them personally when it comes 
to explaining their preferences. Some of the key comments captured in the group discussions were:

Power / political economy.

Need to see clear benefits; question of benefits for who?

Consideration of unintended consequences.

Ethics.

It is about ethical or policy issues, not just science.

Everything else economics.

Risk management.

Healthy nutrition to feed 8 billion people.
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3. Dialogic moments

Even in this short session, there were indications of dialogic insight during the discussion i.e. seeing the issues 
from different points of view. This provides encouragement to the proposition that engagement in a mixed 
group of people with diverse backgrounds and interests can open up new insights for participants and 
identify common ground. Some comments recorded during the seminar were:

[Initially, acceptance of this technology] was seen as niche marketing for companies and therefore 
up to them; but after further discussion more aspects became apparent. Consideration of both social 
benefit and economic benefit [is important] when using public funding. 

If you think of this from the consumer point of view it leads to other implications e.g. IP and industry 
good considerations; issues throughout the value chain.

People have a personal view and a work view: they are different.

The difference of opinions from ‘community’ group vs. the other 3 groups – due to lack of interaction 
of this group through developmental processes? i.e. science/Govt/industry have regular interaction 
on specific areas. 

I was surprised that economic factors were below other things but maybe we have to re think ‘economic 
achievement’ – we may need to have environment, health etc. to have economic prosperity. (In the 
industry market this can play to people’s values)

Interesting that ethics was a concern across the board. I thought it wouldn’t be as widespread as it 
was.

Interesting – support for sustainable agriculture. [There was] as much difference within the groups as 
between them.

Similar rankings for 4 technology [categories] regardless of stakeholder group.

The differing Màori approach to these things was just way more than I realised.

Màori research understandings – highlight area of understanding that needs to be improved and 
communicated better.

Can we not achieve it all through careful food and economic/industry strategy. Can it be an AND 
conversation not an OR conversation?

As part of the end user workshop, participants were asked not only to think about their own technology 
risk preferences but also to reflect on the preferences of those interviewed for the project, as presented in 
the fieldwork results. When asked what was most surprising or interesting to them about the results, they 
commented as follows:

The close general agreement across stakeholders for “the Heart of the Matter” results.

Most interesting – to me was what looked like a reasonable consensus between the scientists, government 
and industry groups and the big gap in opinions between these groups and the community group.

Agreement on high value place on safety, health, environment.

  Food safety is the main ‘Heart of the Matter’.

Surprising/new:  economic growth is low for all groups even industry.

Nano is more acceptable than biotechnology.
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Interesting that ethics was a concern across the board. I thought it wouldn’t be as widespread as it 
was.

Surprises were the difference in Màori views vs. non-Màori.

Surprising that the community ‘Heart of the Matter’ graphic shows ‘ensuring that foods are affordable’ 
as a much lower priority!

Surprised Nano more acceptable than I’ve expected.

Surprised food safety ‘at Heart of the Matter ‘for most because food safety is not a major problem in 
NZ (strong regulations etc.)

Surprised at depth of [concern] still on biotech.

Interesting that previous pro GE views haven’t come through.

Not surprising that biotech and nanotech rated lowest - they are the most emotive.

Affordability of food production and the associated role of new technologies did not figure strongly.

Importance of science decision making a very low priority on community list : lack of knowledge has 
a big impact.

Interesting – the divergence between the research results (here and in the literature) and the govt/
commercial drivers around technology.

Most interesting: extent which community opinion diverges from government and scientists (e.g. in 
case of Nano).

Most interesting was the low acceptability by the community. It was lower than expected. Knowledge 
is a critical factor.

Not surprised by difference in community and industry views. Industry only stays in business if it 
knows what the community wants.

Very encouraged by ranking that industry gives – should be the most directly influential.

Furthermore, when asked where the fieldwork results showed common ground between the interview subjects, 
the end user workshop participants noted:

Where people agreed – sustainable agriculture. Quite a lot of similarities.

 Common ground – importance of environment.

Ethics and morals common ground - and background to the decisions and opinions.

Sustainability is desirable (acceptable) - has good connotations.

Food safety is of upmost importance to most people.

Sustainable agriculture: agreement across stakeholders.

Food safety, promoting and protecting the environment.

People agreed on safe sustainable food.

Agree on - NZ image, food safe to eat.

Agreement on the high value placed on safety, health, environment (but this is reflected in buying 
behavior).
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There was not universal agreement, and some end users held to their points of view:

Conspiracy theories are alive and well.

Basically no one wants GE/Nano stuff so why is there continued support/promoting it?

Màori are marginalizing themselves by purposely being different.

4. Comments on the research project design

Some workshop participants made comments on the research project design, particularly on the sample size 
and the representative of the different segments. It was explained that the sample had been constructed to 
create a wide mix of participants in the fieldwork study, but that the results could not be seen as representing 
all views in the sector.

Some appeared to be more familiar and comfortable with large quantitative survey methods, than smaller 
in depth qualitative methods such as used in this study. Where the results did not meet expectations, some 
participants wanted to know more about exactly who had been interviewed. 

Given the quite small sample size and inconsistency of methodology care needs to be taken not to 
over interpret the results. This should be treated as qualitative, not quantitative research.

I wonder if the ‘stakeholders are a self-selective group of those who have always been intersted in a 
dialogue about food technologies?

Surprised at the low concern toward economic aspects. What was the involvement of actual producers 
[in the interviews]?

Very small sample sizes – will this inform key decision-making?

Do the results/answers lead to knowing if people will put their money where their mouth is? 

5. Symposium notes continued: Notes from each table on 2 Strategic questions –

Q. 1 – From your personal point of view: when new food products are being developed by scientists and 
put into the food chain, what sort of issues should be taken into account?

Table 1

• What consumers think

• Why NZ is the right place to be making it

• Is it sustainable?

• Is it ethical?

• Is it safe?

• Is it healthy?

Table 2

• Food safety

• Ingredient stability/shelf life
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• Consumer acceptability (product and technology)

• Product longevity/life cycle

• Economic advantage

• Regulatory requirements

• Who benefits? Consumers? Company? NZ? Overseas?

• Market identification

• Branding and marketing

• Communication to consumer

• Economic viability and costing

• Ethical issues – offensive to different populations

Table 3

• Safety

• Traceability

• Sustainability

• Is there a market for it/how big?

• Return on investment

• Who does this serve? (Who benefits?)

• With the scientists - Where does responsibility lie? And/or to what extent?

Table 4

•  Wrong question. Invest then commercialise is wrong approach. New product must start (notionally) in 
market then reach back to science for improvement (lower cost, better flavour, stability, claims proving, 
packaging etc.)

•  Discussion today (GE, Nanotech) so mainly on-farm/in-orchard question. Wrong place. Already NZ food 
factory double value. Food factory output hh 73% CAGR (compound annual growth rate) real. Off farm 
value h less than 1% CAGR

Table 5

• Profitability

• Point of difference/improvement

• Clear ‘need’ / opportunity

• Reflect well on NZ = ethics

• Cost = who for? / benefits

• Value chain considerations

• Sustainability – energy/environment/waste/social
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• IP?

• Safe for consumption

• Regulatory issues/audit systems

• End user acceptance

Table 6

• Affordability

• Who benefits form product?

• Economic growth. Volume g value

• Who owns IP? Manage IP ESPVR (end- systolic pressure-volume relationship)

• Path to market – industry partners with $

• NZ Inc brand compatibility

• How risk adverse? Level of precaution? g acceptability

• Safety – long-term, people, environment

• Public health e.g. sugar alternatives, obesity, diabetes

Q. 2 – What are the issues that New Zealand should be thinking about as a country when we invest in 
future food technologies?

Table 1

• Sustainability

• What are the future markets

• Value add

• Fresh to market technologies

• Sailing ships (carbon footprint)

• Recognition of bicultural heritage

Table 2

• Sustainable production

• Build small companies to big companies – research structure

• Which markets should we be targeting?

• IP protection

• Brand NZ

• Synergy with other technologies – packaging

• Return on R & D investment
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• Barriers to market – packaging

• Logical partners

• Ethical partners – no harm to animals, slave labour on NZ fishing boats

• Isolation and transportation

• Building on our expertise

• Use NZ boat building industry to export  and link to tourism

• Consumer acceptability

• Building on current technologies – good g better g best. Not being market developers

• Is it value for money to invest in food rather than IT? Return on investment.

Table 3

• Unique high value (i.e. off season to northern hemisphere) take advantage of our unique position

• Add value – infant formula rather than milk production

• Sustainability – for market and ethical purposes

• Consistent with branding image

• Consumers attitudes

• Growing trends

• Local sustainable/diverse food for NZ vs. global markets (specialism)

• IP

Table 4

• Invest in processing and proving

• Increase value not volume

• Seek where value lies and enhance –flavor, physical functionality, panache (stories, provenance, trust) 

• Keep the baseline ticking – lower cost on farm/orchard, new breeds to enrich the offer, embrace ICT 
revolution on farm (pastoral GIS yet to be exploited fully)

Table 5

• Preserving and improving environment (ecologically and socially) and competitive advantage

• Economically viable? Growth? Sustainability

• Marketable

• Ethics?

• NZ food security

• Long-term sustainability

[NO TABLE SIX RESPONSES RECORDED]
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Appendix ix: Website References and Bibliography
Websites

http://www.3news.co.nz/Cavalier-Bremworth-develops-top-secret-recycling-scheme/tabid/421/
articleID/265705/Default.aspx 

http://www.waikato.ac.nz/provcMàori/research/tehaumihiata/index.shtml.

http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/6735584/Hundreds-of-GM-trees-destroyed

 http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn21696-are-chinese-consumers-greener-than-westerners.html

http://www.nzcer.org.nz/te-wahanga/Màori-and-future-food-technologies.

See http://www.poutama.co.nz/index.htm and http://tewakakaiora.wordpress.com/huaparakore/
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